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Announcement!
OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MEN'S
ASSOCIATION
EVER

since the

mercial

appearance

radio broadcast

of

The following firms are co- operating

the com-

receiver

as

a

household necessity, the Radio Service
Man has been an essential factor in the
radio trade; and, as the complexity of electrical
and mechanical design in receivers increases, an
ever -higher standard of qualifications in the
Service Man becomes necessary.
The necessity, also, of a strong association of
the technically -qualified radio Service Men of the
country is forcing itself upon all who are familiar
with radio trade problems; and their repeated
urgings that such an association must be formed
has led us to undertake the work of its

organization.
This is the fundamental purpose of the
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION, which is not a money- making institution,
or organized for private profit; to unite, as a
group with strong common interests, all wellqualified Radio Service Men; to make it readily
possible for them to obtain the technical information required by them in keeping up with the
demands of their profession; and, above all, to

give them a recognized standing in that profession, and acknowledged as such by radio manufacturers, distributors and dealers.
To give Service Men such a standing, it is
obviously necessary that they must prove themselves entitled to it; any Service Man who can
pass the examination necessary to demonstrate
his qualifications will be elected as a member
and a card will be issued to him under the seal
of this Association, which will attest his ability
and prove his identity.
The terms of the examination have been drawn
up in co- operation with a group of the best -known
radio manufacturers, as well as the foremost
radio educational institutions.

with us:

GRIGSBY -GRUNOW CO (Majestic), CHICAGO
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG.
CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y.
CROSLEY RADIO CORP., CINCINNATI, OHIO
COLIN B. KENNEDY CORP., SOUTH BEND,

IND.
The schools who have consented to act as an
examination board are:
International Correspondence Schools, Scranton,
Penna.; Mr. D. E. Carpenter, Dean.
RCA Institutes, Inc., New York, N. Y.; Mr. R.

L. Duncan, President.
East Bay Radio Institute, Oakland, Calif.: Mr.
T. T. Tonnehilt, Director.
Radio Training Association of America, Chicago,
Ill.; Mr. A. G. Mohaupt, President.
School of Engineering of Milwaukee, Milwaukee,
Wisc.; Mr. W. Werwath, President.
Rider -Goll Radio School, New York, N. Y.; Mr.
John F. Rider, Director.
Radio College of Canada, Toronto, Canada; Mr.
J. C. Wilson, President.
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School, Chicago,
Ill.; Mr. H. C. Lewis, President

We shall not attempt to grade the members into
different classes. A candidate will be adjudged
If the school
as either passing or not passing.
examining the papers passes the prospective member as satisfactory, we shall issue to him an
identification card with his photograph.
If the candidate does not pass this examination
the first time, he may apply for another examination three or six months later.
There is absolutely no cost attached to any
service rendered by the Association to its members, no dues, no contributions.

If you wish to become a member, just fill out
the coupon below and mail it to us. We will
send you all the papers necessary to become a
member.

O. R. S.

M. A.,

RADIO CRAFT,
98 Park Place,
New York, N. Y.
e

o

I wish to become a member of your Association.
Please mail me the examin:,t
papers and appli
cation blanks.

Name

Address

Town...

State.
RC-6
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Important and far- reaching developments in Radio
create sudden demand for specially
equipped and specially trained Radio
Service Men.

(With this

Radio Set
Analyzer
(sent to everyAlember)

THOUSANDS of skilled Radio Service Men are needed now to

service all -electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service
Man, you can earn í3.00 an hour full time or spare time, and fit
yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers.
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a Radio
furnish you with a marvelous
Service Man
certify you
Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument \will then put you on a
par with experts who have been in the radio business for years. With
its help you can quickly diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training
we give you will enable you to make necessary analysis and repairs.
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing
those are a few of the other
and installing short wave receivers
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio.
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest,
quickest, best -paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining
the Radio Training Association.

...

i(!5

óu Can Earn
°-°an hour

...

11.11000
This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the
instructions given you by the Association will
transform you into an expert quickly. \with
it, you can locate troubles in all types of sets,
test circuits, measure resistance and condenser
%rowing
capacities, detect defective tubes.
how to make repairs is easy knowing what
the trouble is requires expert knowledge and
With this Radio Set
a Radio Set Analyzer.
Analyzer, ynt will he able to give expert servPossessing this
ice and earn $1.00 an hoar.
set anal zer and knowing how to use it will
he but one of the I.. 'r, that will be yours
\.
as a menu. er of the 1t.

...

;

.

.

Special No -Cost Memberships Now
To all ambitious men. No -Cost Memberships that may not -need
not -cost you a cent are available. The training and the valuable
Radio Set Analyzer can he yours! Now is the time to prepare to
he a Radio Service Man! By the time you're ready, demand will
exceed supply. Bigger salaries, rapid promotion, bigger opportunities!
For the sake of extra money made in your spare time, bigger pay.
a business of your own, a position with a future, get in touch with
the Radio Training Association at once. Send for No -Cost Membership Plan, and FREE Radio Handbook that will open your eyes
as to what Radio has in store for the ambitious. Don't wait! Don't
delay! Get started now!
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Chicago, III.
4513 Ravenswood Ave.
Dept. RCA -6

open

Fill Out and Ma il Today!
RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Depp. RCA -6, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.

Gentlemen: Send me details of your No-Cost
Training 011er and information on how to make
real money in radio quick.
Name
Address
t 1ty

Ct tte

H. GERNSBACK,
S.

President

adio-

GERNSBACK, Treasurer

J. M. HERZBERG, Vice- President
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In Forthcoming Issues
110W TO MAKE .\ IRAI)IO ROBOT, by II. G. Ci.in. The
remarkable doings of robots now comun+mul a great dead of
interest, as every visitor to late radio shows cam testify. In
this article Mr. ('isin will describe the construction of a
uhet of considerable versatility, by means within the reach
ut' resourceful radio experimenters.

11O\V 'l'O

THE

l'III: MODERNI7,ATION OF 'l'I11: SI'I'ERIII:'l'EROUl'Nl:, Sly C. 11. W. Nmson. .1n explanation of the sudden
revival of the superheterodyne, with many new featur.

FIGURE R.I'. COILS, by Clifford Denton. V.,
yueaion has !will asked Sal often of radio editors as "11,et
many turns of wire on the Coil
We would not say that
all editors are tired of vlswering it; but the render who
is interested in "rolling his own" should keep this
article
:always within reach, and sane postage stamps.

DESIGN OF POWER TRANSFORMERS .1ND
CHOKES. N1vn' constructors have very clear ideas :about
the R.F. components of a receiver, but they would like to
know more about its heavy end. While you tuty not wish
to build your own pack components, this article will give
you the necessary information, which will be otherwise useful.

added to the fundamental merit of its principle of operation;
and sonic hints for the constructor. Imidentally-there
i..
not
formula in the article.
as

RADIO-CRAFT Is published monthly, on the fifth of the month preceding that of
date; its subscription prie is $2.50 per sear.
(In Canada and foreign countries,
3.00 year to cover additional postage.) Entered at the postolrice at ML Morris,
111..
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at Home
a Fascinating Job in Radio

I will Train You

RQdioAmajing'órowtllis Opeoing
J. E.Sm its-es.ILgull
leaf
gds oJBigJobs E
You like action, romance, thrill.' You'll get them in
Radio -plenty of them Rig pay, too. That is why 1 urge
you to mail the coupon below for my Tree book of startling
facts on the variety of fascinating. money-making oppor
tunities in this great, uncrowded field. It also explains
how you can quickly learn Radio through my amazingly
simple 50 -50 method of home -study training, even though
you may not nosy know the difference between a "Screen
Grid and a Gridiron ". Thousands of men ss ho knew
absolutely nothing about Radio before taking my course
are today making real money in this growing industry.

Thrilling Jobs That Pay
$50 to $100 a Week

Why go along with $2.5. 530 or $45 a week in dull,
no- future work when there are plenty of good jobs in
Radio that pay $50, $75 and up to $250 a week? For
instance, by taking my training, you can see the world
in grand style as a Radio operator on shipboard. There
are many splendid openings in this line with good pay
plus your expenses. You'll also find thrills and real pay
in Aviation Radio work. Broadcasting is another field
that offers big pay and fascinating opportunities to men
who know Radio. And think of the great, thrilling future

sirh Radio training in Television and Talking,
Mosier. ..11y free hook tells all about these and many
other branches of Radio that bring you in contact with
interesting people, pay big money and make life plea ant
for you. Without doubt, Radio training is the key hat
opens the way to success. And my training, in particular,
is the eery training that makes you a "Certified R.fl) OTRICLI -the magic words that mean valuable recognition for you in whatever type of Radio work just ake
up after graduation. you'll see why, when you receive
my interesting book.
1

\'

Get My Free Book

wet.

Send the coupon below for my 64 -page book of
tunnies in Radio and information on my home -study
training. It has put hundreds of fellow's on the road to
s
It will tell you exactly what
bigger pay and success.

Radio offers you, and how my Employment Department
helps you get into Radio after you graduate. I back my
training with a signed agreement to refund every penny
of your money if, after completion, you are not satisfied
with the Lesson and Instruction Service I give you. Fill
in and mail the coupon NOW!
Z. MITI, Pre., Dept. IFX

J.

National IWt Institute,
Waehtnatee, D. C.

Earn While You Learn

You don't have to quit your present job to take my
course! You stay right at home, hold your job. and learn
in your spare time. (Lack of high school education or
Radio experience are no drawbacks.) I teach you to begin
making money shortly after you enroll. My new practical method makes this possible. I give you eight big
laboratory outfits that teach you to build and service practically every type of receiving set made. \lany of my
students earn $15, $20, 530 weekly while learning. Earle
Cummings, 18 Webster St., Haverhill, Mass., writes: "1
made $375 in one month in my spare time, installing,
servicing, selling Radio sets. And let me emphasize right

1.

F. SMITH,

Prnient

Nalionat Radio Institute, Dry,.

'Washington, D. C.

Travelled 75,000 Miles
"Dear Mr. Smith: I have worked as Junior
Operator on board S. S. Dorchester and Chief
Operator of the Chester Sun. I have travelled
from 75,000 to 100,000 miles, visited ports in
various countries, fished and motored with millionaires, been on airplane flights, etc. I am now
with Broadcasting Station WREN." (Signed)
Robin D. Compton, 1213 Vermont St., Law-

here that a Radio business of your own is one of the'
money -making opportunities my training prepares you for
in case you wish to settle down at home.

$400 a Month
"The Radio field is getting
bigger and better every year.
I have made more than $400
each month and it really was
your course that brought me to
this." J. G. Dahlstead, 1484. So.
15th St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

rence, Kansas.

Employment Service to all Graduates

IFX

I

(Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your book 'Rich Rewards in
IRadio" giving information on the big -money opportunitlr -1
lin Radio and your famous 50-50 method of home-stud.l
training. I understand this places me under no rhhic:Irio
and that no salesman will call.
Name

...

Stair

City

orrn,ar,o.
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BYACTUA.1i1/ORK

GREAT
Don't spend your life in a dull, hopeless
job! Don't be satisfied with a mere $30
or $40 a week! You don't have to!
Electricity pays salaries of $60, $70 and
even $200 aweekto thousands of fellows
no smarter than you. And you can
learn Electricity at Coyne in 90 days
-NOT BY CORRESPONDENCE,

but by actual electrical work.

Students working in our Alternating Current De part went

Instructor explaining operation of modern airplane motor

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES

PAYING $60 a Week and Up!
In Power Plant work, Armature Winding, Auto Ignition, House Wiring, Radio
Service, Refrigeration, Welding, Aviation Electricity, Illumination, etc. Thousands of Big Pay Opportunities for
theTrained Man. And you can prepare
for one of them in 90 days at Coyne!

No Books No Lessons
Coyne is not a Correspondence School.
We train you by actual electrical workon huge motors and generators, switch-

H. C. LEWIS
President Founded 1899
500 South Paulina Street,

COYNE

Students getting actual experience on modern electric sign

f
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IN THE

itr

SHOPS

boards, power plants, substations, auto and airplane
engines, armatures, etc. You don't

need advanced education or previous experience. Coyne has been placing men in Electrical Jobs since 1899. Let
Coyne help YOU to a good electrical position!

Free Employment Service
EARN AS YOU LEARN

My Employment Department gives you

a FREE lifetime Service. And if you
need part -time work while at school
to help day expenses, we'll gladly help
you get it.

Students working on a large synchronous Converter

GET MY BIG FREE BOOK
But get the PROOF! Mail the coupon
below for my BIG FREE BOOK -telling all about jobs, salaries, opportunities.
Find out about my free Radio Service,
Auto & Aviation Electricity offers. This

costs you .nothing and does not obli-

Students learning switchboard work by actual practice
H. C. LEWIS.

President

Dept.AI -81

gate you in any way. Just Mail the Coupon!

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
50o S. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

School
Electrical
CHICAGO, ILL.
Dept. Al

Gentlemen: Please send me your big Free Electrical Book with
151 illustrations. This does not obligate me.

-81

MY FREE BOOKs

Name
Address
City

State

710
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THERE'S
For the Trained Man in

Alik ICI

Dissatisfied with your job? Not making enough money? Then let me show
you how to get into Radio, the livest,
biggest money- making game on

earth. Thousands of opportunities
for jobs leading to salaries of $60
a week and up! Jobs as Designer,

0

Inspector and Tester paying $3,000
to $10,000 a year; as Salesman and in

Service and Installation work at $45 to $100;
a week; as Operator or Manager of Broadcast=s
ing Station at $1800 to $5000 a year- -as Wireless Operator on Ship or Airplane, xs Talking:
Picture or Sound Expert. Thousands of Big'
Pay opportunities for you to choose,from!

LEARN RADI10-"ej

TALKING PICTURES

By Actual Work in G rec9tCoyne Shops -

Come to Coyne and learn all branches of Ra- Put on y tit. own Television program!
actual
dio the practical way
dio in ten short, pleasant weeks. NOT BY Learn
equipment!
work
actual
radio
radio
on
CORRESPONDENCE, but by actual work.
You don't need advanced education or preon scores of modern Radio Receivers, hu
Broadcasting equipment, the very latest éÎe. vious experience. I don't care if you are 16
vision transmitting and receiving appaia,tus, years old or 46. Come to Coyne and I'll preTalking Picture equipment, etc. Broad cast pare YOU for a good paying Radio job in 10

-by

yourself in our sound proof studio room!

TELEVISION
IS NOW HERE!

weeks' time!

And Television is already here! Soon
there'll be a demand for thousands of

Television experts. The man who learns Television now can make a fortune in this great new
field. Get in on the ground-floor of this amazing new development! Mail coupon on the opposite page for full information-absolutely free!

Radio Division
H.

C.

LEWIS, President

COYNE

500 South Paulina Street,

June,
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JOB
Service
Free Employment
LEARN

EARN AS YOU
You get free Employment Service as long as
you live And if you'll need part=time work while

at school to help pay expenses, we'll gladly help
you get it. Many of our students pay nearly all
of their living expenses that way. Mail coupon
below for full details.

TELEVISION'
IN 10 WEEKS

Not by Correspondence :!/
Don't let anything keep you out of Radio! Start
now, and after just ten short weeks of fascinating

work in the great Coyne Radio Shops, you'll be all set for _
the best job and biggest pay you ever had in your life!

Coyne is 32 Years Old!

Coyne Training is tested, proven beyond
all doubt. You can find out everything
absolutely free -how you can prepare for
a good Radio Job or how you can go into
business for yourself and earn $3,000 to $15,000
a year. It costs nothing to investigate!

Mail Coupon for My Big Free Book
Fill in this coupon, tear it out and mail it to me at once.
This will not obligate you in any way and positively
no salesmen or agents will call on you. It will bring
and
you-ABSOLUTELY FREE copy of my big Radio
Television Book, telling all about obs, salaries, opportu-NOW!
nities, etc. MA TL THE COUPON

-a

School
Electrical
Chicago, Illinois
Dept. Al
-8H

H. C. LEWIS,

President

Radio Div. Coyne Electrical School
500 S.

Paulina St., Dept.

A3 -8H

Chicago,

111.

Send me your Big Free Radio Book and all
details of your Special Introductory Offer.
This does not obligate me in any way.

Name
Address
City

State

1<.AI)Il)-(:1<_A

712
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set testing
reduced to
Simplicity
with the new

analyzers

ACHIEVEMENT in perfecting and simplifying testing equipment for servicemen, dealers and experimenters

is

still of prime importance -and for the past twenty -seven years Readrite engineers have periodically placed on the
market testing equipment of advanced design. Good testing equipment today is indispensable-and for rapid adjustments, expert servicing and testing, Readrite products are increasingly being demanded. Investigate the advantages of
using Readrite equipment-the products that have been sold for over a quarter of a century.
THE MODEL 700 Meter is equipped with a practical selector switch for
checking all parts of the tube circuits by connecting to the set sockets.
Selection for testing voltages of plate, grid, cathode and screen -grid is done
quickly and accurately. Plate current, filament volts, also line and power
supply volts are measured. The grid swing test for tubes is used. Just push
one button for screen -grid and another button for other tubes. Makes testing
of all type tubes simple and thorough. A -1% volt grid battery is furnished.
The battery is used for the grid test and also continuity testing of transformers, chokes, etc. Capacity and resistance charts are furnished showing
the use of instruments for testing condensers, also measuring resistances up
to 100,000 ohms. The eight scale readings of the meters may be used separately with jack terminals provided. The scale readings are 0 -60 -200 -600 D. C.
volts, 0 -10 -140 -700 A. C. volts and 0 -20 -100 milliamperes. Both A. C. and
D. C. filament voltages are accurately measured on one meter.
This model is housed in a strong case with leatherette covering; it is attractive
and compact, as well as complete. Cover is removable. It fills every need
for the expert servicemen or the beginner for radio set analyzing. Size 103á x
2,'! x 8 inches.

No. 700

List Price $25.00

-

THE MODEL

600 contains exactly the sanie testing equipment as No. 700 but the carrying
larger and is equipped with 2 lock. Room is provided for carrying tubes, tools
and supplies. The test equipment and panel is in a removable tray in the top of the case.
The tray may he used separately as a complete test panel for shop purposes. Size I I! : x
7 x 7'. inches.

case is much

No. 600

-

-

-

Send for Catalog "R
If

-

-

-

List Price $30.00

"- or Order Your Meters NOW!

not al your jobbers order direct.

RE A D RITE

-

Discount to dealers and ser,ic e

raten.

METER W O R K S,

17

College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

i 4>il/!OxOx44

Manufacturers of Accurate Testing Instruments Since
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the Resistance Out of Radio

"

Editorial Offices, 96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Future Radio Developments
By HUGO GERNSBACK
IM

in receipt of the following letter, which is typical
of dozens of others that reach nie weekly. I am, therefore, publishing it in its entirety

tinguisli hot wren the commercial future and the technical
future. The progress of an art may be great so far as the
technique alone is concerned; but the commercialization of that
art presents an entirely different aspect, because so many
important eonsiderutions come into the problem that it is
impossible to give a comprehensive answer to it.
Of all these considerations, perhaps the greatest factor in
the equation is the human element. 'Chore are, today, hundreds
of excellent radio engineers and technkinns who have grown
up in radio since it infancy, but only not be able to capitalize
their radio education from a financial standpoint; not because

"Steubenville, Ohio,

April

4th, 1931

Mr. Ilugo Gernsback,
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Sir:
I am seeking information along the following
lines, i.e.. Radio, Television and Sound Pictures. I
have a son who is interestcil in these lines, and I
myself am also. I would like to have your opinion
as to the future of the 'Television development, and
its bearing upon Radio and the Talking Picture
Industry.
As I view the proposition, Radio, Television and
Talking Pictures are all in the saute classification,
belonging together, and will be developed and
operated practically as one unit of industry.
Your :invite and opinion relative to the Radio,
Television and Talking Pictures will be greatly
appreciated by both of us, and any data which
you
ay be in position to lend is (or advise
where we can get same) will also he appreciated;
as we are desirous of obtaining all the information
possible relative to all three mentioned.

they do not have the neeessary knowledge, but because then do
not kn n.e how to apply the knowledge itself. 'l'he technical side
of any art is one thing, whereas the commercial side is an

entirely different one.
Therefore, I answer those who have asked for advice, that
the only way to tackle the problem is to work nn it from
the most practical side.
That means, in other words,
SPECIALIZATION; do one thing, and do it thoroughly. Of
course, in order to do so, you must also know everything
possible about the entire art. If, for instance, you choose to
he a radio vacuum -tube expert, it is not sufficient to know all
about vacuum tubes themselves, but you must know all the
applications of radio wherein the tubes can he used. This is.
of course, a large order; but you will find, in the end, that this
knowledge is essential, and that without it, failure will be

Thafking you in advance, I ant,
Yours very truly,
O. M. RICE
15:15 :,,clad Ave., .'li',benville, Ohio"

i

The answers desired by Mr. Rice, as well as many other
radio inlerestouts who ask the sane questions, cannot he given
without contemplating. the entire radio picture.
It has been found in the past that similar arts usually
develop along roughly Ii:nallel lines. When galvanic electricity
first became known in the latter part of the eighteenth century,
not even the wildest dreamer could foresee the developments
which we have with us now. Yet, wonderful as electricity is,
it may he confidently stated here that the mar velou. rise
of the electrical art yebich we have witnessed daring the last
it to come.
1511 years is nothing at all compared to what k
After galvanic electricity was first practically demonstrated.
nearly a hundred years elapsed before the advent of the
telegraph, telephone, N -Rays and radio (which latter k only
an off-branch of electricity itself).
What eleeticity will ho :ably to do in a hundred years from
now, not even the !mist iiiniginaytive science ti et ion writer can
predict. 'l'he future actuality will tun doubt make his predictions Inc k absurd in their t :unentss.
It is so with radio and all of its side branches, he they television or allied developments, such as snout pictures, and
many others.
Without fear of contradiction, i nine state that the entire
art of radio, as well as its branches, is in its merest infancy as
yet, and that extraordinary advances retieiin to he made.
of our radio instrumentalities are still extrnuly crude, it' we
compare them with what is to come twenty -five and fifty
years hence.
There is not a single type of apparatus in radio that is not
enormously improved every two or three years; the old ones
bee oniing obsolete regularly.
Therefore, if I am asked about the future development of
radio as a whole, it is easy to see that volumes would be needed
to give an adequate answer. In the first place, we must dis-
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experienced.
In order to succeed then, you must, first of all, have the
right mental equipment, with the right technical background.
No man, in nay opinion, can amount to much in radio, if lie bas
not a thorough electrical training behind him. In addition to
this, a good business education will go hand in hand with the
development.
'Chen, of course, it is necessary to have access to all of the
important radio literature comprised in text books on the suhieet, of which there are many, and to read all the current radio
publications in the different branches of the art. All new
publications should be perused religiously every month to keep
up to date.
With this background, it becomes then, of course, a necessity
to have a thorough practical knowledge of your particular
subject. This 'practical knowledge today can be readily secured
in the best, and perhaps cheapest nianner by taking a course in
one of the manual training schools where these subjects are
taught. There are in this a
try a number of excellent schools
of this kind, where practical knowledge of the radio field can
readi be secured. I consider this practical training of paramount import oæc. If possible, the practical training should be
preceded by it radio correspondence course, of which there are
several most excellent ones. These twin cntnses complement
emit other, and will give a real background to the man who
wishes to specialize in radio, and to amount to something in
this field.
On re this experience. and all that goes with it, has been
secured, the rest should be comparatively easy. It is then a
question only of keeping up to date in the particular branch of
the art, and following it from month to month.
It makes no difference whether the !man who has secured such
a training takes a position with a radio company, or whether
he goes into business for himself. 'Chen, as the art keeps on
developing, it will be possible fur hint to keep abreast with it
at all tines, and to make the best of his opportunities as they
come along.
But again 1 say, specialize in one particular field, and stick
to it. In the end you will have no cause for regret.
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How to Run a Service Business
At a Profit
An article full of business shrewdness and experience, for every
Service Man to read
By CHARLES G. MARTINDALE

O}TEN, Service

Men conic into nay
shop, look at my test equipment
and ask me if it is not foolish to
spenti so much for eguil
nt that
is not absolutely necessary-, when I could
get along with one- fourth of it :utd still
have more than ninety percent of the radio

repairmen? My answer is, absolutely, -No:'l'he impression it gives to the customer. hail
the advertising it gives nie as an expert
who takes pride in his service work, is
worth the price of the equipment if I
never used it.
My test bench is just inside the door;
so that, the instant a customer enters, it
is the first thing that catches his eye. As
I happen to be located in a district where
there are a great number of factory workers, they tell each other about ir' equipment;
and consequently
it gives me
advertising that I cannot get from news papers or hand hills.
The real Service Man who is capable of
giving his customers a real job. :id r in

Bold an through the business crisis we are
going through, will be able to slake money
in the next few- years ,mal from then on.
Ilcerproduction has caused the dumping
of sets at low prices which have induced
people tu has sets, that they would other wcise hash' done Without for the next couple
of wears, on account of the price. So, instead
of damning and cussing the "gyp;' we should
thank him; for it is going to mean millions
of dollars to the tier%ice Maui in the next
few tears.
thing we should be thankful for
. \mother
is the return of the saperheterudyne. 'rite
"hammer and cold chisel" men, ami the
fellow that ont' hunt n radio and now
does repairing on the side in the evening,
will be put out of business; because they
haven't the equipment, don't know supers,
;und the peaking ;uni balancing of this
circuit is ,:oing to he "gravy" for the oldtimers who used to think the old liest, \ -ictureen, L'Itradyne and Lincoln were the

"belrics'".

DIRECT -MAIL ADVERTISING FOR

A RADIO

SERVICE SHOP
EVERY month, Mr. Martindale

sends a MARTIGRAM to each customer and
prospect on his mailing list. For this purpose. the photograph which forms
the illustration at the head of this article has been reduced to post -card size. The
"copy" for the cards is changed regularly: some are specially written for professional
men, some for business men, and some for the general run of customers. A few of
these advertising bullets are quoted below:

FOR PROFESSIONAL MEN:
MARTIGRAM
From one professional man to another. You
have studied to make yourself competent and
efficient and take pride in your work. So
you can appreciate what II years of repairing, with the same ideals, have done for us.

FOR

"LAY" SET OWNERS:
MARTIGRAM

We will wager that, some time or other,
you have listened to one of the hundreds of
We
sets we built when radio was young.
have serviced the sets of many of your friends.
GIVE US A CALL.

treatment.

MARTIGRAM
You get the most pleasure out of your set
in the evening. That is why we will gladly
give you night service at the same price.

MARTIGRAM
to advertise as
business is advertised from
do;
and
your
I
the satisfied patients. Eighty per cent of our
business comes the same way.

MARTIGRAM
Is your set working as good as it used to?
If it isn't, don't you think that it would be
a good idea to call us and have it put into
new condition?

MARTIGRAM
Tubitis is marring your radio pleasure, just
as a cylinder missing in your auto would
spoil your driving pleasure. Have them renewed. I handle all standard tubes; let us
call and renew your tubes.

We believe it is not how much your service
bill is in dollars and cents that counts. But
it is how much you get for the money that

MARTIGRAM
Last month we tested one hundred and
forty-seven sets of tubes. Eighty -one had
one or more weak or bad tubes, and were
improved with new tubes. HOW ARE YOUR
TUBES?

You have to depend on the Service Man's
word that a certain tube or part is bad in
your set. Don't you think that you will get
a
more honest deal if you are paying for
service, than you would if you got free service and what the Service Man gets would be
what he sold you?

MARTIGRAM
You give immediate service to your patients.

Our customers get the same prompt, courteous

It is not ethical for you

MARTIGRAM

counts.

MARTIGRAM

The radio Serwiee Man is the worst -paid
craftsman today'; for the stores and retail
radio shops luck on the Service \Ian as a
necessary evil and it is not "Ilote gond
a nain can I get ?" but "llow cheap can I
get him?"
The wages paid in this town and a great

number of other towns are fr
thirty dollars a week, and the
furnish his own car and test
That is why there is so much
with these men; for they have
stake both ends meet.

twenty to
cran must
equipment.

dishonesty
to steal to

The Service Man's Pay

\ly

men are paid a dollar for each call
and are guaranteed .six (;ills per day; then

the remainder are divided among them
equally, and the next ten pay- then[ seventy
cents apiece and, from then on, fifty cents
each. They furnish their own cars; but
I furnish their test equipment, tools and
osilhlturs and output meters.
:ly service charges are .1.50 for the rail
and fifteen minutes' labor; and from then
, of which the Service
un it is $1.511 per I
\tan gets 50e per hour. . \II Service \ten are
instructed nut to make any major repairs
on the ,joli- unless the custumii'i' will not let
the set leave the house -and never to replace
a
part with another that dues not look
' that was defective; as
15acthy like the
the customer cannot understand why, if
there was a green resistor in the set, vim
did not put in another of the sattte kind.
IIe does not believe tIi at the black one that
run have in your kit is of exactly the same
resistance, (if it is, why is it of a different
color?) and, the first bad tithe or bad night,
the black resistor is blamed.
:\ny calls hock within ten din's the Service \Ian must make on his owwit tittle and
at no charge to either tustnmlet nr shop;
these average about 2 per cent, or less.
Every man working for tit( must he married and over 25 years of age, hair Ovil'
three years experience, dress neatly and
have a good personality; and iiaoe than
three complaints in regard to careless or
unduly rough handling, impertinence or nut

a promise, writes his discharge
icket.
When we get al sow ier Ball we get all
information possible and place Ibis on the
service ticket, together with the situp diagnosis, [which is correct about 80 percent of
the time. Each ticket has the customer's
name and telephone number; and lie is
.d, five days after the call was grade,
pl
to see if he is satisfied and to verify the
price he paid.
An inflexible rule is cash to ill, regardless of whether the cost otlter is the president
of our largest factory or a street cleaner;

keeping
t
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Not only does an elaborate tasting board like this make work easier and surer, but it impresses
customers. The Service 31än needs "showmanship' to sell his services to better profit.

for one man's dollar will buy just

as much
:mother's.
When a Service Man is asked for credit,
he is told to explain that he must turn in
as

MARTINDALE RADIO SHOP
SERVICE THAT SATISFIES
01.0[611 1111 DV. tou1101"1

DAVTOM

10.00

___--199
I.oHHm_

"Service by Men Who Know Ilow;" "Dayton's Oldest and liest- Equipped Slap;'
"We probably built your fat Il'r's net;'
"Sooner or later you will call n,'; "After
the rest have tried, we'll fix it;" r'i'ms don't
get your hair cut at a blacksmith shop, why
take it chance with your Italic -" etc. We
find these pay if they are run continuously.
I often have customers who do not want
to get it set fixed until they know what
it is going to cost. Since the Service Man
leis no authority to make a price on a major
repair, he tells the customer that he will take
the set into the shop where it can be properly
tested and will call back telling the exact
price; and if that is not satisfactory he
will return the set and the charges will be
one dollar.

half of one percent. have to
returned tt'ithaut making the repair.

lir. Charles C. Martindale, the author of this
article. has built up a large business under
severe handicaps. !lore. he tells other Service
31',, hero:

Less than
be

I have

tau.

HIM

SERVICE_
TERMS CASH

90,v¢.o

.

Cu.7011I111 O

IC

C01011. CCCCC 011.110

101.

This blank in triplicate shorts the customer
what he is getting and airs an n' ier tilt' and
mailing list for "11a rtigranas, etc.

the money out of his own pocket if they
do not poly him. t)I conrsr, he does nut;
but it is -,urprising hoc many who ask
for credit I,:IV cash, and the .small percentage of losses doe to their believing that the
man doing the wool: will take the loss. .\md
when one %%l: leis had credit comes in and
pays, I always say before the customer:
"(!'edit this to Set, ice \ton number soand-so." thus leaving the impression that
this had been charged to the repairmen.
I run catchy advertisements of three or
four lines in all the newspapers (by the

year);

sudh

as

"Service '!'hat Satisfies;'

1v call

the names of
twelve Service 'Men, heated in different
parts of town, whom I (am get in touch
with and so give ten -minute emergency
service. Often times, late at night when
there is no Service Mann on duty, and un
bolid :v-s, I have made nrrangcnnrnis with
a
leading laxi(ah (ulIpuny, to deliver a
fully and collect for it and refund to nor.
In sending two tubes we pay the taxi bill
and this often lends to the sale of an extra
tube.

I have

on

a

hook

large gold -leaf sign

on

the

window- "'1'['101:5 Tl'S'l'i'I) FItl.E "; this

brings in a number of tubes. In one month
we tested 5011 tithes of which 124 were defective or weak; and we replaced lull, or about
twenty percent., at a profit of *100.5(1.
Each service man has a copy of the
OFnct.u. ltAnml Smarter AL\xl'A1. ill his tool
lux; and practically all radio books and
magazines are on bile and subject to easy
access by the men. .lac of ulr Service Men
can have use of the reference library and
can call in and get a resistance or condenser value while on the ,job.
Tt does not pay to replace a single condenser section and, whenever possible we
replace the entire block.

Equipment for the Job
ilelow I am giving a list of what every
Service \Inn ('/nrics in his car:

kit;

I Jewell 1-Meter test

1

Jewell uscil-

l:dor and output meter; Ilickuk ohms- :Ind
capacity meter; neutralizing adaptor.; 3
screw drivers 1..1I.S.i :1 spintite.: small
drill press; 10 drills; rosin cure solder and
"Solder:ill ";
roll push -hack wire:
roll
1

1

1

elldch nut holder; I screw ,tarter;
111 assorted
resistors; l denti,t's mirror: I
bottle denatured :denim!: neon "testaIiIt ";
fi volu1ne COMMIS: I pair lrndphones:
knife; :3 different kinds of pliers; _ neutralizing wrenches: 2 neutralizing screw
drivers; 25 tulles:
hex assorted screws
and nuts;
No. 6/ :32 tap. I \n. Sj:32 tarp,
and wrench for above:
soldering iron: I
extension curd;
flash light;
bottle furniture polish: 10 assorted condensers, .0002 :I to 2 Inf.;
uuugnifing glass; insulators and
ground clamp; batteries,
:Ind "(' ": 10
ft. belt cable.
For the ahnve a Service \Ian must give
$300.011 bond, and he must pay for the
repair of any equipment broken or burnt out.
\ly sorter ulcer average better than
$50.010 al %reel: and I cant show :I profit
in
(C'anllaneu! stn )UO1P 750)
Tape;

I

1

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

'ir
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Operating Notes for
Service Men

RFC,

TL

as

RFC .02-MF.

/

DET.

24

1931
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C

,D,vICE

,

ON;

ip

40015
40015.

1

MF.r

2SQ000 01045
500,000 OHMS

By BER TRAAI M. FREED

B+

CENTER
TAO

5,000

OHMS

TO SET

CHOKE

+

)

DYNAMIC

SPEAKER

2.MF.

0.C.OUTPUT
OF

Experiences of a veteran Service Man with the
peculiarities of many sets, which may be
time -savers for others

TONE
CONTROL

2. MF.'

FIELD (AS
OUTPUT

PACK

FILTER)

2.MF.

,14 -MF

Fig.

1

Parallel poster stage of the Brunswick "22,"
The 1 -mf. rom pling
and titter connections.
condenser carries the output to the speaker.

U

`i\

the

is

IJ.f.tt

endt

e

considering the effects; for inreproduction is caused
by a lack of proper "(' bias. However, it
often happens that, to en after the cause
has been diteruained, o, are at a loss to
of the defect.
find the posit
Recently, a complaint of very low vol:uue
and incoherent reproduction in a Brunswick
"Model 22 .%C" canned that very difficulty.
After a thorough test of both receiver and
tubes, it was found that the parallel '45
Output tubes received only about lal volts
on the plate; while all other set voltages
were correspondingly lower. Unless the
Service Man is familiarl with this set, it is
exceedingly difficult to trace the leads from
the power transformer and condenser block
without the aid of a code color chart, or a
pictorial diagram sl ing the colors of
the leads. Leads emerge from both these
units witi t the semblance of a color
scheme. Since a partially -shorted or leaky
condenser was suspected, some time was
spent in disconnecting lends from the condenser block and a "short" reading was
found between the two green leads. With
these leads disconnected, proper voltages on
all tubes were old: d, loud no reception.
The obvious indication being that these
leads were connected to a single coupling
condenser, a 2 -oaf. component, with a working- voltage rating of Mo, was connected
into their place and soldered; and the set
was again in operating condition. After the
green leads had been taped and placed out
of harm's way, the job was done. At the
to

.stance, ahoky

first opportunity, the schematic circuit of
this

model

was

examined;

and

it

was

that the capacity in question was the
output condenser between the plates
of the power tubes and one side of the output transformer's primary (Fig. 1). Perhaps ten sets since then have been repaired
in like manner.
An annoying, and yet interesting, ,job of
servicing was encountered with a Fada
"446 Al " receiver. The eounplaaint was
u,t' a kincl usually caused by a poor heater
in ,am of the '27 audio amplifiers; this set
has three such, and unless they are perfect,
seen
1 -oaf.

I

TO PLATE

OF V2

RF.

L

a

46, 47").

.005- MF.

_

PHONO. PICK-U

"DET. AMP'

.,
.01-

VOLUME
CONTROL

A0Ó05-

MF.

0.5-MF.

MF.

EACH
TO VI AND

ul

L!I!

V2 CONTROL GRID
LE A 03I

/2-MEG

+'B +1'

1/4-MEG.

he tyro

with -

a

detector and automatic volume control of the Fada "46
tensility tirst -auto stage. Adding condenser C .n,-rcame

insulation between filaments and

1

loud hum will be encountered.
lluwuter, no matter hour good the tubes in
a circuit, one any develop a defect in a
'lar complaint
short time and cause
and another service call.
With this fact in mind, it was sought
to devise some muthtd of reducing the
hunt level and preventing its increase by L

cathodes,

a

as

set, used a rheostat

-

CHASSIS

0001 -MF.

-chant

amplifier is

SWITCH

}

Fig. 2
"I

RFC
NOISE
FILTER

7,5001
OHMS'

1000 OHMS-

MEG.

iC

RETURN

in the 1.5-c »h. It may he modernized, as
potentiometer controlling plate eoltaaac or as at R. by controlling grid bias, as well
as shunting the antenna coupler.

"11E," as early A.C.

tl,

42,

DET.

Fig. 3
The Zenith
at :1, with

weakening '27. Condensers of high capacity
were added to the filter circuit, and resistors were bypassed with little effect.
Finally, a 2 -tuf. non -inductive condenser,
with it working rating of 300 volts, was
connected from cathode of the second '27
to ground on the
( "detector amplifier ")
chassis (Fig. 2). This procedure has turned
the trick in every case where it has been
tried and cuts down to practically nil any
ham in this series of receivers (Models "41,

-

B+ 2"

A.C." The detector.
a

tendency to hum.

In cities where large hotels and apart ua nt houses are common, difficulties :wise
frequently because provision of some external antenna has been neglected or even
forbidden. An inside antenna is of little
value, because of the shielding effect of the

Such a problem was recently encountered in one of Brooklyn's
large hotels during the installation of a
l'hilco D.C. "Baby Grand." In this locality,
the noise pickup is great, and especially
in a hotel with its countless elevators and
milt arS. )' it In flit the use of stone external
wire, the noise-signal ratio slakes for poor
nxeptitn with a set of this type. Aerials
of different types were tried: the metal
framework of the windows, for instance,
which worked to a certain degree of satisfaction On two stations. The light -line was
then tried, with a socket -type condenser; but
se, added to the interference
the line
picked up within the building, was impossibly high- L'se of the ground as an
aerial gave the least amount of noise, but

steel framework.

In

+
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also insufficient signal. With nothing else
left to do, and with little hope of success,
a wire was run from the antenna post to
the bell -box of the house telephone. Sigurd
pickup was increased three or four times,
without proportionate increase in noise.
However, in the past, when this had been
dhow in other buildings, the noise was found

Leaves from Service

Men's Notebooks

cry disconcerting.

Ilow iiany service calls have
because

of

been made
n shorted aerial, or even several

aerials, lying across your customer's? To
eliminate countless unnecessary calls, the
manager of one of the largest service departments in the country has adopted the
policy of supplying 150 -foot rolls of rubberinsulated No. 16 wire: the bare No. 14 brim;
omitted entirely from the installation kit.
The arrinl i. thus erected in a single piece
%ball series also as lead -in and runs to

!

FEW TURNS OF WIRE AROUND
PRIMARY (WHICH IS WITHIN SECONDARY)

V

lil
'24

GREEN, BROWN

``ETI

\

R

MF.

-

.

\YELLOW

- \0.1 -Mk`-

ONE SECTION OF
DUAL VOL. CONTROL

750,000 OHMS

GROUNDED
CAN

Problems of a more or less unusual nature, and solutions which RADIO-CR.wFT's readers have worked out
MENDING A TUNING SCALE
By John Bruskin
N default of a new scale to replace

the patch.

Fig. 4

11

a

Ibroken one, I removed the drum dial
from a model ':S -21" Brunswick set and
took it to the shop. Procuring same acetone
from a drug store, and It piece of old
photographic negative, I placed the latter
on the broken scale and wet it with the
acetone. 'l'he film started to dissolve over
the celluloid of the dial scale, and made an
effective patch after it had dried. I then
replaced the dial in the set, and I do not
think anyone cold notice the presence of

TRANSFORMER REPAIR

The input of the Colonial "32 A.C." in whirls
opening the first bypass Condenser increases
the R.E. resistance and causes fading.

the gust on the set. No lead -in strip is
employed, thus eliminating the possibility
of corroded clips and high -resistance contacts. Slots are made in the window frames
and sills, to intrwlluce the wire and prevent
the possibility Of its being cut by closing
the winduty down upon it. This method has
been advocated for a long thine by the
writer, LIMI mentioned by liiau in prey' s
articles he lt.uuo- ('a.crr. Its adoption will
be worthwhile by those dealers and Service
)fen who wish to obviate at least two service
calls on the average (as records show)
during the period of free service.
.\ complaint of intermittent recept inn
readily suggests a loose wire, a cor rwa led or
impruperly soldered joint, or a break in
S0111e winding which is subject to vibration.
However, after several complaints of inter mittent reception of Zenith
which had been thoroughly checked without
finding such a condition, it was rigged up
on one corner of the work bench for a
"life" test: so that. whenever it stopped,
an examination could be made to determine
the location. But, as soon as the set was
turned over or even bunched, it started in
to operate again as smoothly as could he
desired. During a perhol of several days,
it stopped perhaps it Buren times; during
the period of examination, two more sets
of the same model were brought in for
service with the same complaint.
Visual inspection failed to show any defects: neither electrical nor mechanical tests
helped to clear up the trouble. Finally,
after the audio side had been pronounced
perfect, an analyzer (with plate and grid
(Continued on page 749)
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By B. T. Stubbs

T

HE other day I had another Crosley
''Showbox"

with the pri,uunry of the
input transformer burned out.
'l'he first audio transformer and the input
transformer are sealed into the sauce can
push -pull

nid, to replace

PLATE,ITIAF.

r

IUT OYa .

wu

une.

entire assembly, at

atm

it

TUBE

must replace the
(tumble the cost.

iF

I

71

Ills

il

L-

IST-A.F. IN

SAME CAN

'1

71

arb

T1

20.000'
014M

B+

Fig.

RES.

1

Mr. Stubbs makes as external repair which
saves ',placing t;,,, !ran.; ormers nt on.,.
f happened to recall

independent Service Man may wish to save
every hit possible. Recently I had a Victor
"It I: -45" in which the high -voltage winding
had shorted, completely ruining the transformer. The Victor distributors only wanted
si5.0i) for n replacement so I decided to

rewind it.

First I made up a winding jig (as shown
in Fig. 2) out of scrap pieces, and used
register out of a water meter for It
counter. I then took the old transformer
to pieces, and unwound the coil. haying
carefully counted the low -voltage secondary
turns, and knowing it was used on 115 -12i
volt A. C., I soon figured out how many
turns should be used on the primary, and
also on the high -voltage secondary.
For instance, there were 16 turns for the
5 -volt rectifier winding.
'Then by simple
proportion 120 V : X = 5 V : 16 T. (here
121) V is the primary voltage; X is the
number of needed primary turns to be
found: .5 \" is the voltage of one of the
low-voltage secondaries; and 16 T the ntmrh'r of turns on that winding.) Solving,
X = 384 turns. The high -voltage winding
is calculated in the same way.
The old transformer had been wound with
enamelled wires. I used silk -covered wire
of the aunt sire, there being very little difference in the outside diameter. Between
layers I used the paper u,electrie of and
old high- voltage condenser.
The high -voltage winding is the only one
that will give any trouble. If you use the
wire guide as shown in the sketch yotu will
be able to wind layer after layer evenly
after you get used to it.
The transformer will be better, electrically, than the old one because of the better insulatcd wiry.
(Continued on page 718)
the.

)Ir. ('wok's diagrams

of the ICylectrwn "R -70" (on page 588 of the
.tpail issue) and just reversed his repair. I
cult out the broken primary and hooked
the plate of the first audio tw One of the
push -pull grids through an .08 -mf. con-

denser, placing a 20,O00-ouin resistor between the plate and the "114 " lead. There
was no noticeable loss of volume, and the
quality was better than ever. Victor uses
this same method in their latest machines.
Thanks, JIr. Cook.
I have repaired quite a few power transformer jobs, and wonder how many Service
Men do their own work. No doubt many
(lo not care to take the trouble, but the

Fig. 2
Replacement transformers rot be bought far
below list price naceadays: bat there are rem a,- places where the idea shown will come
in handy.
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Leaves from Service Men's
Note Books
(Continued fruta Paule 717)

REJUVENATING ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
By William E. Cairnes
REP1.AC'E\IENT of condensers in "A"
battery eliminators costs a great deal
of money. The method of repair described
saves the customer a few dollars and still
allows the Service \Ian a large margin
of profit; I have used it satisfactorily mama
times, and my original cost was only 32
cents, for a pound of chemical.
If hum, noise, and distort inn make it impossible to use the set, the condensers are
I of ammonium
at fault. Procure a
phosphate, and dissolve it in a gallon of
water; let the solution stand a day or so.
]remove the condensers from the unit, and
take off the cover. (The insides of the
condenser are delicate, and should be
handled with care.) Place the condensers
in the solution, which has been shaken or
stirred before using. and let them remain
e them
there for seven or eight hours. lie
and let theta drain for an hour, then replace
them in the eliminator.
I have tried this on several types, including Knapp and Ma .1estie, using the same
solution over and over again. A few cautions: in the Majestic, all the condensers
are in one can; remove the fiber top, hut
do not remove the electrodes, as they might
be damaged. In Knapp eliminators with
the individual Elkon condensers, these units
may be removed from the can. They are
wrapped in a heavy paper, which is sealed;
cut an opening in the top of this paper,
so that the solution may freely enter.
1

PHONO PICKUP ATTACHMENT
By Edward J. Brockway

THE

method shown in the accompanying
diagram is suitable for the attachment

of

a pickup to the Victor "R35." The links
must be opened, or taken off altogether.
No volume control is shown in the sketch
s'nec this may be incorporated in the
i ickup, or separately arranged, as preferret.

lv ©-

REMOVE LINKS
FROM

1

TO PICKUP

ANO4N.

FEDERAL ANTICAPACITY SwrTCN
OR ANY SUITABLE
SWITCH

ó

L

---

RADIO
RECORD

Fig.
.1

3

method of con necting a mmourtie
pickup to the well -known "it.35" Victor.

ri na plc

Shielding was found essential in eliminating hum in the grid circuit of the first
audio tube, a '27. Any similar switch or
jack nmv be used, in accordance with the
preferences of the individual operator.
I would, personally, like to know how

many other service men have come across
nest inside a chassis. I
a complete
found one, with a dead mouse. Unfortunately, it had built across the center tap
and one plate of the '80 rectifier at the
condenser terminal -thus blowing the condenser and giving me a new customer. 'l'he
set was an Apex, with four nice corner
entrances to the chassis. Unfortunately, I
haven't a photo to submit; but this isn't
the first time a mouse was found in a radio
here.

believe in the ability of the Flying Service Man: give hint credit.

Nil

N42

NB1

N? 2

Fig. 5

The "Icon -nec-tor" makes and breaks contact
by a liquid conductor .1, which occupies position B when the tube is tilted.

cotton batting or some other such material.
'l'hcy are mounted in opposite directions so
that one Makes contact when the frame

.1

tilted in one direction; when it is tilted
in the other direction, the other Kon- nec-tor
makes contact. The frame is fastened to the
shaft by means of the brass strip shown
at A (Fig. 4).
Titis switch is mounted on the front panel
of the radio, and is operated by the knob.
Two stop screws are fastened behind the
panel to limit the swing of the switch. 'l'he
frame is mounted above the shaft so that
the weight will allow the switch to rest in
the two positions against the screws.
The leads from one Kon -nec -tor go to
the two leads formerly connected to one
side of the old switch; the leads from the
other side of the old switch are taken to
the other Kon -nec -tor. Care must be taken
to make tight ,joints; in soldering use a
flamme or torch might break
small iron
the glass of the Kon-nec -tors.
is

-a

IMPROVING A.K. "35"
By F. S. Oberman
volume of an Atwater Kent "Model
35" can be increased over two hundred
percent by installing an antenna coupling
transformer of the type used in the `.Model
Remove the antenna choke
42" or "44."
and the antenna binding post; then cut off
part of the spring contact to the grid
prong of the first It. F. socket so that, when

1IM

Fig. 4

The mrrcury'contact switches shown here are
awiscless, and well fitted for phono -radio work
when arranged as above.

NOISELESS CHANGE -OVER SWITCH
By Dana S. Greenlaw

TILE change -over switch trom radio to
phonograph is a sourer of trouble on
many radio-phonograph combinations. The
contacts of the switch corrode and thereby
cause a noise not unlike static. The switch
described here will never develop bad contacts. It will work successfully on most
combinations and it can be constructed and
connected by anyone with a fair knowledge
of radio.
The working parts of the switch are
two General Electric Kon -nec -tors, which
can be purchased for a small stun from dealers handling this class of equipment. The
Kon -nec-tor consists of a glass tube containing a pool of mercury and having two
leads (see Fig. 5). When the tube is tilted
one way, the mercury connects the two
leads; when it is tilted the other way, the
mcrcury separates and breaks the contact.
Thus the contact is always a positive one.
'l'he two Kon -nec -tors are Mounted in a
small frame (shown at B) of thin, hard
wood. The two Kon -nec -tors rest on the
two machine screws, and the top of the
frame prevents them from tipping out of
position. As the tubes are of glass, care
must be taken in mounting them. It is
best to pack them into the frame with

the antenna post is replaced, there will he
no connection between it and the grid of
the first lt. F. tube. The antenna coupling
transformer is connected between the grid
of this tube and the ground, with the center tap going to the antenna post. The
tr :uasfornaer can be mounted under the first
variable condenser by drilling a hole
through the metal subpanel and bringing
the two leads through the holes left by time
choke coil.
With this arrangement this set will work
very well as an automobile set, if the plates
of the R. F. stages fare changed over to the
"13+" lead of the last audio and given 135
volts. This increased voltage is necessary
to compensate for the small antenna used.
If there is any complaint of this set being
broad on the low frequencies, be sure that
the variable plates of the condensers are
meshing properly.

CANADIAN SERVICE NOTES
By
VVHEN

J. E. Kitchen

it is necessary to "pull" a

DeForest Crosley "Serenata" model
(two-volt) chassis, it looks as if many wires
have to be unsoldered. Not so. Unship the
filament switch and rheostat at the lower
right of the cabinet and also the "local distance" switch at the rear.

Disconnect

-
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the filament voltmeter ut the bottom of the
cabinet and pull the wires through the
speaker supports. Disconnect the speaker
by removing the screws through the lugs
On the wires; and all the loose wiring can
uuw be pulled through the hole under the
chassis in the cabinet shelf. The hole is
just big enough to pass the rheostat and
switches. While it may look quicker to
unsolder the wires it should be remembered
that, if the chassis is being taken to the
shop, it is still necessary to remove the
rheostat and switches and that they will
have to be soldered up again at the test
bench.
As not much information is available on
the Mercury "Super Ten" Superheterodynes
the following may be useful.
GROUP I

°

°

P/

/ó

qmm°

DET.i
TUBE

\

'

C.

TUBE

'

GROUP a

Fig. 6
Mercury "Super-7 en" has two series
circuits of 1.1 -volt ".V' tubes, working from
a 6-volt battery.
The

These models employ ten "N" tubes in
series -parallel to operate from a six -volt
filament battery; the two groups arc shown
in Fig. G. Total filament current is 0..5 -amp.
Complaints of intermittent reception from
owners of these receivers have been found
due to the loosening of the bolts holding
the fixed condensers in the intermediate
amplifier unit, no luck washers having been
used here by the manufacturer. This slackening up allows the gear to short on the
copper ease. No trouble will be experienced
when re- assembling this unit; as all the
coils and condensers comprising the live
stages are of fixed value. '!'here is nothing
to adjust.

SONORA "44"
By Trafton C. Smith
MR. FItEED'S article in the March issue
of RAUUt- CRArr deals with the volume
control used in the converted Somna "Munk!

4I." ('l'he diagram appears ou page 55.I..,
and text on the opposite page.) As a radin
muant long connected with Sonora, first in
the production and engineering departments,
and later in charge of service with a distributor, I offer a diagrams (Fig. 7) of the
proper way of obtaining cathode bias and
cunt rolling volume in the converted model..
Fig. 4A, in Mr. Freed's article, is correct,
but Fig. 4B is very misleading and the
average Service Man, inexpnricntk i with
these sets, would he at a loss what to do.
I also wish to dispute Mr. Freines assertion
that this variable resistor dues not _ic
gradual control; I have converted dozens
of these sets, belonging tu residents of
Detroit, and have yet to find one that does
not give gradual and positive control. on
both local and distant transmitters. ln fact,
it is Inv belief that it operates much more
satisfactorily than the average set using
'27 -type It.F. amplifiers. The only "h jeet inn
(Continued on page 752)
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The Service Man's
Open Forum
A COUNCIL OF PERFECTION

Editor,

ht.utu -CuA re.:

The tiers ire \l+in seems to be rapidly
developing a reputation for incompetent,
unfair, mnbusinesslike dealing; he is not
entirely In blame, however, for the industry
as a viaulc seems to he very sick. We find
many unfair practices the rule, rather than
the exception: unloading of sets; unfair
discount.; incompetent servicing; dishonest
ads; cheap ( ?) service; low clown payments;
and so on without end.
Our nearest neighbor, the electrical contractor, ruts a legitimate lousiness, employs

only trained urn and is, himself, versed in
business methods. Ills men receive a fair
return for their work, are thoroughlytrained, competent mechanics, and the contractor would not consider employing incungletcnt, half-trained men. IIis billings
are based on an average of about 20% and
1(Ir/t, over net on stuck and labor.
It is time that the radio men woke up.
Theirs is the right to a decent income, but
they must work for it. 'l'he unlit, unfair
and unbu.ines.lil.e roust be eliminated. .1
national organization, hacked by the right
men, built around the right trade paper,
with local chapters in each city. to organize
the men, build up ideals of competency. fair ness and a professional attitude-isn't this
what we need?
I.et us picture such n local chapter: composed of trained and experienced men,
hound together by an understanding of fair

dealing, ernnpetenry and fair prices; advertising perindieally in the local newspapers
to educate the public and keep their ideals
before. the public; refusing to keep in membership anyone guilty of unfair practices;
carrying identifying cards in their windows
:and nun their cars. With such an organization, it would be possible to say eventually:
gaud -bye to unfair practices and incom-

petents: hello to clean business with a fair
return on your investment. The jobbers
would have to recognize their power and
cut down (as I know they are only too
willing to do) to unfair discounts and unloading.

J. A. I.vxcu,
9112 Main Street,
ll-urcealer, Ifaesaelor..rtl.c,

VI
f.11

V2

v4

LI

Ri4.

RIfR*FC

RFC

RFC
SPRAGUE CI,C2-.t MF.

_INCREASE

CARBON

VOLUME

CARBON

R2Fig.

7

".

ß2:1'r

R5 2525

The biasing arrangement used in the .Sonora
with 2.5 -volt tubes. .Ill R.F.
cathodes return through R3.

'44" receiver

AN INDEPENDENT SERVICE MAN'S
POSITION
Editor, RADIO -CRAFT:
I have been a constant reader of RADIO..
CRAFT, and still have the first copy you
published in my file. I know that RAaut-

rr is the best magazine a Service Mau
can read, and 1 ant very much interested in
the Service Men's Open Forum.
In the February issue I read the copy of
a letter sent to ItAmo-Canr-r by the General
Motors Corporation of Dayton, Ohio, in
which they refuse to supply RADIO-CRAFT
WWI confidential data, as the G. M. call it,
which stakes ate laugh. No doubt their confidential data is as big a joke as their radio
is; and I would not be a bit surprised to
see them put a back cover on their radios
with a combination lock on it -only their
high- powered dealers knowing the combination. Well, I don't blame them any. If I
ever made as big a mistake as they have, I
would want to keep it confidential too.
I think it is about time that all independent Service Men should get together and
discourage the sale of such confidential radios as the G. M. I have been servicing '
radios since they have been on the market,
and to make a long story short, I for one
don't need any of the so- called G.M. "confidential" data to service their radio, but
hereafter will refuse to service a G. M. and
will let the sad owner know that it is a
confidential radio and can only be serviced
behind locked floors.
Now I think it is about time some of these
manufacturers wake up to the fact that their
radios are no better than the service they
can give on them. In my opinion they should
Cooperate with any qualified Service Man
to help him give the best service he possibly can, and I would like to hear from
other Service Men in regard to confidential
dada.
D. C. KARR.
2827 Frederick ,St., Shreveport, La.
Cuu

FREE SERVICE CALLS
Editor, lt.uno-CRArr:
I rend my It ono -Cu.vr r from cover to

cover, and hack again, gleaning
!It valuable help front it. In the open Forum, 1
MIN, read the items pertaining to service
charges that appear so often. Now in my
town, many people are somewhat mistrustful of the radio service trade in general,
and I fear. with sonic cause. 'l'oo inane.
"Service Men" throw off the disguise and
become salesmen if they find a new tithe
won't do the job. Also, the streets are
daily infested with ambitious individuals,
armed with a bag of tubes and a tube
tester, whn gnu from house to house offering
to test tubes free. Most of these men could
not use a set analyzer if they had one
slung.
So I have found that the hest way to
obtain work is to advertise that I "test"
radios free, and to let the public know
(Continued on page 751)
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CROSLEY MODEL 120 SENIOR SUPERHETERODYNE
(PLIODYNATRON) CHASSIS
"Super -Sondo," "Super -Rondeau," and "Super- Administrator"
Receivers
In the diagratn below is shown the foundation
chassis incorporated in a number uf superheterodyne receivers manufactured by the Cros Standard
ley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio
consoles are the models Super-Administrator and
Super
-Sondo
conSuper- Rondeau: while the
sole is a radio and phonograph combination.
Available constants for the components will be
the first consideration.
Condensers C6. C13. (14. 0.5 -mf.: C7, C8,
C9, C10, 0.1 -mf.; CI I, .001 -mf.; C12. C15,
.02 -mf.; C16. l'20, C21 (optional). .(10025 -mf.;
('17, C19 (electrolytic), 9 mf.; C18 (electrolytic), 18 mf.; )'311, .001 -mf. (fixed); C3C,
50 to 300 mmf. (variable).
Resistor

ICI

(volume- control

potentiometer,

ganged to power switch Sw). 111,000 ohms; R2,
R4 (flexible), 375 ohms; R3 (flexible), 165
ohms; R5 (red, black. orange dot), 20,000
ohms; R6. 6.500 ohms; R7 (tone-control potentiometer), R8. 1750 ohms; 119. 2.001 ohms;
RIO, 545 ohms; RI1, R13, 10 ohms (each half I;
R12, 850 ohms.
Normal operating readings (as measured with
speaker connected. volume control on fall, and
line potential of 117 volts with fuse in "high"
position; or 107 cults with fuse in "low" position), are as follows:
1F;
Plate potentials. VI, V4. 160 volts: \
\
\
colts; V3, 20 volts; \ 5. 145,
260 volts; \'R (each plat), 275 volts. Fdanlvtt

of I.P. amplifier tune V4. Connect the output
leads of an accurate 175 -kc. oscillator to the
control -grid of Y4 and the chassis. Adjust the
two screws ((5.\ -0511) on either side of the
rear I.F. coil 1.5 (between the socket of Y4
:u id the iawrr tubes). until the test -oscillator
signal gives the largest reading on an output
nn-ter convected to the andin output circuit of
the receiver.
Next, replace tube V3. connecting screen -grid
clip to the top of the tue. Remove the first
detector tuba \
and connect the oscillator output from the control -grid of \'2 to the chassis:
then adjust the two screws C4.\ -C4C on either
side of the front I.F. coil, L4, for maximum
out pun totter reading.
Slight readjustment of
the screws beside the rear coil may improve the
ntpnt
hat.

loud, connect a nixed condenser 0221 to the posts
marked ".
and "G," and loosely couple the
antenna to the leads of the localdistance switch.
If, when the receiver is carefully turned to
the middle of the hand, the dial reading dues not
correspond to the frequency of the signal. but is
out mure than two channels off. set the dial
at the correct frequency. and adjust the trimming condenser C3.\ (the control farthest toward
the rear of the chassis) until the signal is
loudest. ('heck the t
g by readjusting the
station selector. It may be impussilde to regulate the oscillator trimming condenser C3.\ so
that the oscillator condenser is properly aligned
with the enact dial setting; in which case align
the trimming condenser with a dial setting as
cluse to the actual frequency as practicable.
.titer aligning the oscillator circuit by adjustment of ('.t.\, adjust the trimmers C1.\ and
C2.\ for greatest volume. This completes the
adjustments for best reception at the /ow wavelengths. Now proceed as described below. for
test and passible re- adjustment at high wave-

\"

.

V7

V8

VS

lengths.
Tune to

V3

V6

If the dial seta signal near 600 lye.
when carefully adjusted. is not nitre than
a single channel (10 kc.) away from the actual
frequency of the signal, it is passible to align
OO Ni 'f M. \KE
the low- frequency tracking.
ting

Vl

V4
V2

:

potentials, VI, Y2, Y3. V4. V5, \'9. 2.5 stilts;
Y6, V7, 2.4 volts; \'8. 4.9- volts. Screen -grid
potentials, VI, \'2. V3, V4. 90 volts. Control grid potentials, VI. V.I. 3 volts; \'2, 7 volts;
\'3, 1.0 volts; \S, 15 volts; \'6. V7, 54 volts.
A long antenna on this receiver is a detriment to Rudd reception.
Phonograph pick -tip connections P, C. S, will
be noted in the grid- return circuit of the second
detector, \'5. The pick -up must Ile connected to
the detector circuit through an audio coupling
transformer, and a volume control must be provided; since the volume control on the receiver
operates in the R.P. portion of the circuit.
Phonograph motorloards are supplied with Cros It is merely necley phonograph combinations.
essary to connect the marked leads from the
pick -up switch to the terminals I', C and S on
the chassis. anti to break the wire between
terminals P and C. If the pick -up is later disconnected, a wire must Inc connected between
terminals P and C for radio reception.
The "fixed tune' I.P. stages (including variable condensers C4.\ -('4C, and C'5:\ -0511) are
tuned to the intermediate frequency of 175 kc.
Since care is taken at the factory to properly
align these circuits. nu attempt should be made
by the experienced Service Man to re -align
them, unless tests indicate positively that they
are in need of teadj ustment. In that case, the

following procedure will apply:
Remove oscillator tube V3 from the chassis.
and remove the clip wire from the control -grid

CtA\r
RI

(21

LI

\

yn

'24

LI

CI

e_'DV
'14

OSC

-

.

I)JCST\IE \T

UNLESS

ABSO-

LUTELY NECESSARY.

For this purpose. a Bakelite screwdriver will
required.
The low -f regllency adi ustment
l enndenser CM.) is at the rear of the chassis,
behind the shield. and is sealed at the factory.
It is necessary to break this seal before the
screwdriver can be inserted and turned. Turn
the tuning control until the actual frequency of
the signal is indicated by the dial reading. mud
adjust for hest volume. If it is not possible
to align the condenser with the dial set at the
exact signal frequency. set the dial as close as
practicable to the exact frequency.
If signals are not heard after trying a new
tube. the circuits may pie checked as follows:
remove the top of the condenser shit Id :und.
having removed the antrum., much it tu l'2.\.
Tune tu a strong signal; if not received, the
oscillator may out be functionhug, or remainder
of set requires checking.
Touch antenna to
Cl.\; if signal is not increased. check the circuits of VI. Of course, lack of signal only
at the anaemia last indicates a defect in the
:antenna circuit.
In lieu of a powerful broadcast station, an À.F.- mtolulated R.F. oscillator.
operating in the broadcast range, may be used.
Switch Sw'1 is the "local-distance" adjustment.
The manufacturers refer to the tune control as
the "static amp tone control."
The \lodrl 120 receiver nnay be considered
non-radiating; since Y3 and its circuits are
shielded, :nd preceded by circuits sharply tuned
ott the oscillator frequency.
be

Oscillator \ -3 is a screen-grid toile connected
as aui oscillator of the dy nut run type (more correctly. a "plisedynatrnn "; the generic term applied by IIr. Hull to a 4- element or screw -grid
oscillator as differentiated from the dynatroti"
or 3- element oscillator). Its plate potential is
laver (20 colts) than its screen -grid: which is
at a positive potential of 90 volts.
It may be
necessary to try two or three tunes in this pot sition to obtain a satisfactory one.
The volume- control resistor RI performs the
dual functions of increasing the control -grid
bias of amplifiers CI and \-4, and grounding
the antenna -that is. when reducing volumeand vice versa.
The tone -control circuit is ingenious and should be carefully noted as to
electrical values and arrangement.
If, when receiving some signals, the volume
control is tuned up w far that the tirst de
tectur is overloaded, a whistling note will be
heard. This is a perfectly normal characteristic
of superhetenolynes, and does not mean that
anything is wrong with the receiver: when the
volume is adjusted for normal reception, the
whistle sloes not occur.
If it becomes necessary to re -align the main
Inning-condenser gang, the procedure is as follows: late the shield cover in place, awl tune
in a station or modulated-oscillator signal near
1.401 kc.
Turn the volume control on fully.
If all signals within the required range are too

(N'uA
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C4C

CSa

CSA

I

1

It21F
'21

t

1
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Schematic circuit of the Cro ley Model 120 series "Senior Superheterodvue' (Pliodyuatron) chassis.
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WESTINGHOUSE "COLUMNAIRE" MODELS WR -8 AND WR -8 -R (REMOTE CONTROL)
Also WR -5 (RCA Victor 80, G.E. 11-31, Graybar 700); WR -6 (RCA Vic. 82, G.E. H -51, Graybar 770);
WR -7
(RCA Vic. 86, G.E. H -71, Graybar 900); WR -6 -R, and WR -7-R remote -control models
The fundamental circuit of these recci vers
is the \VR -5 receiver chassis and power pack
shown in Data Sheet No. 29. 'fie model \VR -6

Filament voltage (between 2 and 3 on the terminal strip .\). 2.5. Power-pack output voltage
(between 4 and 5 on the same strip), 250.
'l'he color code of the push -pull A.F. transformer is as follows: Ti input, red and yellow;
red with yellow tracer. Output, yellow (center tap); and green. Transformer T2 input. red
( center -tap):
and blue; output, black. Power
transformer PT. primary, black- with- red -tracer;
i lack- and -red
(110 volts); black (120 volts)
Secondary, 2.5 volts, brown; 5 cults black with -green tracer; high voltage, yellow- with -redtracer (center -tap), and black -with -blue- tracer.

is a highboy; its circuit is the same as used
in the '.VR -3, except as modified for tone
control. The Model WR -7 is similar to the
Model \VR -6, except as modified for an electric
phonograph. Models \\'R -6 -R and Wit -7 -R are
the same as the respective WR -6 and \VR -7
casses, except as modified for remote control.
The Model .VI2 -8 uses the same chassis :und
power pack as the Model WR -6, only an
electric clock and the cabinet distinguishing it
as the "Coiumnaire;" the remote- control model
being coiled as the Model \VR -8 -R.
The resistance of each individual unit appears

R

in Data Sheet N0. 29. The values of only the
resistors, capacities, and chokes follow:
Resistors RI, 4.000 ohms (potentiometer):
122, 170 ohms; R3. R6, 6.000 ohms; 144, 18,'00
ohms; R5, RIO, 2.000 ohms; It7, R8, 40.009
ohms; R9. 500 ohms; R11, 14,300 ohms: R12,
10.000 ohms; R13, 110,000 ohms; RI4, 60,000
ohms, R15, 715 ohms; R16, 55 ohms.
Condensers Cl. ('2. ('3. l'4, 18 to 330 mmf.;
C5, C7. C24, 0.1 -mf.; C6, 0.5 -mf.; C8, 4.5
mmf.; ('9, C18, 745 mmf.; C10, CII, C12,
C13, C14, C15 120 to 220 mmf.; C16. C23,
LO mf.: C17, .0024 -mf.; C19, C21, 3 mf.;
('20. 2 mf.; C22, .05 -mf.
The tone-control units have the following
values: C. .025 -mf.; R, 40,000 ohms (potentiometer); Ch, 2 henries.
The phonograph attachment is shown in Fig.
The remote- control attachment is shown in
2.
Fig. 3. Variations in Fig. 1 are dotted.
The normal operating voltages of all these
receivers, with volume control 141 at nia vimum
and switch Swl at "distant," are given below:
Plate voltages, VI, V4, V5, 240; V2, 70;
\'3, 235: V6, 210; V7, V8, 200. Plate cur
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of phonograph automatic switch. 'fhe turntable's speed is 78 r.p.m. in normal operation
the motor develops considerable heat.
In the microphone -coupling auto -transformer
(Fig. 2) read 3.2 ohms from 1 to 2; 2 to 3, 150
ohms; J to 4, 4,300 ohms.
In
the
remote- control
receivers
Models

ErE
E
02:

o

has substantially the same receiver and power
pack chassis as the Model \\'12 -6, except as
modified for the special rotary switch which
makes the necessary circuit changes for the
following operat inns: personal home recordings;
radio home recordings; radio reception; phonograph operation; (see Fig. 2.). See page 521,
March, 1931 issue of RADIO-CRAFT for details

'24
T

and capacity- change the phase -angle of the
applied current, so that operation of the motor
in either direction is obtained. The "on-offoperation of the set is relay -controlled; a series
of drums and contactors start the motor in
the right direction for station selection. I n
normal operation the pilot light dims.
'I a
station has been tuned in (when the vol
control is to be operated to suit). If trouble
develops in the drum assembly, the entire unit
must be replaced.
The "Cnlumnaire" Model \\ R -8 is. except
for the cabinet, the sanie- as the \bslel WWI.;
,chile the Model \\'R -8 -R receiver chassis and
power pack are almost identical with the
\I,siel \VR -6 -R. Leads for the synchronous
electric clock arc shown and, (in dots) the
leads for the remote control attachment. The
primary of T3 connects to the 110 V. line;
the secondary notion is 23 V.
Do not use the manual station, selector with
the chassis removed from the cabinet, unless
the chassis is in a vertical position; otherwise,
damage will result. Push either the "
or
the " --" button; the armature should not rise
t'ai engage the station -selector gear. Now push
a station- selector button; if the armature does
not rise and engage the station -selector gear.
increase the tension of the spring. Nest, increase the spring's tension until the armature
just rises when a volume -control button is
prt-sec; then decrease the tension
'1
the
armature just fails to rise when one of these
ance

.i.51.512211ERy.__

NAN

V8. 30 ma.
Control -grid voltages; VI. V4,
2.2: V3. 8: V5. 5: V6. 23: V7. V8. 20. Screen grid voltages; V1, 90; V3, 80; V4, V5, 85;

COUPLED)

SELECTOR

4._.. :....yam

+e+xla

rent.: VI, 4 ma.; V2, 6 ma.; \'3. 0?5 -ma.;
\'4, 5.5 ma.; V5, 2 ma.; V6, 0.5 -ma.; V7,

LOOSELY

ROTARY

\\R -o -R und %VR -7 -I2, the control
for is
part of the receiver chassis. l)perat
of the
tone control or local- distant switch must be
done at the receiver; but tuning and volume
control may be effected at a distance of not
more than 75 feet. The details of this external
equipment are shown in Fig. 3. The 60 -uhn
resistors reduce the potential to 23 volts fin
sta
selection, and
18
volts for volume
control. (special); Nie end thrust of the motor
at the ditfereut speeds causing the proper gears
to engage. The tapped phase -changing imped-
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Testing

IMPROVING THE CAMPBELL TESTER
By P. C. Sanguinetti

that manly Service Men would
be interested in the details of my modi-

FEE

fication of the tube tester described in the
March issue of I( \Inn- ('R.veor, by \ vinrent
('auupbell, I give the information below.
First of all, instead of the .single 25e) -olnn
power rheostat,
use two units: nor is ;m

Developed by
Time-Saving Appliances

1

Old-fink! rompressiou rheostat, a Filknstat;
and the other a lo-ohm wire -wound rheostat
of the stmul:nd type-most of these bring
able to carry 2 amperes wilhont overheat ing. The ennnections to these resistors is
shown in the diagram (Fig. I) in which two
off-on switches are indicated in tie positions X.
It has been brought to the attention of
the writer that, when the wire -wound rheostat has a "fell -off" position. :mute Service
\Ien prefer to dispense with the switches
X. Further the Campbell tester as illustrated originally required an additional lead
from the left arm of the 1),I'.I).'l'. switch,
to the grid terminals on the two tube
sockets; this is incorporated in the modified circuit, Fig. 1. (This ¡mint box beta
dixenxretl in the Information Hereon of the
preceding ixxne. -Tech. Ell.)
COMPRES1
SION

RNEO

A..-WIRE RNEO.

"4{{,

i.#

5

CAP

However, the magneto must be turned
at a certain speed if the meter is to be calibrated in uticrofarads; otherwise capacities
will have to be measured by comparison
with other condensers of known values, using
First test the cona double- throw switch.
denser of known value, by noting the reading on the uwtcr; then throw the switch to
the unknown condenser, turning the magneto at the s :sue speed all the time. This
method is suciuratc enough for ordinary
purposes. There is enough difference in
readings of the meter to stake mistakes of
over a quarter of a microfa rad unlikely.

Because of the change in the resistances of
variable resistors and the vacuum tube
lilautents as they heat, a little care must
be shown in making tests. Watch the filament voltmeter
and do not permit the
applied potential to rixe above the rated
Tonne for the particular tube under test.
Do not forget also that some of the
slower heating A.C. tithes may require a
half- minute or more before the meter \L\
indicates a current flow.

\';

SW.

fO.i

Vy

SEC.
'TRY

O

REVERSING
LEADS

T

Ril
R7+

Just incidentally, I might ineution that
filament- heating transformer was obtained from an old acme 21/2-asap. storagebattery charger. Its regulation is very fine,
delivering 8 volts at "no load" and nearly
the same potential when heating an '80
filament.
any

+tó.t;
.5w.1 O

O

1104 A.0

Fig.

1

recision of the Campbell tester. nd,ich has
interested so many of our readers.

l'he Filkostat (or any other compressiontype rheostat, such as the Ilradleystut) is
used in testing tubes which require less
than one ampere of filament current (such
sts the '20, `22, 'I0, '99, '111:\, '12, 71, '12. \,
'71. \. and thenew line of 2 -volt tubes). \Ithough some Service Men use a :in -olun
value for the wire -wound rheostat, the writer
prefers the 10 -olnn component specified;
which is used during nsesuneuants of tubes
24, '45,
drawing over an ampere ('2I,
'lit, 'tin, 'S0, and '81).
\Ithnuglu Mr. (:uupbell specified the use
of a I 'tor switch, the writer does not see
that its use is sit all necessary; when you
want to use the tuster, just plug into the
light line outlet. Ilowrcer, a ter important
consideration, and one to which 31r.
Campbell neglected to call particular attention, is the connection of the filament
secondary. Unless this is "poled" correctly,
its output potential will buck the line
potentials; and the result will he that the
"X" readings will be athout one-half the
values indicated in his table of characteristics.
Furthermore, it may he pointed out also
.

.

that, with switch Sw in position 1, an exof the emission is
cellent indication
sifurded; since the grid and plate of the
tube under test are connected together.
This is a more conclusive test of a tithe
than the plate test :done; and the writer
finds that a number of grain tubes gave
the following indications: '20, 8.5 ma.; '01:\,
7 mal.; '12.\, lu nut.; '71.\, 1:3; '26, 10 ma.;
'27, 12 ma.; '24, 21S ma.; '.45, II, mn.; '111,
9 ma.; 'pout, I4 out.; '81, 8 ma. Other figures
are not :available at the time of writing;
Ind the Servie,. \fan may make his own tests
to determine these, and insert them in the
list. (Note: Do not cluse switch K during
these tests; otherwise, the meter tIA will
indicate below the scale zero mark.)
taie

.r,
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CONDENSER MEASUREMENTS
By M. S. Andelin
AS a rule, it is difficult to tell the capacity
of a cundens,.r by looking at it; since

they conte in such odd sires and shapes. It
is impossible to measure them with fin -cycle
current; as condensers over 0.5 -111f. will pass
enough current to nuike st usete`r register
full scale. Most Service \fen du not possess
at
capacity bridge for smolt measurements
Ind, if a telephone magneto is at hand,
condensns from 0.1 -iif up can be measured
very accurately by using the circuit in the

accompanying diagram.

TELEPHONE
MAGNETO

d

handy

This

fur
tiar of

is

u

a,

Fig, 2

a capacity bridge, such as described on paar 741, approximate capacity measIf rements may
be road,. thus.

' %a

Fig. 3
(pals

shown separated).
tube. Note (.1) tratsposi
and "G" leads.

"P'

HANDY SOCKET ADAPTORS
By Joseph Leeb, E.E.
One of the handiest things in the Service
\Ian's kit, to increase the useful range of
his analyzer equipment, is a set of socket
adapters.. These may be made of subpanel
type sockets and bases of burnt -out tubes,
ass shown in the sketch.
It may he necessary to file the socket to
make it fit smugly into the tube-base. Bus
bar should be used in Ina king the connections
from the socket to the tube house. This not
only gives gaud conductivity, but makes the
adapter sufficiently rigid so that no other
supporting mediums, such as sealing wax
or set -screws, are necessary.
:\ complete set of sncket adapters should

include
four -to -five prong, n five-to -four
prong, a t' \'- to -t'X and a
\' -toUY. Even
the consparatively obsolete \l'I)11 may be
encountered often enough to justify making
an adapter for it.
In balancing up a neutrodyne set it has
been customary to use a perfectly good
tube, with one of its filament prongs cut
as

la default of

adapter

t

I

usuc,
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Methods
Service Men

For Shop Bench and Kit
off, as a dummy. 13y making a pair of
neutralizing adapters, one a five prong -tofive prong, and the other a four prong -tofour prong, and omitting one of the filament
or heater wires in each ease, the necessity
of a dumuuy tube is obviated. Furthermore,
with these adapters, the set can be balanced
with its own tubes; which is, after all,
the only true method.

AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR
By Frederick E. Ward

fore, we may use the apparatus itself as a
means of comparison; the transformer giving the lower ante is probably the better for
use in an ;amplifier.
The key has several useful purposes; it
may he used to adapt the oscillator for

telegraph signalling, over quite long lines,
for phones. It may be adjusted to give a
500-cycle note, and used with a loud speaker
to instruct a class; for teaching the telegraph code, it has no equal. 'l'he writer
has found a demand for headphone sets for
use by Boy Scouts in their code practice,
and it is probable that many such sets can
be made up and sold at a profit.

THE kink

on page 416 of the January
issue, "The Howler as a Service Oscillator,' is very good as far as it goes,
but the device shown will go it one or two
better. It has many advantages, and covers
more than one field. I have been using one
for some time.
The essential parts comprise merely an
'O1A tube and socket, mounted with an
A.F. transformer on a block of wood, with

the connections shown; a switch in the "A"
lead would be an added convenience. Three
cry cells are sufficient for
:t purposes;
the filament does not require much heating,
so two cells are sufficient for this purpose.
For the "B" voltage, a single flashlight cell
will give a good signal through phones;
though it usually requires 4I/. volts to operate a loud speaker.
Such an oscillator glees a loud, pure note
in the output circuit; its pitch depends on
the transformer used. If desired, this pitch
may be lowered by adding a small condenser
across the terminals of the primary.
Small, cheap transformers give high pitched, musical tones; while the more modern transformers of better quality give
very low tones. A Samson "Symphonic'
transformer, for instance, has a frequency
so low that it sounds like a riveting hammer. By substitution of transformers, there-

A

Fig. 4
cry simple oscillator which will serve many
purposes; well fitted for code practice.

Fig. 5
connections shown provide a dynamic
speaker for bench tests of various chassis types.
The

A REPRODUCER FOR THE SHOP
By Norman W. Smith
ADYNAMIC speaker, that can be used
on practically all makes of radin receivers, is of great help in :a repair shop.
'l'he Silver-Marshall "Model 851" unit makes
it unnecessary to bring the set's speaker
into the shop; for it will operate on almost
every kind Of radio.
The speaker unit is mounted on a baffle
board and suspended under the bench by
springs which prevent vibration of the
bench.
The instruction plate is removed
from the transformer and placed on the
bench panel, with the speaker connections
as shown in the drawing. The binding posts
are mounted on Bakelite strips and placed
near the middle of the bench panel.
'l'he four posts above the plate may be
used to connect any radio set: a single -tube
output is connected to 1 and 3; a push -pull
output to 1 and 4. If the push-pull amplifier has no output transformer or choke,
No. 2 also is connected, to the highest "13+"
voltage. The speaker had no direct connection to the voice coil; so the two tip-

723
jacks at the left of the plate were put in
series with the voice coil and the transformer secondary. These are shorted when
not used for direct connection. 'l'he lower
two posts connect to the field coil; which
has a resistance of about 2000 ohms and is
designed for ose with 90 to 120 volts direct
current. When sets designed for a speaker
with less resistance or with higher voltage
are tested, a resistance is placed across
the field posts to :adapt it to the required
current. Current for the field is supplied
by the shop power pack when it is desired
to use the speaker on sets designed for only
a magnetic .slu aker.
We have used this speaker in our service
work for about ,nie rear and have found it
very good.

TESTING AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
By Charles Felstead

II. CHEAP

.audio- frequency
are mused in a receiving
always a possibility
their
that is, in fact. Most often

if

transformers
set, there is

burning out,
the trouble

with receiving sels that suddenly go dead.
The first thing tu be done to a set that
will not work is to test the audio transformers; if one of them is burnt out, it
uuut he repineed. It is always hest to use
as a siiiist it titi a transformer with about
the .allie ratio ns the one that had to be
replaced. Transformers generally "go out"
when the receiving set is turned off, because of a voltage surge; :nnI so, when the
set is again turned on, there is no sound
in the reproducer.
The simplest and quickest way to test
the audio transformers is by the aid of a
high -rending voltmeter, with a scale covering the highest "13" battery or plate
voltage, used in the set. The voltmeter
should be equipped with two long, flexible
leads ending in test terminais, :ivhkh can
be made by soldering six -inch lengths of
his -bar to the free ends of the leads. Pieces
of spaghetti tubing can be slipped over
the wires for protectiim, leaving only the
ends lare.
'l'o test the transformers, the receiving
set is turned on and all of the tubes in
the set are removed; although the batteries
are left connected. Now, the primary of
the first audio transformer can be tested
by touching the test terminals of the voltmeter to the plate and one of the filament
prongs in the detector socket. This connects the voltmeter and the detector plate
Viltagc in series with the transformer prim ary. If tle whaling is not burnt out, the
Waal ¿aged on page 748)
.

Fig. 6
quirk and easy method of testing the wind.
inns of audio transformers in a battery set.
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"Instantaneous" Recording
of Sound on Discs
A New Activity for the Radio Technician and Experimenter

By GEORGE J. SALIBA

I

\STAN'1'AN ßOí'5" recording, or home

more popularly
"
called, is a new sort as compared with
the method of making commercial
records. In commercial recording, it is
necessary to go through several operations
ht -fore the finished record is obtained. Where
only one reword is desired, instantaneous
recording offers the advantage of making
this record in une operation. (Sec "homo
Recording of Radio Programs and Speech,"
in the December, 1930, issue ut' It.wao-

recording

as

it

is

CRArT. )

The midget radio set saved radio in 1930,
and now this new art seems destined to
surpass even the midget in tiding radio
over the rough spots; at the saute time it
opens up a very lucrative field to the alert
Service Man and radio dealer. Wherever
there is an audio amplifier available, a recording system is waiting to be exploited.
The uses to which this instantaneous recording can be put are varied and many;
and the profits to be realized therefrom

trill

be

gropers'

al to the foresight and

ability of the Service Man or salesman who
puts across the idea :tnd makes the installation. E% cry hume that has a radio receiver,
every music school, music stare, amusement
park, department store, chah, and broadcast
station is a good live prospect. In short,
the field of application for titis novel method
of making records is unlimited; and it
romains only for the energetic salesman
or wide -awake Service Man to familiarize
himself with the technique of obtaining good
results, then go out and demonstrate. The
idea sells itself.
LOUD SPAU;E

IA

F16.1

RADIO

P

SW.

BAT

,

JR
TO GRID

CATHODE
OF
DETECTOR

HIC. TRANSFORME

RECORDING
HEAD

The general arrangement of the standard voice
and radio recording -reproducing equipment.

Valuable Uses of Records
Fite uses to which instantaneous recording
can be put are unlimited. ()rrhestras and

mils are now being recorded, so that their
be studied c :nefnll and
instrumental
upon.
Singers,
iIuproeeel
artists and musk. students everywhere are
making this recording a regular pstIt of
their course; since they cam thus watch their
progress and note their improvement.
Students of elocution record their talks
Inds Andy their dohiver. Records of broad e.rsts ran be made, and, if tucessar, encore
programs can then be broadcast: I.ikeacisc,
anyone what broadcasts can have his selections neon-de(' for Isis personal file.
Vaudeville singers or musical nets will
Iind this new art very much la their adcasLuge; for they can use these records for
disa hertising purposes and auditions at
tant points. Another find application of
this instantaneous
neou.s recording is in the making
of 'sound effects' for amateur theatricals.
The :m bition.s producer can, after patient
experimenting with the recording of different sounds, electrically reproduce them
trhencter desired; thus giving his presentation the realism of the professional theistrc.
Still another idea and one which is presented to those' owning lent' -nwvie outfits,
'stir" photographer can
is that the "d
make records to match the action of the
pictures; thus producing a "talkie." A
snore soh:owed forum of this idea is that
two turntshles be used, and a "continuous"
'

Isclniyne may

Fig. E
The Calloplome stadio equipment: top pane!,
tine.-stage amplifier and pack: then, microphone
panel: shelf with turntable, feed-screw. cutter
and pickup: driving motor: mud, lowermost,
reproducer. Blank, s.ugrooted discs are u.aed.
Right, two- button microphone and stand.

console,

show be arranged after properly "dabbing"
the records (patching the sound together),
by fading one record into another as each
length of film (to which has been cemented
the next length) is run through the pro-

RECEIVE

HIC

Fig. D
A home -recording model made by the Cairoright,
phone Ca.s left, two-button "mike"
special cutting head, for blank records. The
reproducing pickup is behind the disc in the
center; microphone panel above speaker in

jector.
Although the previously -mentioned issue
of It.vmu- CR.vrr contained a description of
the procedure of instantaneous recording
(page :441), December, 19:30), the writer asks
the indulgence ut' the readers of this magazine while, as a matter of completeness, anti
prior to making an extensive study of this
subject, we gloss over outstanding facts.

Recording Systems

.

Whether the recording equipment is
utilized in commercial enterprises or for
home use, the apparatus in either case is
substantially the same. For home use the
audio amplifier of the radio receiver, used
in conjunction with an ordinary un4metic
plunugrapl pickup and a microphone makes
n sivaple but efficient nand practical recording system. (See Fig. 1).
This system snakes use of preyrao'esl
records, which are now available :t all
music and radio stores. 'l'he pregrooved
record, which is matte up on either a metal
or a celluloid disc, has n blank groove
already cut into the surface; and this groove
serves the same purpose as the feed screw
used in recording on blank uncut discs;
namely, to guide the recording_ head across
the face of the record. The microphone
transformer, being of the step -up type,
amplifies the audio-frequency- voltages; and
this gain, .outbincd with the mu or nmtplificatiun factor of the detector tube, redly
adds a transformer-coupled stage to the

audio amplifier.
.1 weight (su1susut 10 oz.) should be attached to the reearding head to prevent the
needle front ,jumping the groove, as it tends
to elm when modulated. 'Pile weight also
serves the purpose of pushing the needle

June,
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deep into the groove, thus making available
utore mass to work against; with the subsequent result of more volume in the reproduced record.
Only home -recording needles should be
used for recording and playback. These
needles, which have a relatively dull point,
with a red shank to differentiate them from
regular phonograph needles, can he obtained
at all radio and music stores.
In recording from the microphone, the
switch Sw. is closed, and the volume
cmutrol of the radio set is turned wary clown;
and vice ver. a when records are to be made
from the air. With a little patience and
experimenting the home recorder can achieve
results that will he almost on a par with
conuuereially- pressed records.
These pre -grooved records at present are
obtainable only in the six -inch size and have

playing time of one minute and ten
'l'he home recorder who wishes
to make larger records, must resort to
a

seconds.

HighQuelity Recording
Commercial instantaneous recording naturally requires a more elaehortite set -up. The
prime requisite is a g: n1 audio amplifier,
which should he of the three -stage transformer-coupled type, and have a fairly flat
characteristic from about 31) cycles to 90(x)
cycles. The turntable should he thoroughly
"filtered;" so that any mechanical flutter
in the motor or any back lash in the gears
will not be transmitted to it.
:\ high-quality double- button carbon
microphone is absolutely essential and, to
insure its efficient operation, a D.C. 0 -50
neilliaaneneeter should be provided, so that
the current in each button may be read.
.\ good loud speaker, preferably of the
dynamic type, should be used for monitoring purposes, and, lastly, a "volume-indicator
panel" is necessary in order that all the
records shall be made at the same
level, thus insuring a positively
good result.
Son u will argue
that a volume -indicator panel
can he dispensed with and the
loud speaker used for level indication; but the recorder will
find that the average human ear,
no matter how acute the sense of

tribute their bit to the engineering necessary
for good sound. 'Their composition, the
manner in which they are cut, the type of
cutting had used, and the moans operandi
of the plu,ylu iek, while they have been discussed in the December, 1930, issue of
It onto- ('sAr-r. will be viewed in the light of
later developments.
Materials for Recording

At the present time there are several
materials available for instantaneous recording: namely, gelatin, aluueinurti, eclluImid, and zinc. Gelatin records are of the
blank type requiring at feed -screw for cutting. A special cutting stylus is used and,
before recording, the surface is treated with
lubricant, such as vaseline, in order to
preserve the keenness of the needle. After
the record is made it is again treated with
this grease in order to attain reproduction
without extraneous noises. Playback is,
effected by means of a steel needle whose
point has lucen ground smooth and round.
An excellent record can be made with this
substance; but it possesses the disadvantage
of being brittle. Great car- must be exercised in putting the record on the turntudth
and removing it; otherwise the record will
crack. Water must be kept away from this
record, because gelatin dissolves in water.
Aluminum, like gelatin, also requires a
feed -screw for recording. A diamond needle
Fig. C
or a special steel needle is required for
The Presto portable recording kit, urith
ease closed for carrying. Below, it is
recording, and a fibre or a thorn needle
sinner open.
is used for playback. 'l'he aluutuinunt record
possesses the advantage of being unbreakable and can be preserved indefinitely. The
recording is excellent, the low frequencies
and the high recording equally well. If suffihearing, is a notoriously poor ,judge of level
front day to day. The small outlay of money cient weight is not used on the recording
head, the g
c will be shallow and, connecessary for a %minim indicator is more
sequently, difficulty will be experienced in
than offset by the insurance of gond records
making the playback needle track. This
at all tiares.
For radio recording, ut gtstcl radin receiver needle nmst he very sharp, otherwise poor
reproduction results.
and a double turntable, equipped with a
Celluloid for recording is obtainable in
"fader" so that continuous recordings can
either blank or pregrooved discs. When the
be made, are absolutely necessary. If fablank is used, a sharp diamond needle is
cilities are to he provided for bands and
necessary to cut the grooves, and a thorn or
orchestras, a "mixing panel" should be
fibre needle is used for playback. The pre built. This panel should be able to accommogrooved disc requires a special homedate at least three microphones.
recording needle for both recording and
In addition to this special equipment, it
playback. With the latter type record, it
is necessary that the blank records conhas been fond that the high frequency notes
are missing after the first or second playing; this is due to the fact that celluloid is
resilient and tends to come back to its
Fig. B (below)
original shape. The volume is at trifle lower
Fit arranged for play(Coulinated on page 751)
.

blank ungrooved discs, which necessitate
the use of a feed -screw to guide the cutting
head across the face of the disc. Figs. A,
It, and C show different views of a recording
kit, for cutting blank discs, which is intended fir pontes where a motor-driven turntable is not available,
A microphone,
microphone amplifier, selector switch, volume
control, feed screw, recording head and
pick up, electric motor, and turntable, are
all neatly mounted in this very convenient
portable ease.
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back.

Fig. A (above)
The portable kit arranged for re.
cording; the pickup arm is resting
in off position, and the nutting head and feed screw are in operation. Microphone at the left, '27 microphone amplifier tube at upper left. .-It the right,
yin Fig. ß, MO noting head is sent put away in its recess, and the pickup
is
its operating position. The disc at the loser left is the switching mechanism.
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Installing Radio in
a Big Hotel
The elaborate controls, receivers, amplifiers and
distributors required to feed 2,500 reproducers.
By ELI M. LURIE, B.E.E.
as an added attraction for guests, has made most
es
over the
elaborate advances
simple installations of a. few
years ago. One of the lint, to the writer's
knowledge, was located in the Boulevard
Hotel, in Winthrop, Mass. The receiver was
a home-made affair musing the familiar retc

t)'I'E!" radio,

generative circuit, and consisting of three
tubes. The only stations that could be received, at that time, were \VGI (Medford
Hillside, Mass.) and, occasionally, KI)KA
in Pittsburg. Always, through the Itaekground of ,WGI, could be heard the u1d
spark notes of local "hams" with their rotary
gaps.
Nevertheless these pioneers -both the
"hams" and the owners of hotels who were
kind enough to give radio in its crude form
at triad- prepared the way and paved it we11
or our present -day systems.
Today there is virtually an unlimited
amount of good music and entertainment
to be received and, though years ago there
were only one or tau bruadeast stations,
today the major prohleut is to find room for

more. To climax this, short wares have led
to internatii and reception; so that foreign
broadcasts are no longer a novelty.

A Complete Hotel System
Naturally, with all this excellent entertainment aavailnIle, [Hotels were not long in
actually planning installations on an extravagant scale. The result was that electrical and radio engineers had to sole some
very difficult and cuntplexing problems.
And so we come to the largest and most
difficult of all installations, that in the recently- opened New Yorker Ilotel, at Eighth
:\venue and Thirty- fourth Street, New York
City, which will be described here.
'l'he radio contract for this work was
given to the Strouibcrg- Carlson Tel. Mfg.
while the public- address apparatus, an
auxiliary system, was installed through a
snhsidiare of that concern, the Bludworthi)an'is Co.
The New Yorker has approximately 2500
rooms, each of which has the option of radio

reception through four channels; that is, the
guest may listen to one of four pre- selected

A typical roam installation in the New )'corker
¡lofe!. The really plate wider the man's hand
contains the four -station selector synch and
volume control; the reproducer cone is above it.

stations, be merely twisting the Glial of a
four -way selector switch in his room. In
addition to this, provision is provided for
international reception on short waves. Also,
phonograph records can be played and public annuuneeuunts made on each or all channels and, if desired, either voice or music
can be made predominant through an arrangement of facers and mixers. 'l'he radio
system power panel, on the 41st floor, is
shown in Fig. C.
'l'he public-address apparatus used to supply the public routas (viz: restaurants, ballrooms, etc.) with music or speech, is cont-

Fig. C
the hotel's radio and address system. Of channels 1, 2. 3 and 4. the radio receivers arc 11. 12. 8. 9: power amplifiers, 17. 13, 3
and 4: and rectifiers S, 6. I and 2. in respective orders. The speech gimp lifter panel is 7; phonograph tu ratable la: test board 13; volume-level indicator 14; electric clocks (snitching programs on or off at predetermined hours) 15, and switch: panel 16.

Poacr panel of
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pletely remote -controlled and can be operated from any of the public rooms, as well
as from the main radio room on the 31st
floor of the hotel.
Master Remote -Control Box
Here, without doubt, is one of the wonders of the age. Imuagine being able by remote control to connect in one section of
the hotel a microphone which, we may as-

will be used for speech pickup; transfer this speech to a remote location, as well
as reenforce the speaker's voice in the room
itself. Then, on the completion of the speech,
the microphone is faded out and the radio
system is brought into the circuit; and the
control will then tune completely (and by
this I mean being able to "sweep the (lial'
from 204Ì meters to 550 meters) the associated radio receiver (Fig. B) which is loc;ited
on the bp of the hotel, 41 .stories up!
Dynamic speakers are put into operation, in
sume,

any part of the hotel, by merely pushing
buttons and, of course, titre are many other

tricks which are all performed with a little
oblong box (I" wide, 10" long and 3" thick.
The marvel or it all is that no hand has
to touch a switch anywhere except on this
little box, which is shown in Fig. A. Thi;
not only controls the entire system but,
upon opening, starts up a 2 -kw motor generator set, automatically, to supply alternating current for the equipment. Both remote- controlled and guest -room apparatus
can be interconnected; so that programs
originating on one can be transferred to the
other. Thus music or speech can be picked
up from any of the public rooms and sent
through the entire hotel and also (over
leased wires) to points outside the hotel.
Programs originating outside can be tied
into the hotel system by these sauce leased
wires.
Man -Made Static
Now let us suppose that you are given
the job of designing a similar system. The
first thing to do is to realize just what will
be your greatest problems. Without a doubt

The grille is a sound
projector. movable about
the ballroom, as needed.
7 :vo other projectors are
built into this room, and
mar be put in operation
from the remote- control
box. At the right of the
table is a condenser mike
(which incorporates a
built -in stage of audio)
and beside it a mixer
capable of blending the
output of three such.

Left,

a mirer for three
carbon mikes of the usual
type, two of which are
standing behind it.
Below, right, the remarkable remote. control
i' o .r , which operates
from any of twenty outlets in the Intel.
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of the greatest will he the elimination
of "wan -made static."
Usually a large hotel is located in a thriving section where any number of electrical
one

devices are apt to be in use; a great many
operating 24 hours a day. To wake matters
still worse, many large cities use direct current in the city proper. Naturally, the greatest amount of this type of interference is
caused by D.C. machinery where arcing takes
place between brushes, circuit -breakers, relays and elevator apparatus. The importance
of such problems is easily understood; they
have been of the greatest difficulty, not only
for the radio dealer, Service Man and layMan, but also to a great many well -versed
radio engineers.
Before screening and shielding were used,
individual filters were the vogue. Picture
chasing around and tieing a filter on the
tail of each motor, circuit breaker, bell and
"rock-crusher" in any city block, or especially in a hotel of forty stories! Most of
the elevator equipment here is situated in
rooms adjacent to the radio room; in fact
the six antennas of the radio receivers go
through the elevator section and run in close
proximity to the elevator motors. Yet, when
the gain on any of the receivers is advanced
to maximum position, there is hardly any
noticeable background noise.
Individual filters for each offending piece
of apparatus would be not only very expensive but quite impractical. 'l'he solution
of this great problem was accomplished
very effectually and economically by completely shielding the entire radio room with
heavy copper mesh and running the antenna
lead -in wires down in lead sheath enclosed
in :4 -inch conduit; the whole assembly was
grounded. The antennas were raised ten
feet ahoye the structure to insure negligible
pickup from any apparatus in the building.

Matching Reproducer Impedances
Of course in an installation of this type,
correct iugndanee watching is vitally necessary to obtain good reproduction.
(Continued on pale 753)

o

Fig. B

This special remote -control tuner (observe molar in center) with four R.F.
stages and automatic volume control, is on the 41st floor and feeds into
the amplifier ou the 4th.

Fig. A

Opening this box releases the button at lower left. and starts the public address system. The buttons at the right control five sound projectors
one button being used for resetting.
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FROM time to time radio has been put
to such extremely odd uses than it

Juno,

forecast what the next application
will be. An organization, of which the
writer is a member, has afforded a very lice
vantage point from wide]] to arm. a great
many of the channels that radio experimuntation is following. One of the most novel
uses, by far, to which ultra- high - frequency
Oscillation and radiaation has been put, is
that of electrical prospecting. Although this

Prospecting
At 1.6

known and used for a great many years, the
use of these extremely high frequencies is

Sharply reflective characteristic
to discover

has

become almost

impossible to

art is not by any means new, and has been
novel.

Ideas Not Unique
It is true that a great number of teen
are working on this problem independently;
and it is rather odd, from our standpoint,
to rest ice c isiiS froni engineer. a Ibmt lua in ted
with each other who outline to us practically
the same procedure and :ask for the saute
apparatus. :\ curious pant of it all i. that
most of them ask us to keep their ideas
secret; not realizing that perhaps a dozen
others have given us the saline ideas and
ask for the saline secrecy. \1'e fail to see
how engineers in their position Can afford
to fail to keep in touch with current dt'velopuunts, as they appear in magazines
such as this one.
The prospecting instrument to be described was built by us for test work and
experiments ill Alaska. It seems that a
company wished to determine the exact
shore line of a river but were unable to
du .so because of the thick ice and snow
crust +'hicó covered both river and banks.
Sinking shaft. proved too expensive, and
so were several tapping measurement. +chick
were trial. lbw of the engineers of this
company then Consulted us abont an electrical method of locating the earth line.

By JOSEPH I.
Because the instrument hail to be exand no mure
tremely portable and ettieieii t. lilt
aven could be assigned to It single
than t
survey, we determined to use extremely high
frequencies: since they entail it uainimnum of
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Circuit of the simple set illustrated is Fills.
.1 and lt. 1 he Il. F. AaoArs need litN, indu etas ce
and must have very lots capacity.

apparatus.

It

ha. been shown by several

my estig:aturs that the ;attenuation of radio -

frequency currents rise. with frequency anti,
therefore, it was to be expected that using
an extremely high frequency would get us
'be:mi'
nowhere, however, when using
transmitter together with a -beam" iC(eiver,
carts working at very high efficiency, we
belie%ed the work possible; and so it proved.
'l'he procedure was as follows:
as

.

One point picked up for wave reflected
from the shore line and, at another point,
picked up it 11111(.11 slrunger signal which
t- idtntly came frulli it point 50 or WI feet
tlunt the river. 'l'hey did nothing :about this,
how t+cr, until it was found that one of
these strung reflection points coincided
+,.ith an :abandoned gold Mine. F.xtending
the shaft of the gold mine sonic ten +arils
farther than the East point worked, laid
open a sizable body of high -percentage Ore.
The engineers then went bock to several of
the "ufl "'_points previously muted, and in
each of the points were able t° Ilud it trace
of metal -bearing arc.
Of course, It great litany false readings
were obtained, and it will require a great
deal of experimenting to evolve a finished
apparatus. Ilowe,er, there are at 1ea.1 tics
groups of experimenters working on this
idea, that we know of: and we Ore herewith
publishing such constructional hints as we
h:nv in hand in order to enable anyone who
desires to build similar apparatus and to
make experiments of his own.
The receiver and tr n.mitter our built in
exactly the saline ml:Inner 4.s tine circuit
.shown in Fig. I: except that the transmitter
may use a higher -powered tube. We have
fuuuel that lilt' '519, 'au, and '12.\ tpes of
tubes work equally well; although all tubes
of the same type do out neves.arily operate.
I)itferent tithes should he tried until ,,eeral
arc found that usti11:Ilo well. The controls
fur the variable rondeu.crs ('1 and ('2
should be brought a. f:1( as possible from
the condenser., in °eddy to minimize hand..
l.:1 parity effects.

Discovery of Gold Ore

transmitter generating as signal of 1.6
nneters was used to direct a beam into the
ice. .\ receiver, set to the saline frequent%
as the transmitter. was carried around by
:another operator anti tried in different locations until the reflected beaus +ca. picked
up. Simple measurement. of the distance
between the transmitter :u,el meet% er, t
_ether with the angles they made with 1114.

Fig. A
lise dual -purpose ultra-short-wave set used as
transmitter or reviver. .yute its simplicity and
balance, and the loua ,.mdenser slrejrs.

:t

horizontal and vertical planes, enabled the
operators to get a rather good idea of the
position of the reflecting surface which, in
this ease, was the earth.
If their experiments had stopped there.
this article would probably never have been
written. IIowever, in their testing they
found several ineunsi.stencies which set them
wondering as to what the cause might be.
l'hey found, for instance, that the receiver
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By Radio
Meters

of arc. The length of the individual wires
al, 02, 03, etc., should he a little greater

of ultra -short waves utilized
mineral bodies

mitted wave.
itt.fcrence to Fig.

HELLER, E.

than that of the entire antenna system.

Operation in the Field

In

use the reflector and antenna should
not have their relatit 1u0sitions changed
but both stand(' he unwed as a unit. It will
be found that, with a set up as indicated in
Fig. 5, the wave emitted is exceedingly
narrow and can he picked up only when the
receiver is exactly in line with the trans-

E.-

Using the Lecher Wires
In order to determine the wavelength of
the oscillator, the following procedure sI
Id
he used: two parallel wires, about eight
invites apart and about sixty feet long, are
strung up, and a metal slider arranged as
in Fig. 2. One end of this antenna system
is hiought to a three -turn coupling coil I,
(No. 14 U.C.C. wire on a 5 -inch tube,
spaced i't- inch.) which is coupled rather
closely to the oscillator. .\ milli :unnieter NI
is placed in the plate circuit of the tube, V.
When the tube circuit is oscillating, moving
the metal slider along the wires will result
in .hap upward movements of the
meter needle at certain positions of the
slider. 'l'he point at which the greatest
deflection takes place represents a "loon'
in the standing wave on the wires; if yon
could see the waves, their magnitude would
he represented very much as shown in Fig.
:3. Moving the slider to point.. and It will
result in sharp upward nu nenteuts of the
nrillinuuueter; the distance between A and
It will represent oac -half the wavelength in
the actual test. Several of these points
should Ise found and the distances between
points averaged and nndtipled by two; this
will give you the exact wavelength of the
oscillator.

While it would

be possible to pick tip and
heterodyne a C. W. signal emanating from
the transmitter, the tuning for this point
is so highly critical at this frequency that
somme
furia of modulation is almost a

G
will indicate how
the angles can be uuca.iired. We will assume
that it is wished to determine the depth
of a hotly of high -grade ore below ground
level; and that, after several tests, it is
found that the receiver will pick up a signal
frown the transmitter when they are in the
relative positions shown. The angle Y, which
the transmitting antenna makes with the
horizontal, the angle \" which the receiving
antenna maLu'. with the horizontal, and the

distance 1) .huuli be ueastned. Front Fig.
ti, it can br clu.u'l seen that we have as
a result a triangle of which we know two
angles and the included side; from this
int'oralation we can compute the depth by

trigonometry.
.1114 111.1' way of determining the depth
is to measure the angles and distance as
above, and lay the whole thing out to scale
on a large sheet of paper. The depth can

then he measured.
Chief Engineer, Wireless Egcrt
New York City.

Engineering.

c.ledm of neolu,i
of course, are.!rd to
interpret the read inns obtained in any locality.

i'

necessity. (lie of the easiest, and yet one
of the hest methods of doing this is indi-

Fig. -t. In this ease an audio
current fruit an \A'. sourer (which tinny he
either a buzzer, an audio oscillator, a microphone or a phonograph pick -up) is sent
through a tr:m.forntr :rnd lath the grit)
circuit of the oscillator. The secondary of
the transformer .hocdd lane as high sun iutped:niee as II: ..itdr: :r choke similar to the
cated in

.

t

In actual use, it is highly desirable to
[militate the transmitter in some way.

FIG.4

FROM AUDIO
OSCILLATOR, BUZZER,
MICROPHONE, OR PICKUP

others should also be placed in the secondr Icnd. :us :hewn.
. \s to the dimensions of the transmitting
and the crusting coil., both should he made
of loops of cinch copper rots, :11:: inches
in tüauutcr. The anuttnnn should be half
the wntcleugth, from top to bottom; if the
transmitter frequency is 1.1; Meters (as
in the equipment abut e) the overall length
should he 11,4 -utter or :31.5 inches.
While this svdvni is suitable only for low.
-:lees of modulation, it is simple and has
proven itself entirely practicable.
.\ further refinement which should he
added to the transmitter is a reflecting and
focusing att ueInuent. If the transmitter is
Ilse.' as shown on the front cover of this
uag:rzinr, a rather btu :ul w :Ile will result,
and angular readings will be rather rough
approximations. Fig. 5 gives the specifirations of a reflector which will cause the
emitted signals to be exceedingly sharp, and
receivable through unit Iwo or three degrees
a
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New Radio Devices
for Shop and Home
Of interest to technicians, Service Men and all
radio workers
THE LATEST IN VARIABLE
HIGH RESISTORS
By H. G. Cisin

FOR years technicians have been trying
to produce a satisfactory variable resistor which, in high -resistance ranges (such

as 0--50(1,000 oluus, or 0-2 mcgohnis) would
meet the following exacting conditions: (a)
constancy of minimum and maximum
values; (b) smooth -feeling control; (e)
constancy in value at all points within its
working range throughout its service life.
Of these three conditions, the most difficult
to meet has been the last.
:\ little consideration of this problem will
show that the conductive film of a potentiometer or a two -connection resistor must be
extremely thin, where the ninxinmun resistance value, to be encompassed within a
rotational length of about 2l/ inches (a
diameter of about 3/4- inch), may he perhaps
uugolmi.
I
Consequently, if an arm Junking electrical
contact to this film is permitted to rub its
surface in the slightest degree, there is
abrasion of the resistance material to ,just
that extent, resulting in either an open
circuit or an increase of the resistance.
we may be
How to prevent the rub is
permitted a pun -the ruff. The new
graphite- element volume- control Clarost t
(obtainable with any characteristic, for a
replacement in every radio set on the
market) solves this problem in the inner
illustrated in Fig. A.
.\ metal roller makes contact with the
resistance element. however, at plain roller,
like an automobile tire on the road, always

slips just a trifle, because the traction is
not 100% efficient; which means wear of the
resistance strip. 'l'he answer to this problem
was to mold a toothed rack, TR, and to put
a toothed idling pinion P, on the end of the
which results in perfect operation.
roller
The clearance between the rack and
pinion is such that the spring pressure of
the arm always maintains a good contact
pressure between the roller and the resistance element. The shaft is of standard
diameter, 1/4-in., and is 1% -in. long. The
overall size of the instrument is 2 x 2 in. in
diameter.

It-

CONDENSER REPLACEMENT KIT
Polymet Mfg. Corp. has just
IIE Polyniet

troduced a kit of

25 fixed

in-

condensers

Fig. A

l

in

"ROYALE" LUMINOUS TONE
CONTROL
GLORIFICA'l'TO\ of the tone control
has been achieved in the unit pictured
Fig. C, a product of the Lee DeForest

Mfg. Co., which combines art and science in
a pleasing ensemble.

Fig. B
This kit of filter and .4.F. bypass replacement condensers meets
any nerd of the Service .flan
the units are in standard sires
and capacities.
....... ....... ................

-if

This new volume control eliminates the previous
effect of wear on the resistance clement, by the
pinion P, which prevents .lipping of the corn he graphite element RS is of standard
tact R.
type.

Fig. C
The luminous globe of the "Royale" tone control shwas its tone -frequency adjustment.

..

.............

A small, tubular 3.2 -volt
flashlight bulb, carrying,

lengthwise,

for radio repair work; these units, which
are uncased, being intended for use in
sere icing filter blocks, are illustrated in
Fig. R.
Filch condenser is plainly marked to indicate its capacity and voltage rating; and
is equipped with li -inch rubber- covered
lends. As protection against moisture, each
unit is vaeumu- impregnated, and sealed with
black wax. Ratings are in accordance with
R.M.A. standards.
The condensers contained in this valuable kit are of various dimensions to fit
standard power -pack condenser blocks. For
the information of the Service Man, the following concerning these units are given;
(working voltages are indicated; while the
number of sections furnished are shown in
parentheses): 200 volts, 0.5 -inf. (2); 1.0 -mf.

(t); :too volts, 0.3-mf. (I); 1.0 -mf. (2);
400 volts, 0.5 -utf. (I) 1.0-mf. (I); 6(10 volts,
0.5 -ruf. (1); 1.0-111f. (4); 2 -mf. (1).
A complete set of replacement condensers
such as these enables the Service Man to
increase his profits, by making power pack
repairs more convenient, speedy, economical
and permanent.

transparent

blue, red and
green, is screwed into a
socket at the end of a brass
support which is fastened to
the moving arm of a variable resistor; the lamp therefore turns as the resistor's
control knob is rotated. This knob, varying
the resistance, also cuts a fixed condenser
into circuit, and thus changes the tone
quality of the reproduction. (Fig. 1.)

stripes

Fig.

of

1

"Royale" tone control:
the pilot lamp is directly under the translucent

Interior view of

the

glass sphere.
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A four -wire cable is connected to the
mechanism, which is housed in an art-bronze

The Latest Model
Superheterodynes

casting haying as its motif a crystal -gazing
nwiden. The cable terminates in tvlu fiber
connection plates, which are provided with
phosphor-bronze springs to grip the prongs
of the power tubes. Two of these springs
connect to the grids and two remaining
spring connections, on une of the plates,
give access to the lilannent terminals of
one of the tulles. The first two leads shunt
the resistance - opacity tone control across
the input circuit of the power stage; while
the last two ,,uduct the current to light
the moving óni p within the decorative unit.
"The "Royal' measures :11 X 53, inches
high. It is av iilable equipped with a bulb
to suit the filament voltage of whatever
power tube is used; the lamps being rated
at 3.2, 6.0 and 7.:5 volts.

The latest developments in high-power, selective
receivers of this popular type
Art." 1)inirn, inns, -42.5,
wide, 1(r1;, it, deep.

NEW RCA AND CUNNINGHAM TUBES
IE Service Man who has toiled to
memorize the table of vacmm -tube

SILVER -MARSHALL MIDGET SUPERS
latest product of Silver- .Iarsh:tll,

T

mill,.

ch :traeteristics now must

"hone" to add the
ligures of live new tubes; unless he is satis-

Ilandy-

Fig. E
Chassis of the Crosby "Marl 120' tchich is
the heart of several vassale nmdelS. Its circuit
appears on pape 720.

CROSLEY SUPERHETERODYNE
TII4: advent of the ('rosll'v Italia Corp.
Miff the field of superheterodyne reeeivIrs is marked by the introduction of a number of uutdels incorporating the "Mg/del 12n"

chassis; or, as it is tagged in more grandiose
style "Senior Superheterodyne "l'liody-

natron."
The three new receivers hear the names

Fig. D
Left. variable n:a tube, for R.F. a mplilicat ityt:
right. a -,s -colt hinh- ampliti cat ion pentode

push

The new

to be.

R('.\ "Itadiotrnn:'

lowing numbers:

1

t'1 "238; l'Y -247.

"1" -2:35;

hear the fol -

l').-236; IA-237;

They are classified as
v:niable -oui (or "super-control") heater -type screen -grid tube, with
olt filament; '36, heater-type screen grid tithe, with 0.3-volt filament; '37, heater type general- purpose tube, with 6.3 -volt
filament; ':38, heater -M'pe pentwle power
tube, with 6.3 -volt filament; '47, pentode
power tube, with 2.5 -volt filament. The ':I'

follows:

':33,

and '47 are designated particularly for use
in 110 -volt A.C. receivers; the remaining
three tubes, the '36, '37 and '38, utan' be
classed as battery tubes for automotive
use, although they nasty he used also in
I10 -volt D.C. receivers to advantage.
The theory of the variable-mu tube vats
discussed in the April, 1931, issue of lt,umoCRAFr; the advantages, in automotive radio
set design of a heater type tube with a
(Continued on page 758)

in. high, 291/4 in.

Service Men should have little difficulty
with this very efficient but extremely simple
receiver; the circuit of which appears in
I)ata Sheet No. 43, in this issue.

,

fied to paste up the values in his
book.
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'Super- Itondenu,"
"Super -Administrator,"
and 'Super -Sonde' (combination), and. are
described below. Their chassis, the Model
120, is shown in Fig. E. In addition to the
rectifier, there are seven tulles; a type '21'
screen-grid 1LE. amplifier for the signal
frequency; a type '2.1 first detector; n type
'24 I.F. amplifier; it type '24 oscillator,
operating on the dynatron principle described in past issues of ItAmo- ('.tFr: a
type '27 second detector; and push -pull '45s,
feeding a dynamic reproducer.
Ilaving. observed the salutary effects of :t
time control unit during periods of strong
static, the Crosley company calls attention
to the combined "static and tone control"
device. Selectivity better than 10 -ke. separation is obtained in the design of the "Model
1.20." The dial is graduated from 55' to 150
(adding a cipher indicates the resonant frequency at lint setting.) 'life power switch
is incorporated in thevolume control. Varia-

Inc., is a midget superheterodyne in
"Compact" and "Pallet" Models "37,". ":38,"
and ":lt)." The fowtdation chassis is pictured
in Fig. F and Sill ncn in diagrammatic form
in Fig. 2; note the convenience with which
this receiver may be serviced.
To obtain the requisite selectivity, the input circuit includes a band -selector arraungement -a "shiniest." circuit incorporating two
tuned circuits inductively coupled. The output of this selector circuit feeds directly
into the grid circuit of the first detector,
\'1. This type '24 screen -grid tube is followed by two store, the intermediate-frequency stages. The second detector VS is a
'27, outputting to push -pull '45's. .\ type
'27 tube is used for the oscillator; while the
rectifier is the usual '80.
It is interesting to observe some of the
technical details of the circuit design. AIthoagh the interinedinte- frequency I1"'l'l is
tuned in both its primary and secondary
circuits, it is made broadly resonant 6c
reason of an "It.F. iron" core. 'Pitt' two
remaining I.F. transformers IF'l'2 and IF7'3
are shielded air -core units, haying tuned
secondaries. 'l'he peak of the I.F. am plifier
is at 175 kc.

(('untinued on page 759)

tions in design are described below.
"Super -Administrators" A veneer and soliti
mahogany cabinet model with "liepwood 11"
front parcel. Provided with terminals for
phonograph pickup. Dimensions, 363,' in.
high, 2:31,(_ in. wide, 1:3 +'1 in. deep.
"Super- liondcnu :" An all -veneer cabinet
model equipped with phonograph connections. Dimensions, 37% in. high, 25i/t in.

wide; 151/.; in. deep.
"Super-Santo:" Combination radio and
electric phonograph. The cabinet is of particularly pleasing design; in its construction
is used a new material known as "Carve-

Fig. F
The midget super chassis and dynamic repro.
durer of the latest Silver- 31ar.,hall
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How Movie Film Switches "Sound" Discs
Automatic Switch of New Double Turntable Effects Continuous
Operation with a Single Projector
By A. WYETH °`'
OXE of the primary rules of good
showmanship decrees that the show
shall
irnccecl continuously .ind

without avoidable interruptions. In
order to meet the above requirements to the
letter, in the case of a regular theatre's
sound -piture performance, two projectors
are necessary; while one projector is in
operation the other projector is being
threaded with the successive reel of filet
to he shown. .1t a predetermined time (indicated either on the film or by means of a
cue shcct accompanying the film) the operator starts the second projector and, when
the machine is up to full speed, a shutter is
dropped in its line of projection and a like
shutter is removed from the line of pro jection of the incoming Imlchine. The shutter
opermt'
takes place instantaneously; with
the result that it is practically impossible
to detect the changeover from one machine
to the other. Since there is no recorded
sound corresponding to the extreme beginning and end of each reel of film, there
will he no break in the reproduction when
switching the amplifier to the incoming pro jector. (See Ibe (*rlirks on modern sound
pin ¡art'
in the Feb. to June, 1930, issues
of It.\nlo- CR.\FT.)
.

Notwithstanding the advantages of a
are
double -projector installation, there
thousands of single -projector installations
scattered throughout the world. These small
installations are generally in clubs and private homes in this country, but abroad there
arc many small theatres having but one
l,rgjector. If the customary type of soundon-disc reproduction attachment is installed
on a single -projector installation, it becomes
necessary to re- thread the projector and
change records at the end of each 1,1)00 -foot
length Of film. Now, since the quantity of
sound which may be recorded on a 16-inch
record corresponds in running time to
approximately this length of film, it is obvious that, for a feature picture consisting
of about 10,000 feet of film, the showing
would be interrupted ten times merely for
the purpose of changing records and reels.
These frequent interruptions could he
avoided if some method could be devised for
automatically changing from one to another
synchronous turntable at the end of each
1,0(H) -foot reel of film. (The showing of the
picture could then be carried on continuously as long as film remained in the upper
projector magazine).
'l'he double turntable automatic change-

Fig. A
The double turntable carrying incoming and of'ooing sound discs; the change is made automatically
as a reel of film goes off, by the mechanism between the turntables, shown in detail on the
opposite page.

Lupi areni,,,, Department, Parent Electric

Co.

over described here and pictured in Fig. A
automatically accomplishes the changeover
from disc to disc; and the length of one
uninterrupted showing therefore depends on

'START' MARK OF

START

°

REELS 2.3.4.

2

-T -v

START OF REELS

2,3,4.

CEMENT ENO
OF SPECIAL
LEADER HERE
I /4 "WIOE
IN EXACT

SLOT

CENTER.

CEMENT

BEGINNING OF
SPECIAL

END OF REELS

-

LEADER. HERE

Fig.

1

Successive reels of film are patched with a
"leader." the slot in which permits an electrical
contact to be closed through a relay.

how many 1,000 -foot lengths of film,
cemented together to make one large reel,
kited in the projector film
can be accu
magazine.
Large standard magazines are of such
size as to accommodate 1,OCx) feet of film,
which length takes slightly over forty minutes to run through the projector at the
prescribed speed of ninety feet per minute.
On this basis then, nnhv two interruptions
are necessary in the showing of a ten - or
twelve- reel feature picture, compared with
Its iuiun' interruptions as there are records
when the ordinary single synchronous turntable is fused.
For the sake of clarity, it nary be well
to outline briefly at this point the operation of the double turntable. Short strips
of slotted "leader" (length of blank film)
are cemented between the four 100-foot
lengths of film (See Fig. 1) and. as these
slotted portions pass over a specially con structed roller in the projector, (diagramed
in Fig. 2) an eltetric circuit is Ouse('
mechanism
magnetic-clutch
a
through
(Shown at 1, Fig. B.). The actuation of the
clutch immediately causes the incoming turntable to start tip in exact synchronism with
each succeeding 1,000 -font length of film.
The electrical circuit by which this is
accomplished is shown in Fig. 3. As soon
as the changeover has been completed, the
outgoing turntable is then manually disengaged from its driving source and allowed to stop in order to change- the record
and place the pickup needle at the "starting
point" in readiness for the next changeover.
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disengaged from the euntinuously revolving
gear system within the housing. 'l'he plunger
is held in the disengaged position by the
grab hook and may be released when the
armature is drawn toward the magnet.

Fig. B (above)

.l dose-up of

the ch,teh- release media nism
rebid, starts the "incoming'. turntable.

FILM

?.drt, the manlier in whicl, the slotted film is

1

used us a

recited.

l

The process of changing from one disc

SLOTTED ROLLER (2)1

y,{

4

SPRING

(5)

to another, as outlined, is continued until
the four 1,000 -foot strips of film, which
were previously cemented together with the
three slotted -strip sect' s, have been run
through the projector. It is then necessary,
of course, to stop the projector, remove the
reel of film which has been shown and rethread the machine with the succeeding
1,es)m -foot composite reel. Next, the following record to be planed is placed on one
mf tlu turntables and the pickup properly
loealeil before restarting the projector.
Fig... is a view of the double automatic
synchronous turntable and driving mechanism. The two turntable discs are alternately
driven by meatus of a flexible -shaft drive
extending to t
ljector gearbox, which
may he seen directly' behind the counterbalance vreiglit. of the farther pickup arm.
The shaft extending from the right of the
gearbox ul'ive, the projector, and the shaft
projecting from its left side drives the turntables through a specially designed clutch
mechanism: ;i closeup view of which is
huycn in Fig. R To the right of the picture
may lie .0 ,n the projector clrivin_ npttor.
From the opposite ends of the clutch hous-

FILM

(3)

CONNECTIONS
TO RELAY

-

Fig. 2

CONTACTS

Operation by Slotted Film
Assume that the projector has been
threaded in the usual manner, and the pickup on the turntable to he used first has
been placed at the starting point of the
record. 'l'he turntable drive shaft is next
engaged with the flexible drive shaft from
the projector gearbox, by manually pulling
out the knob which, in this position, engages
the clutch mechanism. Before the projector
motor is started, the second turntable is
disengaged from the driving source by pushing its clutch knob all the way in and allowing the grab hook to catch the edge of the
plunger collar. While the projector is in
operation, the succeeding record to lie played
is placed on the second turntable and the
pickup properly located.
When the end of the first 1,000-foot length
of filet has been reached, the slotted leader
passes between the rollers shown in detail
in Fig. 2. 'l'he narrow roller (1) projects
through the slotted portion of the filin (3)
during its passage, thus bringing together
the two contacts shown in the picture and
closing a primary circuit through a relate.
The operation of the relay causes the clutch
magnet to be momentarily energized which
trips the armature; thus allowing the clutch
shaft to spring back and cause the incoming
turntable to start. Since the slotted strips
of filou are cemented in a given relation to
the "start frames," the incoming turntable
will commence revolving at the saute instant
that this frame is passing through the picture gate. Accurate synchronization between the dise and 1ì1m is thus assured.
C is a eloseup view of the special
film rollers anti film switch assembly. which
(Continued on page 755)

ing extend spiral -wound turntable driving
.hafts which terminate at the turntable gearboxes. 'Mounted on the right side of the
housing

r:hieh

ovr.
ae

is

the

clutch

release

magnet

2

is energized at the instant of changeAt each end of the electromagnet is

hinged armature provided with

a

grab

hook (See Fig. 3). Normally a spring holds
the armature away fr
the magnet in the
position shown at 3, Fig Il. When the knoll
and the pinng -r are in the position illustrated, the nearer turntable is mechanically

Fig. C

view of the film -rollers between whir!, contact is effected, as shown in diagram form above i,
Fig. 2 (The figures in the tao diagrams correspond).
At the left ,rill br seen the central
slot, in the vertical film, by which the mechanism shown in Figs. B and 3 is started.
.1
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A NEW SUPER CONVERTER
receiver becomes a
single- control short-wave super, covering the important S.W.
broadcast ranges without change of coils
A pre- tuning unit with which any broadcast

By L. M. BILLIG

T

HE

with which the modern

ease

broadcast .set may be adapted for
relatively consistent short -wave reception, through the use of a singlecontrol, compact unit, such as the "Air
King" Super Converter illustrated in Fig.

value so low is not utilized in receivers
designed for operation at the broadcast
wavelengths of 200 to 550 meters; in this
position, an R.F. choke of more "normal"
a

A., is particularly striking.
It is well -known that the superheterodyne
system of reception affords high efficiency,
and it is becoming equally well known that
this efficiency is comparatively higher at the
short wavelengths. Accordingly, this method
of signal reception was adopted for the
The
Super Converter described below.
front view of this instrument is Fig. A; and
Fig. B, the interior.)
Before discussing the mechanical constructing details of this unit, let its examine
the schematic circuits (Figs. I and 2, respectively) of battery and electric models
of commercial "Air King" adapters or converters. It is assumed that the antenna has
been removed from the broadcast set and
connected to the input of the adapter; the
adapter's output is in turn wired to the
input of the broadcast receiver; and the
entire system is in operation.

Circuit of the Converter
Tube V1 is an R.F. amplifier; V2 is the
first detector or "modulator"; and V3 is
the oscillator. The input circuit of \1 is
broadly resonant (in the sense, however, that
signals below 100 meters }about] will be
favored) ; this action is obtained by the use
of an R.F. choke, L1, of very small
dimensions, with an inductance of only
-millihenry. Except in isolated instances,

source.

In Fig. 2, a single resistor R1 of 150 to
ohms, by- passed, supplies "C" potential
for \'1 and \'3; the range being clue to
variation in available plate and screen -grid
potentials. The output radio frequency
choke 1.5 should be shielded, for best results.
'l'he tuning inductance I.2 is in three sections: the largest coil is shunted by the
tuning condenser, C1; a small plate inductance, or "tickler" coil, is sufficient to obtain
circuit oscillation; the second little coil is
the "pick -up" inductance, and couples the
oscillator's output into the grid- return circuit of the detector V2.
:100

AIR KING
SUPER

sOMI

WAVE

r LAVE1EP

Fig. A

Front view of the ".1 it King" converter, huffed
lblume is
by the single vernier dial of Cl.
controlled at the receiver with which it is used.

a
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.00035MF.
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.

._

J~

ANT. ROST
SET
GLAD. POST

5D MIM.

l'B+'67Th90i

.00033MF.
Cl

Fig.

3+tF.

1

For battery use, the efficient '27 type tubes are

used, as in the .4.C. model, but With filaments
in series, giving proper bias. .Vote the wavechanging Fli -Lo" switch S, across two turns

of L2.

ception on short wavelengths of music, talks,
singing, code, beacon signals, etc., is to tune
the single variable condenser, CI, by means
of the variable -ratio vernier dial.
Analyzing the schematic circuits in somewhat greater detail, it may be remarked
that, for A.C. operation, the type '27 tubes
are operated as in Fig. 2, with filaments in
parallel, and wired to a filament transformer,
'1'; while the battery hookup shows them in
series, the "A" potential then being obtained
by direct connection to a fi -volt current

value (say, 85 uuh.) though broadly resonrly efficient at longer waveant and particularly
lengths (in which we have no interest)
would have such a large self-capacity as
to be literally shorted out of circuit at the
shorter ones -below no putters.
Signals within the (approximate) range
from 20 to 110 meters are amplified ea
)lease by VI. The oldput Of this tube is
impedance-capacity coupled to the modulator, second-detector, or mixing tube, \'2;
in the grid circuit of \2 the output of
oscillator \':3 (to which it is inductively
coupled) heterodynes with the incoming
signals, thus producing beats. If one of
these heat frequencies is in exact resonance
with the sharply tuned circuits of the broadcast receiver to which it is impedancecapacity coupled by 1.5- Ca, only this
pragraan will be further amplified by the
broadcast set; the R.F. amplifier stages
of which now constitute an "intermediate
frequency" amplifier, and its detector, the
"second" detector.
The only operation necessary for the re-

No Plugging In Required
Only this one coil is used in the converter,
and it is put in place permanently. Instead
of plugging in two coils to fully cover the
tuning band, a switching arrangeneent is
used. When the switch is pushed in, the
switch circuit is open, and the tuned secondary consists of eight turns. When the switch
is pulled out, the switch circuit is closed and
two of the eight turns are shorted out,
leaving effective six; which permits tuning
Ib ,w'n to about 20 meters.

:\ tuning condenser

C'1

of .0(015 -uuf.

capacity is used to obtain tuning from
around 20 meters to 110 meters. This range,
couch larger than height he expected, is due
to the high intermediate frequency recommended. This will be around 1500 to 16(5)
ke. (depending of course, on the highest
frequency to which your broadcast set will

tuuc).
As stated before, the input inductance I.1
The same rule
Id be very small.
applies to the plate inductance L3 and the
C2 grid inductance 1,4. If a larger coil is
used here (save one having a value of 10
nuillibenries) the natural wavelength would
be in excess of 400 meters. Of course that
is a frequency in which we are not at all
interested. Also, the converter would be
deprived of initial sensitivity by the introduction of distributed capacity high enough
to act as a shunt to ground for the very
frequencies wanted. The quarter-millihenr}calur proved to be the best.
sl
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Fig. 4

Connections of the converter (Fig. 1) to a 6-volt battery set are shown at :I, The .8.C. converter
is shown at H, though either type uses similar antenn11 and gro,: od connections. One method of
obtaining
voltage from the set is shown at C; though a separate battery is often more

B"

satisfactory.

Such a choke may he referred to as of
the "pencil" type, the forum having the
shape of it short pencil. As to its construetinti, a forum of bakelitc tithing g -inch in
diameter mar be used, and wire wound on
it to a length of 1 in. The wire limy be as
line as No. 40. The inductance dcpcnds
upon the number of turns of wire: so, if
larger wire is used, for the same winding
space, the inductance will be less than if
smaller wire is used.
you have No. 38,
30, 34, 32 or 30 wire, you may use that.
as

If

enamelled wire winds 278 turns to
giving an inductance of 234 microhenries for a ?ÿ -inch diameter.
NO.

are wound. A tap is macle, and two more
turns are wound. 'lap again, and the final
six turns are made. (If you haven't Ni,, 25
single- silk -covered wire, you crans use Nu. 24
single -silk- or single-cotton covered.)
Viewing the coil from top to bottoms, as
at .t, the connections, 11, ace: first, to plate
of the oscillator; next tu "IS plus ;" nest
(Fig. 2) to the cathode of the modulator;
next to the ground and one side of the
switch; next tu the switch tap and the other
side of the switch; last to oscillator grid.

411
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Fig. 2
"Mir King' for .1.C.

Schematic circuit of the

operation,

incurporntiup o 2.5-volt
transformer.

filament

In the output circuit, a regular broadcast
radio- frcquenc- choke coil 1.5 is used, say
from 50 to .S u:illihenries. This type can he
used here; since the frequency to he trans ferred corresponds to the luvc :st broadcast
wavelength, and not the enormously higher
frequencies of short waves.
Construction of the Coupler
The coupling of the modulator and the
oscillator is effectuated by nuc:In.s of a two turn winding. 'Pins when the °scill:du- coil
is wound, it will comprise a tickler that
provides oscillation. as tuned secondary with
a tap for the switch, and a pickup winching
which is a continuation of the winding that
constituted the tuned second:n'. ('Phis is
shown in detail in Fig. 3; all titrais are made
in the saune direction.) Assuming the use
of hakelitc tube, ill', inches in diameter and
I t',, inches high, ciglit turns of No. 25 single silk- covered \Virr are tround for the tickler.
Space of
-inch is left and, in the same
direction, two more turns of the salue wire
I

Installation of the Converter
After the set is constructed, the following
details should he read carefull'.'Ploy regard
the installation and operation of the unit,
and are extremely important.
Four connections are made to the converter, as .shown in Fig. -41t. First, the
antenna is removed from the antenna post
of the receiver, and connected instead to
the antenna lead ut' the con%erter, as explained above. 'l'hen the ground lead of
the converter is can nected by a wire to
the ground post of the riteiueu, vvhicla is
left connected also to the ground. 'Pite
output of the modulator, (marked 'Set . %nt.
last" on the iliagroon) is then connected
by a wire h the %acat:IL antenna post of
the receiver.
'l'hc required positive "IS"
voltage is 14441111144.41441 tu the "IS plut' of the
converter; this need be only high enough to
insure oscillation, .say from 67 tu 911 volts.
If the antenna is left connected to the
antenna post of the receiver, and the lead
from the concerter marked "Set Ant. Post"
is connected also to the receiver's antenna
post, siim:ls will be heard; hut usually not
as loud as if the connection were split up
as recommended above. The segregation of
flue connections (whereby the antenna :done
goes to the converter, and the onverter's
output alone goes to the antenna post) uses
the untamed stage of .short -wave radio frequency nmpliliatima in the converter, which
the other method of conncetiun cuts out of
the circuit. Unlike the split connection in
the antenna circuit, the ground connection
is nndiyicled. The ground lead is left at the
_round post of the receiver, and in addition the ground lead of the converter, which
is marked "Set Gad. Post,' is joined to the
set ground post.

Tapping for Plate Voltage
Regarding the "I4" voltage for the converter, see Fig. 1('. If the receiver you
have is of the screen -grid type, the voltage
is nearly always obtainable properly from
the screen -grid itself. If a stanndnrd connec-

for plate is not available, the looped end
of the insulated converter lead intended
for this purpose, may be bared; so that the
loop fits snugly over the screen -grid prong
of a tube removed from a radio -frequency
socket in the receiver. The tube should be
replaced in the sauce socket, pressing it
firmly in plate, when the contact of the
looped end of the wire with the screen prong
of the tube will introduce the screen -grid
voltage into the converter. If you 11+1%14 a
standard lug, you may lit this, instead of
the looped voire, over the screen prong, and
solder the converter voire tu the free end.
Usually the last ItF screen grid tube will
afford
constant "11" voltage from the
screen, independent of a series resistor.
In the battery- operated sets, using type
'22 tithes, this potential will be around -45
volts; while in A.C. sets, using type '24
tubes, it will be from 511 to 75 volts. In
most instances the voltage is controllable;
since the volume control is it potentiometer
that permits variation of the screen voltage.
If s,, put the cahute control ;at or near
the maximum volume position, to operate
the converter.
In it receiver which provides its screens
with voltage dropped through a series resistor, since the converter draws about lo
milliamperes plate current, this current will
flow through the series resistor, lowering
the effective voltage. The voltage, however,
will scarcely be lower than 40. 'l'hc oscillator will function, as well as the detector
and lt.F. tubes of the converter, on 4o
volts. . \t these low voltages, an extra 1 -nut'.
condenser (C, in Fig. 41') should be connected between the "11 +" lead of the converter and the ground, tu :Ilford better
oscii la t joli.
(C'outiaued on palle 711.4)
as

Fig. R
Under side of the panel of the
model
".t it King." showing the double A.C.
-range coil
12, comprising feedback, pickup and oscillator
hn,ina indurlaures, and other parts which may
be identified frrom Fit,. 2
.a "pencil" type
R.F. chore is at the upper left.
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This vertical view of the receiver may be compared with Fig. 2, belote.
The panel volume control supersedes the original midget antenna condenser:
beside it is the I- ml. condenser C7. which bypasses the regeneration-control
potentiometer RIO. C4 is .001 -mf.

remodeled "Stu per-Wasp," trit!, tubes, coils and rear shields
icnozed to show the placing of parts. The R.F. stones are seen at time
right; detector and oscillator left; audio ICstier¡I.
111

r.
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tirieh's

A Novelty in Short-Wave Receivers
Employing a separate tube for smoother oscillation control

k. ULRICH

By VINTON

low voltage is deof the It.F. tubes.
The cohuut control 1112 is adjusted for
greatest volume: the resistor 1113, in series
tcilh the oscillator plate. is adjusted until
1110 gives perfect control of regeneration
Al Oil all coil..
l'he tiller user} fier the "i t" supply has but
une clumke. in contrast with most designs;
yet it filters out all limn. so that phones can
be used. The hunt level is so low that one
must listen attentively to hear it.
The values used in this circuit are as

Fur greatest V0,Imm,

\:TERS

may find inert,,.,,, 1L.rility of short-wave reception in the circuit illustrated here,
and obtain results which will repay
the additional time and material required
for its construction.
The short-wave set I uu using is rebuilt
from a "Super-Wasp," to whiell ha,e added
an unfurled It.I stage, as well as a separate
Iope to provide oscillation. This seems to
work much better than the autudync -type
detector, though it is neeessa ry to cut down
on the 1;.F. coil to have it nuttt'h the dcterlor tuning toil. Tho coils are hooked up
as before, none of the eounectious tieing
reversed.
are wire- wound.
The resistors 1t3 and
and net as It.l''. chokes; 11l0 most he of the
most noiseless type, if quiet regeneration is
wanted.
The volume control may be
mounted in the panel hole intended for a
nccosta t, if a D.C. uwtici set is used.

F\4,1'1 :I

11

I

a

sirable on the screen -grids

1

.

inf.; ('R, .(MNllG -mf. The 1-inf. condensers
of the filter are 180-volt rating; the 2 -ouf.
condensers, .tlH)-cult rating. The choke t.'h
is of 311- henry type.
'flic variable antenna resistor lt, which
serves as a volume control, is of 50,1100 ohms
ml:rcilmmn: it may he placed in shunt, as
1.0

shown, across the fixed resistor or replace
the latter entirely. I mounted it above the
center tuf the panel, (Dyer the oscillator control. It should not he turned down (ais

I

follows:
Itesistmrs: 111, 101ì,001 ohms; 112, 450; 1(3,
fast; Itt. 650; lt 5, 9 megmhuus; 116, 1 ttugohm; 1(7, 5110,000 oluust 1(8 2001 ohms; 1111,
20 ohms. venter -tapped; it 10, II-200.I01 ohms;

lit

1(11.

total,

2.5,000

ohut.c;
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ohms; 111:3, 0- 5,001,000 ohms.
Cmntienstrst l'1. .1)1 -ouf.; C2, 0.2 -oaf.; C:
.tout -utf.; C5, .0005 -ouf.; Cl., .ìN10-wt. C',

V4

-î

%pp

>,

1

The oscillator f'4. which beats with the R.F. input of the detector 13. produces thereby an andiofrequcney, instead of 1.F., output. This method gives better rouand of the operation of the set.
The power voit (lower right) tues a portion of the voltage divider instead of a second filter choke.

Il

nett, 110'011f necessitated he the addition
and 1'4 to the original four -tube receiver.
R is above RIO.

once did) when searching for distant stations; but will he appreciated when copying
code of the high -power transmitters.
'l'he values of the wire -wound resistors
113 and 114, shown as chokes, may he altered;
they are used for their inductance value.
In altering the standard coils, such as
were used in the "Super-Wasp," only one
turn should be removed at a time; testing
each pair of coils to see that the dials of
the R.F. and detector tuning condensers
track. When they do, the coils are matched.
The advantage; of the separate oscillator
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are many, first, it is possible to operate each
tube with the voltage best suited to its particular duty. Then, ton, the best value for
the grid leak can be rbosen.
The audio circuit is practically that used
in the "Super-Wasp,- although the arrangement of parts is different, as shown.
The power unit used there is a hybrid with

parts of different origin, a standard Pilot
pack would probably supply the proper voltages. Mine is of the conventional type with
an '811 rectifier. The variable resistors lí12
and 111:3 correct the voltages obtained from
the taps on the voltage divider; though they
are here of 5 -uag. maximum rating. any
component of sufficient rating Will do.
A separate filament transformer of 11amp. rating was used, because that in the
pack wits nut of sufficient capacity. With

737

some tubes, a center-tap resistor across the
filament of the oscillator is needed, as shown,

to prevent hum. The other resistors, and
the by -pass condensers, are in accordance
with "Super-Wasp" practice.
It was necessary to add extra sections to
the original shields, as indicated; and of
course, to do considerable drilling in the
sub -panel to nmunt the additional parts.
l'le new holes should be manic amply large,
to pass the filament bads without danger
of cutting into the insulation.
'l'he photographs reproduced here show
all the pants used, in the remodeled receiver;
and the layout of Fig. 2 is a key to the
arrangement. 'l'ie two grid conden,cr.s (':3
are connected to the coil socket by means
of metal strips, of the type supplied with
the Super -Wasp kit. The condensers across

Another viert' of the layout of the (Wide six -tube .S.II'. set. The condensers
are mounted. wherever possible, to the .rockets; to shorten leads and make
for greater compactness.

the filament resistors are bolted on one side
tu the sub -panel, to thtain an electrical
connection; and connected on the other by a
flexible lead to the filament circuit.
'Il te 1 -u, f. bypass across the regeneration
control is mounted rather slantingly to the
panel. '1'1,i, tens done, with soma. disregard
of appearances, to utilize an existing hole.
(We have brrr a heterodyne without the
super; in olhr surds, without the super audible intermediate frequency which gives
the hook -up its name. Instead, there is a
"zero heat," which reproduces the audio frequencies at their original values, but must
be very carefully and exactly controlled to
give quality. It will he observed that the
upper portion of the voltage divider here
serves to give additional filtration of the

plate voltage.- F.dile.)

Under view of the chassis: a special bracket holds the bypass condensers
across the audio biasing resistances -one center -tapped 9110 -ohm unit. Cpper
right, wire-wound resist,r- drakes.

More Notes on the "Model L -32" Ultradyne
By H. J. COX
SOME interesting information has been
obtatined un the experiences of constructors of the new "Model I:32" l'Itrtdyne

r

superheterodyne, described in the May, 1931,
issue of ItAnm -CR.% r, and these findings are
here passed ;dung for their practical value.
Perhaps the first question asked by the
Inyuuan, when introduced to an A.C. set, is,
"Will it htum %" As stated in the preciams
article, the hum level of the "Model 1::32"
is extremely low; a particular instance
where I
many be noticed is, nevertheless,
of special interest.
'l'he second-detector \'5 has a grid- biasing
resistor 1112 of 15,(00 ohms, by- passed by a
fixed condenser C8 of 1.0 Inf. Increasing
this capacity to 4 mf. has served to cline
imite a small amount of hum, otherwise
present in sonic models that have been
brought to the attention of the laboratory.

Circuit Oscillation
The gain in the "Model 1.-32" is so high
that circuit oscillation :nay result; it must
be pointed out that this is not the fault
of the receiver design, and its correction
rests almost solely with the set constructor.
t be
For instance, every precaution
taken to see that the shielding fits tightly;
a loose shield being practically certain to
permit enough energy to stray to undesired
points of feed -back coupling. Another point

to be watched is the use of fixed condensers
having the necessary qualities of rated
capacity and normal dielectric efficiency.
Even though the specially tested condensers
in the receiver kit are used, it is a wise
plan to test each one, to make sure that
there has been no change in them due to
shipment or subsequent handing.
If the circuit oscillation can be isolated
to the intermediate- frequency stages, a remedy may be effected by changing the position of the power transformer's tap switch.

aerial which is too short will necessitate
pushing up the ;amplification to a point
where normal electronic action within the
tubes becomes itself audible; an action
referred to :is the "slat effect:' Lengthening the aerial will correct this condition.
.1 ('uncenient test to determine whether
tIH set is operating down to the point where
the "shot itruet" raffles into play, is to
(t -,"ginned on- page 761)

(Incidentally, this power transformer has
an electro-statie shield to prevent a "light line antenna" effect, which does not show in

Its main advantage, as stated
of Ilamo- ('aArr, is to prevent
local station signals "riding in" via the
light -line coupling through the power
transformer.)
the diagram.
in past issues

Hissing Sounds
Experimenters who have worked on some
of Hu' vert- early superheterodynes will recall the very strong "hiss" that was evident
at times; particularly, after tuning in a
This undesirable
distant station signal.
sound is, in most casses, a stranger to the
"Model L-:32," though tnetisionall it may
beard.

If the tubes have been

absolved

from all blame for the action, the next step
is to check up the antenna installation. An

R27

CHASSIS/

=ME

3,000 OHMS

52sv

-

1

R27

10,000

i

QHM$

1

CHASSIS/

(REMOVE THIS LEAO FROM

R

2 5V. LINE AND CONNECT TO

83V. LINE.)

Above, the original layout of the "L-32," for
rohume control with '24 tuber. Below, change
for '35 or '51 variable mu tubes.
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F,,,, many months

the advent Of the
pentode tube has been heralded Ity
the radio pre.., but with no cou mervial realization of its advent. Even
before the power pentode could .ti ptar upon
the market, another tube, with remarkable
characteristics for use in It. F. circuits,
Inutile its bow and was snapped up as a gift
of the gods by the mauIItuutnring brotherhood. \Vifhiu a week of this writing, hots
ever, one of the must cunsrrvative of the
manufacturers has placed on the unnkel
small receiver of the superheterodyne typ
employing a power pentode in the output
stale; and, Ity the time this reaches your
hands, others wiiI undoubtedly have yellowed
suit.
Aware of the importance of these net,.
tube types, the writer has designed a receiver circuit embodying them hutte, wiuiclt
should make an ideal job for the custom set
builder's fall trade.
Our receiver will employ three of the new
variable nut tubes' as It. F. amplifier., and
a '27 power -grid detector, followed by a
pentode output tube, transformer coupled to
the detector. In order tu limit the plate
current of the detector tube during imperative periods, the Iry -passed resistance sstem described by the writer in the May
issue of ItAnut- ('astre will be eugl11)yed. Ileea use of the unique characteristics of the
voriolde mu tube. no band -selector systems
will be required: the tuning being accoutplished by means of four tuned circuits of
normal arrangement.
The tune- control" in the plate circuit of
the output tote may te used as such if desired. Its real purpose is the limitation of
the voltage acosss the output of the Pentode during high frequency passages.

Receiver for the
The sensation of this season is the development
trite volume control without distortion, and of
his symbol for the carispecifications of a
the ampli
I

51

-

is

enormously by its
is odered by RAM °.
Inid,
I
RAFT to the radio pro
Initions to fin a need
nduicit is now apparent.

By C. H. W.
Th, main advantage of the pentode is in
its high power sensitivity; that is to say,
the grid voltage necessary for maximum
undistorted output is much lower than that
for the triode having similar characteristics,
and with equal power consumption. ;\ comparison of the Arcturus "1'Z" pentode with

Volume control is obtained by varint'
range of
from three to nifty cults. This has always
been the ideal method of regulating the
volume; hut, at high bias levels. the '27 and
'24 were operated on unfavorable portions
of their characteristic curves, and rectification resulting in "cross -talk" was expert
cured.
The ability- of this tithe to accept high
si_nal Iry 1, without distortion makes the
tumplex. .!mull,. volume- control n thing of
the past and renders the use of hand- selectorsin tuned It. F. circuits unnecessary. In
superheterodne receivers we are not interested triune in the -numerical" selectivity
of a receiver (as determined from the number of tuned circuits and their figures of
merit) but must take into consideration the

of the biasing pulential uve

n

'

12

cl---1/
51

C1
T2+

2

8+

1.1

POWER

1500

l

"image- freyuenc- selectivity Its tipparent
prior to the test detector tithe. 'Phis might
require the use of coupled circuit systems,
even with the advantages of the new tube.
The Pentode Output Tube
The advantages of the pentode tube over
the there- electrode tube turc also manifold.
In the beginning, the pentode was condemned not because of its lack of promise
but because, while second- liar nitmic distortion had !wen brought down to the level required, the tlitorth ut due to odd harmonics
in the output wits whew that considered allowable in hroadeast reception. 'l'he eharacteristirs of the pentode are not even remotely sintitn to those of the triode, and it
has taken some months of research to fit
the tithe for popular consumption.

tiare, accepting at weaker signal on a portion of its curve favorable tu amplification:
a tube in which the irremediable "electron
noise" is so low as tu permit the production
of receivers of at least twice the sensitivity
heretofore deemed the maximum: a tube
which does not suffer from "modulation
hum" due tu indifferent filtration of the
It. 12. supply voltages.

51

tube,

¡trie!

The N'ariable Mu Tube

Cl

Ide -ma

.ation factor of ::high

t

A full realization of the wonders accomplished in the development of the .5.51 tube
is difficult without experience of its actual
operation. liure is a tube which presents
one portion of its characteristic curve to tt
signal of high strength while, at the stone
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+ 180v.

C6

2000

OHMS

+90V.
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-TR3

RF HEATERS

+50V.
12000

C6y

OHMS

IRa
DET HEATERS

PENTODE FIL

RS

FIG. 2

h

7
pourer unit of the receiver shown Mine.
R4 -C6 are shunted across the volume control.

the '45 tithe

gives some idea of the

'45 Triode
8.5 watts
250

Potter Pentode
Plate Consumption
)'late Voltage

....

10

250

Ilia,
\lasinutm lali,torted

Grid

watts

16.5 volts

volts

50

Power Output .. 2500 milliwatts
3
Power Sensitivity .

milliwatts

1600

.8

The factor of power sensitivity is taken,

TONE

POWER.
PENTODE

RFC)

T3

DET.

CONTROL

C10
CG

f P

,

T4

1., '27
TO

fi

R10

(went B)

P

g

s

R8

- RFC

RFC

RFC

RFC

RFC

R6

10,000

C9

OHMS
G

FIG.1

(NOTE A)
VOL. CONTROL

R4, 5,000 OHMS

4- SO V.

I

+ 0V.

\y

R9

R10

Ir=

/

REPRODUCERS

C10

V4

\

ad-

vantages:

FIG.1

+180V.

CO

CG

FR
TOP OF

RF

V5 SOCKET

"8+'pOWER

f1'ith four turd circuits, this wed.;
givr.t se6ctitity: :chile the three tea riabie -mt tubes, eon tt,dled 'y Ra. may be operated behrc the cross -talk
wire) in the fare of strong interference. The arrangement of the pentode socket is shown in the srnalt detail at the right.
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Two New Tubes
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C8-Aerovox

"No. :302," 2-tuf.;
"No. 202" 2 -mfd.;
t.1O-Aerovox .001 -iii rd. mica condenser;
lt1"C- Haiimtarlund "ItFC 85" choke;
it 1, 102, 113- Electrnd "l'ruvolt 1)45," tapped

('9- :\erovox

to give 1500,

R4.-Elcctrad

"Variable -Mu" R.F. Amplifier which gives
the Pentode high- output tube. Here are the
The Pentode tube. with
set built around both
an interior connection put.
signal

than

tubes and saves

Ballantine and Cobb, as
equal to the square root of the maximum
undistorted power output divided by the
M. S. grid swing required. The pentode
is shown as better than the triode by a
factor of 3.75; which is to say that the
pentode is equivalent to a triode having the
saune characteristics as the '45, preceded by
a stage of undistorted auuplificuitbm having
a gain of 3.7.5.)
The pentode effects certain simplifications
in design, which will be apparent from a
study of the schematic circuit. Its optimum load is between seven and eight thousand ohms.
The receiver circuit is so simple as to
make detailed description unnecessary. Volume control for the receiver k taken by
varying the cathode potential of the two
It. F. stages across a 3,5(11 -ohm resistor in
the bleeder circuit. The shielding necessary
for the variable -oui tubes is the sanie as in
the usual screen -grid receiver.

a

potentiometer;
118-Electra(' "Type
II9

other
stage.

as recommended by

contacts

It

ont the biasing resistor 1t8 and condenser

Phonograph Combination
If a phonograph pick -up k desired, it
may be connected in by means of a iuultipleswitch, which must perform the following
tasks in changing over:
(aa) Short out the current- limiting resistance in the plate circuit of the detec-

tor tube;

(b) Switch

a suitably -bypassed 2,700 -ohm
resistor into series with the cathode,
for biasing the grid;
(e) Connect the phonograph pickup, or its
transformer secondary, between grid
and ground of the detector's input

circuit.
Referring to Fig. 3, which shows the
phono -radio changeover arrangement, it
should be noted that in the "phono" position

1 and 3 should close, and 2 should
he open.
in the radio position 1 and 3
should he open, and 2 should close to short

C9.

List of Parts Used
used in the writer's receiver
were as specified in the following list:
1lmnmarhmd ".\0'17" antenna coil;
'l'2- 11 :nnmarlund "SGT 17" R. F. coil;
'l'3- .\mertnail 'I)el.uxe" second-stage transformer;
P7'. i.I, i.2- .\murtran "2.45" power block;
T4- .\mu'rtran "115" output transformer,
to match dynamic voice coil;
('i la mina rlund 'yl(,)S" four -gang condenser, with "SI) \\" 1" dial;
('2- .\crovox 01)01 -nifd. anis condenser;
C:3- Aerovox 0.1 na f. double unit "No.

-1 lectrul

1125

461 -21 ";
Ch- Aerovox 0.1 oaf. single unit, "No. 260";
C5- Aerovox ,13-(oc" block, 2-1-4 mid.;
C6- Aerovox "It -' Nock, three -m f. units;
'

" \-,,.

1

_- unfd.;

resistor;

pentode.
The operating characteristics of the two
DM types of tubes utilized in this receiver
are given by the manufacturer as follows:

l '":eer Pentode

'fi-

-I

1310"

megnhm leak;

1110-Electra(' "26350" flexible Resistor;
\"6- \returns `'l'ypc 180" rectifier;
\'l, \'2, \'3- Arcturus "Type 551" variablemu tubes;
VI-Arcturus "Type 127" quick- heater detector tube;
V5--A returns 'Type l'7." power output

All Innis

('- 7-- :\u-rnvux

"Eoy'alty" potenti-

1t6- Electra(' '"I'ype 1)22.5" resistor;
i17- EIectrad "Royalty Type 1)" 5000 -ohm

tiny its third or "Cathode-" grid at cathode p,,teutial, gives enorminis6
greater output from the
same

and 1000 ohms;

ometer, shunted by a 1.2,0160 -olmi Elect rad
"Type B120" resistor;
115-Elect rad "Type 117.5" resistor, adjusted
to 5410 ohms;

of a

NASON

21111

5(NN3 -ohm

(Iret

Heater Voltage

2.5

Ileater Current, amp,

3.5

Plate volts
Screen volts
Plate eurent, m.a
Screen current.

250
250
32.5
. .

Plate Impedance, ohms
,I ittita! Conductance.
mmhos

Grid Rias, volts
( ;rid- plate.
Capacity
mmfd.
Optimum Load, ohms

cors

7.

0

38.000
2500
16.5

Pariante
.lhu 1.11h

(. -i reh, ruse
2.5
1.75
180
90
5.5

less than 2.0
300,000
1000
3

.006

7- -8.000

The tubes of other manufacturers, so far
Brought to the writer's attention, will not
vary so far in their characteristics front
those listed above as to prevent their efficient operation in the saune circuits.

Letters from Radio Craftsmen
FIVE.PRONG UX BASES
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
Having tried the "t"nique" superhet
method of mixing, described on page 480
of the February issue, I find that it gives
a stronger output than any I had previously
tried. Ilowever, it seems that my best results were obtained with the first detector's
grid about 0.75 -volt negative; whereas Mr.
Tanner said between 0.2- and 0.5-volt posi(The article specified
tive. How come?
a bias variable front 1 volt negative to 5
volts positive, to allow for variations in

'l'")

so that it will pass through both side
and bottom. Pass a couple of turns of hare
hook -up wire through this hole (at as A),
cut close, and solder the ground terminals
to this wire. The spring from the socket
now need lm only about half an inch long.
for
tuning con.\n insulated extens'
denser which is located in a plate circuit,
a In Ilartley, way be easily made by extending the i cinch hole in a rheostat knob
(C'oiitinued an page 757)

tubes, etc.)

1f7,ra a phonograph pickup is thus eo,rnected
to the input of F3, the equivalent of three full
stage of audio amplification is obtained.

For this, or any other place where five prong coils are required, CX tube bases
may be used; sometimes 5 -prong tubes are
at a pre nliuni. .lake the fifth connection
to the bayonet pin, and fix a narrow piece
of spring brass to the socket, under the bolt
holding the latter in place; so that this
spring makes contact with the pin when the
base is seated in its socket. This brass strip,
of course, should be the ground connection.
An even better method is to drill a 1/16inch hole near the bottom of the tube hase,
diagonally under the pin (between "G" and

Ir. Jackson finds the ideas illustrated here useful in his experimental construction work.
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L

R
FIG. 5

FIG.6

-

A

XL

A Simple Explanation of

Reactance and Impedance

Z

By HAI, WYMAN

R

XL+ xc
2

xc

FIG. 7
B

ThERE are
ohms -as

several different kinds of

In Fig. 111, we have a circle in which a
radius is revolving aground the center U,
like the hour hind of a clock but in the
opposite direction here; the height y of its
end .'t abate the zero line S -X, indicates
the value of an alternating current. If the

many readers already
know, and others have suspected
from some of the theoretical forumlas whirls they have encountered in their
studies as Service Mtli, set builders anti
experimenters. 'l'hat is to say, the ohm is
not merely the unit of resistance (It),
which, under a constant potential Of one
volt, allows one ampere to flow; but it is
also the unit of reactance (X) and of
impedance (Z). In order to explain the
Latter terms, let us first consister the fundamental mature of an alternating current;
and, in connection with the latter, the
common expression, a "sine- wave."

Every conductor (even a straight wire) carrying an electric n',eta creates , mau,etic held,
as indicated at the right.

The Sine Wave
The sine is the distance between two sides
of an angle; measured in terms of the length
of one side, on a perpndicular dropped
to the other side. Sec Fig. 1A, in which
the line O.\ is the radius of a circle. Its
length is r; the length of the line All
dropped from A perpendicularly on OH is y,
then the sine of the angle between OA and
OR is /r. It is customary, in calculations,
to take the length of the radius OA as 1;
in which case, the sine will slu'm's be represented by a fraction the greatest possible
value of w'hieh i. I.IX).
For every possible angle, there is therefore a corresponding ratio called its "sine."
The angle may be carried beyond 40',
around to :360 °, and it may be increased
still further as the radius continues to
revolve around 0; but the nIIInercal values
of the sine will repeat at every quarter
turn though alternately positive anal negative. Similarly, in radio graph:, where
alternating voltage and current are represented by curves, different polarities of
voltaige and directions of current flow are
indicated by the spaces ahov'e and below aL
zero line drawn horizontally through the
figure.

60'

,

X

maximum value of that current is taken as
I, when the radius is pointing straight up,
its value at any other moment will be indicated by the 4ue of the angle through which
the radius has moved.
Hut, in drawing a graph like this, we
make it difficult to measure the movement of
+
o

Y

O

+

CURRENT
VOLTAGE

Adk
FIG

FIG. 3

4

Indy rtanrr makes current "lag" behind voltage
ut the !eft: capante males current lead
the caltas, a, at the right.

as

o.\ after

it has completed the first revolution; and s I. to represent an alternating
current, it is customary to suppose that

the center of our eirelc is moving steadily
along the line X -X (as in Fig. it
Then
wr can determine the time during which

A

-.4114

-C -

-

M

/ -.---.30'
%,zCtCLE

the alternations have been taking place,
by measuring straight along
-X, which
represents time. At the same tina, measuring parallel to the line Y -Y, we determine
current values which, in a true sine -wave,
will he in exact proportion to the sine of
the time -angle, or clock -hand, of Fig. IR.

\

This is called "plotting amplitude against
time."
When the clock hand of Fig. III passes
MP (which represents the first quarter of an
alternating- current wave) it begins to come
closer to the line X -X; and when it is right
on the line again, zero current is represented.
. %s the ntnving hand gets farther from this
line, the current again increases; but it is
reversed, as compared with its former polarity. When it gets to 2;0', the current is
at its negative maximum; and when it is
again O °, having completed 3110° of turn,
current is again zero, and the first cycle is
over.
'l'he same conditions are represented, but
by at line which is pulled out into a "sine
wank," instead of by a circle, in Fig. IC.
If we are speaking of 00-cycle current, the
time represented by this curve is 1 /60 of
second; if we are speaking of 600-kilocycll current, the time represented is
1 /000,0(0
of a second. Rut, in either erase,
if we are dealing with pure sine -w'an'e A.C.
voltage, the curve will he of the same shape,
as

INDUCED
VOLTAGE

S

Y
A.

CURRENT

Crappie methods of computing impedance; left
n pper, from recista are and inductance:
right
ppsr,
esista tee and capacity.
Bere, the
resultant of all three factors.

60'
96CtYLE

-

t8Ó Yz p

90'
Va C,CLE

Fig.

I

TIME

-+

270
441

CiCIE

360'

tCtCLE

Left, a single "sine." .Middle, a flock of sines, each ,on-responding to its respective untie.
the sourntinnal "sine scare' showing hoot it corresponds to the circle, and hove the current
tun voltage) fluctuates during the different portions of ash :I.C. cycle.

The Effect of Inductance
For the moment we will Irnve our pretty
pictures anal nttetupt all explanation of the
term ;mine/ire reactance-pausing., of course,
fora brief definition of the word inductance.
Suppose that we have constructed a coil
of wire wound aground either an air cote
or nn it pile of iron Laminations, and connected as in Fig. 2. Magnetic lines of
force mr set up--our coil has become an
clectro- magnet. Xow this inductive action
will not he purely external, but there will
be also interaction between the turns of
wire within the coil itself. 'l'he strength of
the magnetic field is proportional to the
number of turns and to the current flowing.
If the current is varied, the strength of
the magnetic field will also vary in direct

proportion.

It is only when the current is eii(IU iag
that this secondary effect, (hie to the common linkage of the turns, takes place, \Chile
the current is changing, Lens's low informs
(Continued on page hill)
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Measuring Inductance
and Capacity
How the Experimenter May Utilize a Reactance Bridge
ßv J AMll?S A.
Fig.

4

The circuit connections of

using

a

a Wheatstone bridge
high -frequency buzzer. for accurate
measurements of capacity.

the February issue of !UmCI,%rr
appeared a description of the construction of a Wheatstone bridge which could
u e unknown resist or aces,
be used t o measure
such as are used in radio work. ( ".% Home:Made Slide-Wire Bridge," by A. W. Bonscr,
page 482). The object of this article is to
show l uw the Wheatstone bridge nun he
used also to good advantage ht radio tricians and Service Men for snaking various
measurements of in dgr ?an re and cafmuilytwo important factors necessary for satisfactory reception of radio signals. Induct ances, as used in radio work, function under
alternating current; therefore, measurements
should be curried out with alternating

IN

current.

shows the circuit arrangement used
In series with the battery
"I3;" a buzzer is placed; and the combination is utilized to give an alternating current through the various arms of the bridge.
(:\ high -frequency buzzer or a vacuum -tube
A.F. oscillator, such as have been described
in RAnlo-Cnyrr, may also be used for this
purpose.) With this arrangement a pair
of phones serves as the indicating device;
they are connected as shown in the diagram.
If audio- frequency current flows through
the phones, a sound will be heard; while, if
no alternating current flows, no sound is
heard. The Wheatstone bridge is then
balanced by sliding the contact e over the
arms nt, a of the bridge until a ut in ha s' rn
of sound is heard; this is the condition of

Fig.

-_ -,
X

nt

1,

n

therefore

=iXui

x

n

Thus, if a single standard inductance 1. and
a slide -wire bridge with phnes, battery and
buzzer are available, the values of unknown
inductances may he easily measured.
This relationship is only true in practice

balance.

is specified; because it may be impossible to obtain a zero

(Note: "Minimuui" sound

sound-balance with this apparatus, on
account of induction and stray capacity
effects. Knowing this, we will now consider
the case of measuring the inductance of
a coil by means of such an arrangement.).
Measurement of Inductance

In the circuit arrangement of this bridge
used for inductance measurements, m and n
are the slide -auras of the bridge; r is the
sliding contact; I. the known inductance,
and X is an unknown coil whose inductance
is to be measured.
This circuit is in theory the same as that
used in the resistance measurement, described in the preceding article; when the
slider c is moved along in and n until a
balance is obtained, a mini: mun sound will
be heard in the telephones. Then the following relation is true:
Chief Instructor,

National Radio Institute.

lent to reducing the resistance, and thus
enables sharp balance or tuning. If the
resistances of the roils are not balanced, a
sharp balance will not be secured and, therefore, the accuracy of the measurement will
hr destru.%ed; since the accuracy of the
mea surenaent in a Wheatstone bncige depends upon the sharpness of the balance.
Correction for Resistance
inductance coils have some re-

Sines all

sistance,

a

better arrangement of the bridge

is shown in Fig. 2. where each coil has its
compensating resistance (113, 114) in series.

Fig.

The

1

bridge, with bayer and phones,
for mense re,nent of aman stone.

simple

1

in this bridge.

DOWIE'

when the unknown inductance X is of the
same order of magnitude as the standard
inductance 1.. 11v this it is meant that in-

accuracies will arise in these measamancnts
if the standard inductance is about 0.1
millihenry, for instance, while the unknown

Fig.

3

lyse of the bridge for capacity measurement.,
with the necessary compensation for zero setting.

inductance is IO millihenries; because the
ratio of ua to would then be too great to
obtain an accurate balance. If the ratio of
in and is is about 1 or 2, then a sharp
balance will be had.
'l'he following notes should be of interest
to radio- tricians interested in accurate
measurements with a bridge:
The formula given above for inductance is
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes; however, it does not take into consideration the resistance of the inductance
coils. If there is a great discrepancy between
the resistances of the two coils I. and X,
it is quite possible that a sharp balance
will not be obtained. Balancing a Wheatstone bridge circuit is something like tuning
a radio receiving circuit; since resistance in
a resonant radio circuit makes for extremely
turoad tuning.
Balancing a Wheatstone bridge is equiva-

For precision measurements, it is necessary
to strike it balance for both the inductances
and the re.rirh strer of the coils. 'l'he inductance balance is secured by means of the
bnrier and headphones; while the resistance
balance is secured by a voltmeter and the
battery It: for the source of supply. In this
bridge, Fig. 2, we use two double -pole
douluie-thrw switches (S1 and S2); one is
used for switching un either the voltmeter
\' or the plumes I'll for the balance indicator. (The potentials of B1 and B2 must
be found by experiment).
The buzzer and phones are used for the
A. C. inductance ha lance, with switches Si,
S2 thrown left; the battery and voltmeter,
fur securing a D.C. resistance balance, the
switches thrown right. 'flue variable resistors, 11:3, It i, placed in series with each
of the inductances enable us to balance the
inluetaunce arms fur resistance.
'l'he following gives the method used for
operating this type of bridge circuit. First,
for the A.C. signal;
ae balance is obtained
the double -pule, double- throw switches are
both thrown to the left, to use the buzzer
and plumes. The sliding contact c on the
wire ut -a is varied until a balance is obtained. 'Plue switches are then thrown to
the right to place the battery and voltmeter
in the circuit. With the sliding contact e
fixed at the position previously obtained,
(Con titnurut Oil paye 762)

Fig. 2

The bridge arrangement for balancing inductance and resistance to obtain a truc reading of
the former.
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Radio -Craft's Information Bureau
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS:

Ask as many questions as you like. but

please observe these rules:

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use
only one side of the paper. List each question.
7 hose questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest will be published here. to the
extent that space permits. At least fire weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question and the
appearance of its answer lucre.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries ran be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question.
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding.

PHONOGRAPH MOTOR HUM
Mr. M. II. Whitten, Knoxville. Tenn.
(().) I replaced the spring motor in my phonograph with a 110.volt A.C. synchronous electric
motor. It was my intention to operate this motor
and an electric phonograph pick -up in conjunction
with my radio set, which is provided with connre.
lions for a pickup. However, the motor causes a
loud hunt in the reproducer when the motor is put
into operation; although there is no interference
when the motor is not turning.

(119)

If the pick -up head is moved about six inches
from the motor, the hum stops; it can also be

stopped by turning the pick -up to an odd angle.
The leads from the pick -up are not inductively
coupled to the motor, sitter shielding them does
not reduce the hum.
flow can this trouble be

1

(.\.)

The circuit of this tester appears in Pig.
l'or reference. the ranges of the nine meters
are given in the table in the upper left corner
of the illustratinu the meter receptacles are sl
tt
(1120.

;

in dotted outlines. The two sockets (in solid outline) are for the various 4- aunt 5 -prong tubes
which may come under suspicion: their elements
are connected into the receiver ci reu it Lc means
of a 5 -wire cable having a 5 -prong plug :und a
4 -prong adapter.
'.\ screen -grid tube under test must have its
cap connected to something. of course: and the
"something." when using die "\lode) 9" tester
is the cap connection in the radio receiver. .\ lung

Fig. Q.119
Shielding

phonograph motor fo prevent hu

a

remedied?

(.\.) If grounding the frame of the motor dues
not eliminate the interference which is experienced
from the phonograph motor, it will be necessary
to shield the entire motor in the manner shown
in Fig. 0119.
The shield is to be made from
soft iron sheeting, of any convenient thickness.
Before making this shield, it may be advisable
to try gro
ling the frame of the phonograph
pick-up. and shielding the A.C. leads to the motor
and to the switch controlling the motor.

How did the transformer test after the "accident "?
Ina the primary or the secondary open- circuit? I lid
the set "play" at all, before the mishap?
If the secondary of the second A. F. transformer burned out, it is probable that the grid and
jute of the power tube were shorted together; thus
n nnnect ing the "It" poet tern (with the reproducer
in series/ across the secondary winding. \lost . \.F.
transformers will stand this abuse, although in sonic
instances the overload proves too great. .\ shrt
etu ern secunda ry and primary may cause the
.:tour effect -au open secondary. This short may he
internal, or it may be at the binding posts. It is
seldom that the s.wket wiring is nixed up enough
I

MODEL

9 READRITE TEST KIT
Mr. Manual Smith. Bennington, Okla.
(Q.) /'lease show in a forthcoming issue of
RADIO -(RAFT the circuit arrangement of the Read.
rite "Model 9" test kit. This is a portable test
set in which four out of nine meters nnay be plugged
into sockets, to give instantaneous reading in four
different parts of a tube circuit; with a fifth
receptacle. connected to text prowls or probes. for
making external tests. I am having difficulty replacing one of the wires.
(120)

a winding to "blow."
the primary burned out, it might be attrihtttrd
to a short inside the first . \.F. tube; or a short
between primary and secondary windings. as ex-

to

plained

Fig. Q.120

ti

c. nit of the
cod rite ' 3l,edel 9'' analyzer:
nine meters are used in the fini
ckets, an
cqn ire gl for the part irnlar test.
po

u

lead for this purpose is provided.
One end of
it has a cap which fits the ea mtrnl -grid connection
on the top of the semen -grid ttlw. :till the Other
t
has a plug Mer which tits the control grid cap
in the radio set.

MAYOLIAN MODELS 609, 611, 612, 614
AND 615 "B" ELIMINATORS
(121)

Mr. Carl T. Knowlton, \Vest Springfield.

Mass.

R.CLAROSTATS

300V

I

.

B

BN

ELECTROLYTIC GOND. B-

Fig. Q.121

nators:

circuits of .1layolimn "II" elimiand R apply high potentials before
the set tubes draw current.

.4

a1wove.

Transformers, if soldered with a corrosive flux,
nnay test perfect as to continuity. and vast ales up
under even the small plate current of a tube
operating normally.
This brings to mind also that a reversed "C"
battery may cause a weakened winding to open
circuit, because of the excessive current which
will flow in the plate circuit of a tube when its
grid bias has a positive polarity.

THE RCA '35 VARIABLE -MU TUBE
112 t

\I r. ('harles E. Pomeroy, Crotovrvun -theIludson, N. A.
(9.1 ln abut manner does the construction of
i

..

(Continued on page 765)

(Q.) I have a \layuliau, "It" eliminator, "Model
612." .\s one Of the resistors in the system has
burned out. I a
asking for a diagram showing
the values in this t unit in order that I may properly
service the eliminator.
(. \.I .\ diagram of the connection of this model
of the \layuliau "1." eliminator are shown at .\
in Pige !)121.
. \s
a natter of reference,
the
circuits of other stantia r.i \layuliau
leis are
shown in the same figure. as follows: (.\ i. "\bulrl"Model
609. 611. 612 ;" (II), "Model 614:"

6I5." The Cla rostat resistors It have
about zero tu one megobm.

-ATOP PLATE,

a

range from

(Q.) \V hat would camuse the audio- frequency
transformer in the second stage of a standard tuostage amplifier to burn out when new "It" batteries
were connected to the set.'
I have had this happen twice: and, each time it
happened the transfurnier in the second stage aas
the one to burn out: while the one in the first
stage remained "gond." I ant using ('N -199 tubes
with 45 volts on the detector and 90 volts on the
amplifiers. and a 41., -volt "( °' battery.
(A.) It is regretted that Mr. Tlanrah.un has
failed to observe the stipulations in "Special Notice
to Correspondents" which muds this department.

TOP PLATE)

It

It

(Ii

DEFECTIVE AUDIO TRANSFORMER
(122) Mr. C. I. Il :mraltan. Mech:unicville, N.'i'.

Superseded

ttutsr

If

t

0.S-G.

G1-ß

'

o

0
°o

\

I

I

PLATE

SCREEN
CONTROL-

I.S.G.

P

.l rra ugement.

OUTER

GRID,.

l

PLATE

INNER
SCREEN

G2

--0-

Fig. Q.123

and symbol, of the '24 screengrid tube at .1 and C: of Une '35 variable -mu,
of R and D.

A PHENOMENAL OFFER
From a Phenomenal Company .. .

'32E5°
COMPLETE
WITH SIX TUBES

$69.50
RETAIL PRICE

Look at These

Specifications
You know value and these
specifications speak

for themselves

r.o

-ed tube.. 4
C A
grids No. 324, I power tube No. 245
I rectifying tube No. 280.
2 Three pages tuned R. F. I stage
tuned detector necessitating the use
of interstage shielded 4 gang variable

1

Si: R

M*%tal
The Greatest Radio of Them

BACKED BY A MILLION DOLLAR GUARANTEE

cndenser.
3 Linear power detection.
4 Reistanre coupled audio.
5 Shielded R. F. coils of tuned plate
and grid. giving greater tuning range
and sensitivity.
6 Power pack. consists of high voltage
power transformer of rugged conlarge core. so a to
struction with
prevent easy saturation. One thou-

working

tsand
ypee ndenser.

í45ç

voltage

filler

paper

whose capacity totals

MFD. (No wet condensers are

used.)
7 A phonograph pick up jack- giving
sufficient amplification to equal the
output of any auditorium type power

amplifier.
8 A tone control. Superior in quality
to any. giving a full range of the
musical scale.

9 A combination of volume control

and switch allows for simplification

of tuning.
10 Speaker of the electro dynamic type

designed to sake the full load of the
receiver and which properly matches
its impedance.
11 A positive drive, easy visioned dial

with pilot light detachable.
12 The gold lacquer finish of the chassis
and shields, harmonises with the
artistic walnut piano finish of the
cabinet.
13 Complete aerial equipment included.
14 Weight packed 33 lbs. Sise 18% a
14% a 10.

Can be had In either A. C. or D. C.
curr.nt. Specify which one you want.

All

remarkable value, possible only through the
resources of the largest dealers of radios in the

world, and guaranteed by them. You can place
absolute confidence in every word they claim.
They would not dare to risk their reputation on
a misstatement.
Study those specifications! Then, picture then]
allied with a piano -finish walnut case of the
.implest, most beautiful design enjoyed by any
midget.
And, bear in mind, this is not a baby midget
it is a full size, full tone, dynamic speaker midget
-size shown below.
It is a radio you can be proud of. It is one you
can brag about. It is one you can sell as fast as
you can tell about it. And it is all complete for
`32.S0 -not one rent more to spend for anything!

-

Take orders from your sample

Make

a

sweet profit!

-

The Mascot retails for $69.50. You can give your
customers a 30% discount -sell it for $48.50and still make a 50% markp.
A beautiful profit! A grand opportunity! And the best of it is, they sell
on sight.

-

Beautiful cabinet -sweet tone -full volume
a marvelous value at this price!
You do not even have to lay in a supply of
Mascots. Just take your customer's order, and you
cat] promise him 2 to 48 hours delivery.

SEND ONLY

53..

Mail us $3 with the coupon below and we'll ship
The Mascot right out to you. You can pay the
Postman the balance of $29.50.

Money Back Guarantee
Send for it today. Play it a week -day time and
night. Get your favorite stations -your favorite
program. Test it in every possible way. Compare
it with any console model. And if you don't think
it's the biggest value in a radio buy you ever saw,
pack it up on the seventh day and send it back to
us parcel post and we will mail you a check for
every cent of money you paid.
But don't delay! Every day means an extra
Mascot you might be selling! An extra profit you
might be making!

SEND ONLY $3.00

50 Complete
WITH SIX TUBES

Retail Price

- - -

$69.50

CITY RADIO COMPANY, 219 Varick St., Now York City
Enclosed is $3 and I will pay the postman 829.50 and his small parcel
post fee when he delivers the beautiful MASCOT MIDGET RADIO.
This will pay you in full. If I don't like it I will return it within a
week and you will refund my entire payment.
Not a dealer
I am dealer

Name
Address

City

A.C. of D.C. current'

"

r
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RADIOCRAFT KINKS
Discovered by our ingenious readers
A PHONOGRAPH -CASE OSCILLATOR
By R. Douglas Clerk

'

SINCE my article, "l'he Flying Service
such comment, perhaps
the constructional details of one of it v
earlier test sets will he of some interest
to the readers of Itanm- Cit.tt't. It is shown
'slain" aroused

The Most Sensitive Microphone Button
(ACTUAL SIZE NOT BIGGER THAN A QUARTER)

You can easily make a highly sensitive detectophone by using a Skindcrvikcn Transmitter Button
to collect the sound waves. You can build your
own outfit without buying expensive equipment.
Think of the fun you can have with such an

instrument.
You can install an outfit in your home and hear
the conversation being held all over the house.
Full directions for connecting up the button for
use as a detectophone arc given in our 12 -page
booklet.
These wonderful little SKINDERVIKEN microphone buttons may be used for hundreds of uses,
such as:
RADIO AMPLIFIER
PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER
DETECTOPHONE
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
STETHOSCOPE
LOUD SPEAKER AMPLIFIER
MICROPHONE
CRYSTAL SET AMPLIFIER
HOME RECORDING OUTFIT. ETC.

by diagram in Fig. 1,
Totally shielded, and fitting into a portable phnnunroph case, is an audio -modulated
It.F. iias'iIi itor covering; the broadcast hand.
The If.F. coil used in this job was taken
from an Atwater Kent "Model :15' receiver;
coupled to this (oil 1.1 is a to -turn winding
LS in variable inductive relation. This pickup coil is connected to the antenna and
ground binding posts of the receiver under
test.

r

Ir

AK35

LI

.002-MF.

3V.

r

P

tl

C1c.UP

R

95c

EACH

Two for

$1.75

12 -PA(;E INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable
uses, lurnishid with each unit.

L_

MF

lo
TURNS

l

.006-

-I1l +

L2
I

1

COIL

-.00035 -ME.

I
I

R. F.

1000 OHMS

00025

-r

45V
_11

MF.

-70-.6E0-UN 0 ON SET

"TO "ANT "ON SET
EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD HAVE TWO OR THREE
OF THESE AMPLIFIERS IN HIS LABORATORY

WE PAY

for every new

$5.00

for this unit

and accepted and published by us.

SEND NO MONEY
When the postman delivers your order you pay him
for whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents
pustage.
(Canada and Foreign: cash with orders)
PRESS GUILD. Inc.,

11C-47E

Murray St.. New York. N. Y.
Please malt nie at once at many of the following Items
as I haie Indicated
.... Skluderrlken Transmitter Unlit at Sre. for I; $1.75
for 2; $2.50 for 3; $3.20 for 4.
When delieered I uill pay the postman the cost of the
IG

Items specified plus postage.

Name

Address

City

Slate

A New Member of
the Universal Family
ONLY

$5

COMPLETE
In. biding

Hi. Card

Just what thc amateur and cs

perimenter

praying for.
Genuine carbon single button
mmicrophone, `0
ohms r sistece.

sion

has been

Bronze
yelet.

s

with suspen-

production. Built
51

1

voice reby micro

a

very

compact oscillator. built hay a portable phonograph, which gives modulation.

The electrical characteristics of an aver age antenna are simulated in the electrical
values of a "dummy antenna" arrangement
nt
of the complete input connections to the
radin set being tested; its eomponents being
1.2, It, and C.
The entire set -up is shielded, its indicated
in the diagram, and the phonograph turntable motor and the phonograph pick -up
are grounded to this shield. In this particular unit. tube \' was a Northern Electric
"peanut" tube (which has at 1.1 -volt filament). and the pick -up %vaas n ('alnasiaan
Jlareuni unit of the high-impedance type;
although, of course, any make of apparatus
having equivalent ehaacteristics may he
used without the least hit of trouble.
l'hc writer referred to a similar unit, in
his story in the November, 193(1, issue of
Itanm- CR.srr; and described its use in his
letter on page 523 of the Mardi. 111:11 issue.

A SIMPLE WAVETRAP

Life -like

phone specialists!

Only

SHIELD

Mr. Clerk's "portable broadcaster" is

IN CASE

use developed

Fig.

1

complete.

UNIVERSAL
Microphone Co.

(Lou up)

1163 Hyde Pooh Blvd.
I NGLEWOOD, CALIF.
Other models 37.10, SII, $2f, $10, $71. Also cables,

plugs, transformers, mountings, etc. Get catalog.

Alan must shift for 11iunelf in the construction of a suitable circuit arrangement.
"Just anything" will not serve this purpose. It is often desirable to eliminate
the signal from a station which is but a
few kilocycles removed from a desired
carrier. If this is to he done it is essential
that the losses in the wavetrap be snlnll,
so that a sharp effect may he obtained.
Figure 2 shows the scheumtic circuit of a
simple wavetrap employing a I miltimrlund
"MC-NI" Midget condenser ill conjunction
with a "Type II(C -29" antenna coupling
coil. 'l'he degree of effectiveness of the
device is determined lay the tapped connection to which the antenna is connected;
it is necessary to find the best arrangement
in each ease.
If the entire winding is connected in the
circuit, the maximum effect is obtained; but
with the possibility of removing the desired
signal also, if the interference is from a
station on an adjacent channel. With the
antennas connected so that but a small
portion of the wavetrap winding is in
series with the antenna lend, the sharpness
of the effect is greatly increased; althuuath
its magnitude is somewhat redneed. This
will allow ils to nepa te stations having;
dial readings quite Close together.
In some localities it any he desirable (to
prevent picking up the signals of puw'ertul
locals) to shield this wavetrap: and perhaps ground the shield, ais indicated ht
dotted lines.
When the selector switch is set on tap
1, the wavetrap is entirely out of the circuit
except far a slight "dead -end" effect
(which cannot be detected sinless the wanetrap is in close inductive relation to unshielded coils in the radio set). When the
switch is on tap 2, only one turn is in use
and the Wanvett'ai) action is very slight; a
good condition when trying for "distance.'
with just at little cross -talk observable between two weak, distant stations.
'l'he maximum effect in the use of the
wavctrap is observed when the switch is
placed on tap 6; in which position primary
1.1 is not in use and has a practically negligible action on the circuit.

-

HAMMAS>ILUND HQC
1

-29

COIL

6
L2

15

LI

I

MC-M
.00

.1.6

i

I

/322 MMF.

I
I

3

MP

I2
L1

HAMMARLUND

1
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By C. H. W. Nason

I

FIG.2

ANT.

SERVICE Men at lilacs face the necessity
of providing II a i,rlrap of simple but
effective characteristics. :\Ithough in years
past many such devices were on the market,
they haut now ceased to he a standard
commodity; and the radio fan or the Service

77re combination

Fig. 2
of low -loss tapped inductance

and variable euidenser makes this waver I'll r
adjustable for varying conditions.

June,
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Although the coil in Fig. 2 may he used
with the old 350-nun f. IJ iumarinnd variable
condenser, il tuay be used to even greater
advantage with the more efficient "Type
\I(' -M" 312 -uunf. unit reconuuended. This
tuning capacity shunts it Coil 1.2 la%Ing 60
of No. 22 MCA'. wire, spaced :36
t urns
turns to the inch, on a form 3 in. in diameter; while in inductive relation to it
(inside and at the filament end) is the
primary winding I.I, consisting of 15 turns
of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, spaced 39 turns
to the inch, on
form 2 I:1 inches in
diameter. The leads are brought from the
tst, 4th. Nth, and 13th turns. ((If course,
these coil and condenser proportions may 1w
;pried to suit individual preference as to
as

p., r1. or

tunmec'liolts).

MAKING AUTOMATIC RELAYS
By A. J. Anderson
ONE of the inconveniences that arise,
when a battery radio is electrified hy

RECEPTACLE FOR

'A-AN O13"
ELIMINATOR

ELIM.

Fig.

11

r.

3

.I ndrr.mn'u lmm-made relays

from old

are made
The preen required
is taken from one dry cell.
m, Iona. rbile ports.

use of "A" and "IV' eliminators, is
found in the numerous swilthes that hove
to be manipulated whenever the set is turned
on or off. As a result, the eliminators
null he placed near at hand. whirl[ means
that, ustclly, they are in the way.
If the radio recri%cr switch itself C01111'011(41 the whale (onubina lion. the entertainment value of the radio ivanld he greatly
increased. 'Phis ('ant he alone with little
trouble by a simple sysleut Of "relays" and
n dry cell. 'Hove rela s ;pre needed O. It,
(', Fig. :3), one (the latter) with a double
winding. If none are on hand, a visit to the
battery service stations will usually net a
sullieient number of burned out "automobile
ant -ants." If these are used, t'uur are
needed; shirr there is not enough room for
two windings on the one ('ore. 'flue armatures and emit Act points of the two are
then connected in parallel.
The cores must hi' renovrd for unwinding
and rewinding, though sometimes they are
rim pled on. (';n1( uulst Ile taken W111.11 tCneaeing then) so that they can easily be
soldered on again.
The cord are wound with about Nu. 21)
gauge copper wire and as many turns as
possible As the resistance is eomparativrl"
high, it will be necessary to move the variable vultagi control on the "A" eliminator,
if there is one, to a higher point.
Contact points should he thoroughly
cleaned of oil and carbon. The contact point

the

for relay "R" will have to

be devised, by
sonic means or other, and so arranged so
that the armature touches it when at rest.
Sometimes the strip which limits the upward
path of the armature can be used for this

The tension of the spring on the armature
of an anlouutiilc reIuu' is quite high. It
must be reduced to where it is just sarong
enough tu hold the armature above the con tact point (except, of course, on relay "B").
As the contact I ' t is above the armature,
the spring tension should he a little stronger
so that the points make good contact even
when subjected to vibration.
In soute types of relays, thw tension is
difficult to adjust; one in particular gave a
little trouble. The spring strip used as the
hinge was fastened on with two rivets on
each side; the lower Cuntact point prevented
bending it. An attempt was ruade to partly
crut the strip, but it accidentally split around
one of the rivets on the bas(' part. By
pivoting the armature around perpendicularly un the one remaining rivet, it could he
bent to the proper position.
If one relay is doubly wound, the current
must flow in the saute direction in the two
coils. .\ small compass will show the polarity of the core when the mils ;ne connected
separately to a buttery. In this way, the
positive lead tif each coil ran he marked
when the polarity is the same.
Besides the relays, six binding posts and
a basahuard receptacle (fur the "A" and
'I3" eliminator plugs) are required.
. %Itluaugl it battery is necessary to operate
this de%ice, the Current flows for at were
small fraction of a second and only when
the set is turned on. :I. No. Ii dry cell will
therefore last
long time. The resistance
of the tubes when C01d is 11111(.11 less than
normal and it is because of this that only
one and a half welts is needed.
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Get your

R1DI1/
TRAINING
From America's
finest Radio School
HE man who really wants to become an
expert in radio
who knows that the
better his foundation, the better his
chances ... and who is willing to spend a year
preparing himself
such a man will make no
decision until he has read the complete story of
RCA Institutes, Inc.

...

...

A Good

Foundation Vital

Like other professions, radio rewards only those
who excel. The poorly trained will never rise
higher than the place in which they started.
Others will climb step by step to positions of
power in radio telephony
broadcasting ...
sound pictures ... aviation radio... radio merchandising. And among these will be those who

...

planned years in advance
stuck to it.

... studied, worked,

You are making your decision right now, how
well you will fit yourself. So decide wisely. To
be a graduate of RCA Institutes stamps you as
a man who knows the real worth of a good foundation. As one who knows that a year of training now, under America's finest radio instructors,
is the surest way to acquire the knowledge and
skill you must have.

You Can Study At Home

MAKING TEST PRODS
By Clarence W. Trost
T111; ft tilt
ing description of how I made
oast soul eIlìCicnt test prods may be of
interest to fellow Service lien.
I purchased tWO screwdrivers, each having and o%rrall length of 31.., inches. Next,
I removed the blades from the handles and,
using a drill smaller than the tang of the
serewdriy('r, continued the hole through to
the top of the handle.
'l'lu nest step m'as to thread one end of
al flexible test-lead wire through
each of the
handles, and hen! those ends over the
opposite end of the wooden handle. The
runt parlions of i :te screwdrivers then
were
forced back into the handles; the rods
Toned in position; and the metal ferrules

You do not have to give up your present position
to enjoy the benefits of RCA Institutes training.
You may study at home in your spare time
or at any of our resident schools throughout the
country. The Home Laboratory Training Course
includes a complete set of radio equipment of
the most modern design.

...

Send For Our Free Book
If you

...

have read this far
you have already
indicated that you are the type of man who
should study radio. This may be the big turning
point of your life. You will not rest until you
have sent for our free book that tells you the
complete story of what RCA Institutes offers
you. Fill in and mail the coupon below right now.
There is plenty of time for investigation ... but
no time for delay in getting all the vital facts.

RCA INSTITUTES. Intr.
RCA INSTITUTES. Inc.
Dept. NP -8
75 Varick St.. New York, N.Y.
Gent kaon: Please send me your FREE book which
tells about your laboratory method of radio instraeiLion at home.

Name
Address

Fig. 4

Another form of test prod for usC
and experimental work.

ira

service

Occupation
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forced onto the handles and over the flared
end of the flexible lead.
The opposite ends of the leads hilly terminate in phone tips, lugs, or both; the
latter combination, a particularly convenient
one, being illustrated in Fig. 4.
The blade ends of the screwdriver rods
may be filed to a point, as shown.
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split for phone
tips.
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length
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brought

with
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t
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tabs.
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showing hundreds of
Latest Price Sheet
adapters of interest to service men, experimenters, inventors and manufacturers.
New Analyzer Plug that locks to adapters.
ADAPTERS for pickups, microphones, voice
recording outfits, short wave sets, tone control,
tube changes, the new 2 -volt tubes, set analyzers
and tube checkers.
ADAPTERS for testing new pentode tubes in
your present analyzer or checker.
SOCKETS for replacement and experimental
work.
SPEAKER PLUGS, multi -wire cables and
outlets.

INEXPENSIVE "B" ELIMINATOR
By G. Scott Morris

the readers of It.imo- Csar-t

P1:itHAPS
will he interested in a simple and inexpnsive "11" el' ' ator, designed to deliver
somewhat under 90 volts when connected to
it regular 110 -volt A.C. lighting circuit; with out using a power transformer. The draw hack of a unit of this type is that the design,
as shown in Fig. 5A, is not capable of
supplying a very great amount of current;
and the voltage output is not sufficient to
operate power tubes at their rated plate
potentials. However, as a handy currentsupply instrument for general testing, and
to furnish plate current for about two or
three tubes, it will serve very well.
Instead Of resistors 112 and 1W, regular
filter chokes may be used. The detector's
plate-supply resistor RI may be of any
standard stake with a range up to about
100,000 ohms, or even higher. 'l'ry reversing
the connections to the secondary of the toy
transformer; as this may reduce any residual hum. Also, try reversing the position
of the plug in the light -line outlet. The
filter capacities may be of lower values, if
choke coils are used in place of 112,
The rectifier V is an ordinary type '27 A.C.
tube, with grid and plate connected together.
('Phis circuit arrangement may also be
used in conjunction with a regular rectifier
tube, such as the half-wave '81 or the full wave '80. If the latter tube is available, it
is necssary to tie the two plates together
with a ,jumper to obtain the effect of half W »VI.
rectification; and make the "B +"
:nnplifier connection to the filament instead
of the cathode.
Also, it is necessary to stake certain tuI"
transformer delivers the proper filanca'
et ltage and current to light the particular
t be used.
For instance, if the type 'I
tube is used, it will he necessary for th

SEND FOR PRICE SHEET TODAY

ALDEN MANUFACTURING CO.
Operated by Alden Products Company
715 Center Street DEPT. T
Mass.
. Brockton

Adapters f o r

connect-

phonoin g
graph
pickPs to UX or
UY tubes.
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SERVICE MEN

WANTED EVERYWHERE
TO install and service all makes of sound reproducing systems,
public address systems, etc.
NATIONAL SOUND SERVICE BUREAU is an organization of
manufacturers of sound equipment, users of sound equipment and
hundreds of electro- acoustical engineers located everywhere to install
and service this equipment.
If you are competent now, our organization needs you; if not, we can
arrange to have you trained. Write us your present qualifications.
OF

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

write us. We have an electro- acoustical
engineer near you available now to
help you.
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BE sure to read the message on page 754 of this
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filament winding to deliver 2 amperes at
5 volts.
Tho advantage of using either of these
tubes, in preference to the '27, is the increased lite of the rectifier tube when the
eliminator is connected to a 9- or 3-tube
receiver; and also, the available plate
voltage increases somewhat.- Technical

Editor).

MEASURING PLATE RESISTORS
By J. E. Kitchen
WITH the increased use of resistors in
plate circuits, it may be sometimes
desirable to determine their value without
pulling the chassis and using an ohmmeter.
Plug a set tester into the receiver in the
usual manner and place the tube in operation
in the tester. Note the plate voltage reading.
sav 130 volts, and the plate current reading, say 0.2 Ina. Now take a head front
the "1t" tap concerned and plug it into
the unused socket of the analyzer (which
is connected in parallel with the socket
being used). Note the new plate voltage
reading-. say IRO volts. The voltage drop
across resistor is seen to be 50 volts. As
a eI rant of .0002- ampere is flowing, the
resisLnit, will therefore be 5/1'.0) )N, or
250,00o ohms.

RESISTOR
UNDER TEST

Fig. 6

This simple method of measuring voltage on
sides of a resistor. tchen the eu rrent is
known. yu irkly aires it; value.
(.I highresistwtee meter is needed).

both

This method shows up high-resistance
in the plate circuit and is quicker,
and slightly more accurate, than going over
the set with all ohmmnrter. It also affords
an easy way to try new values of resistors.

joints

IMPROVING SENSITIVITY
By C. H. W. Nason
SOME of you may have noticed that, in
the old Freshman "(1" sets, the antenna
was connected to the detector circuit through
a small variable condenser. In this receiver
a '29 tube was used as an ILE. amplifier
with raw .i.('. on the filament. In order to
reduce the modulation limn, the tuhr was
given n relatively high grid hiss which, in
turn, reduced the sensitivity of the receiver.
In order to regain this lust sensitivity many
tricks were attempted; but neat' was so
sucorsstul as this means of obtaining re-

generation.
Itndiu receivers bordering on the antique
may he given a boost toward longevity by
the use of tt similar system, as shown in
Fig. 7. Connect a Ilanmuarlund \1C -S"
Imo -nuuf. midget condenser between the
plate of the detector tube and the plate
circuit of the last B.F. stage. In order
that this system may he effective, it is
essential that the signal voltages in the two
plate circuits be h. (phone; if this is not

'
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the case a loss rather than a gain in sensitivity will result. If the two voltages tire
unit of phase, the feed -back voltage will
neutralize the signed rather than increase it.
All this is readily discovered by trial; and
failure of the s\ stem, to regenerate at the
high -frequency end of the tuning range umy
be remedied by reversing the connections to
the primary of the R.B. transformers, thus
changing the phase relations.

The size you want
The type you want
This condenser is used. not to neutralise, but
to give a bit of regeneration.

'fhe new Ilunuuarlund midget condcn,cr,
are fitted with a set-screw for locking

adjustment. If an additional control is not
desired, the condenser may be adjusted so
that the receiver ,just breaks into oscill tiun at the high -frequency end of its range.
The condenser setting may he locked in this
position by means of the set- screw, and
will hold its adjustment indefinitely.
Should no ease against the additional control be established the condenser may Ile
brought out to the front of the prowl and
used to increase the sensitivity and selectivity of the receiver over its entire range.

TOO GOOD A CONNECTION
AI'ItOI'OS of an article on another page,
in which Mr. Freed preaches a sermon
un his favorite text, of a one -piece aerial
and lead in, we have noted in an English
radio magazine the sal story of a radio
fan who had followed this idea. The continuous antenna wire was led into the house
in the usual manner and attached firmly
to the proper post of the receiver.
A few days ago to violent spring gale
swept over the tight little isle, leaving behind it trees and chimneys in debris and.
among other aerial masts, that of the installation just described. Its owner was
startled to find his receiver missing front
its accustomed spot; and tracing it. he found
that the broken mast bad dragged after it,
not onl' aerial and lend -in, but the set as
well, in its fall.
\land: Nail the set to the floor, or at
least weight it.
RADIO TREATMENT SUCCESSFUL
FEVER, the production of which
was described in the February issue of
R\I)IO
It.vmo- ('ltsrr, is proving quite successful in
the treatment of paresis, aecu'reting to reports to the American \lcdie,ul Association.
1)r. Clarence A. Neyluann, of Northwestern
University, in the Jolirouwl of that association, states that, out of twenty -five cases of
this usually incurable disease treated in the
manner described, sixteen were enabled to
leave the hospital in a condition to care for
themselves; and two others showed marked
inipruyemierit. '1'rcalnents were given biweekly over an average period of three
months; in some eases, the patient's temperature was raised to 106 degrees and

maintained for hours at that figure.

The value you want

The accuracy you want
You'll find them all in the
stock of any Wholesaler
handling Type "K"

'Meta&
RESISTl1ltS
The Metallized line is not
only more accurate, more
dependable
it is more
complete. Say Metallized
to your jobber and you
will get our new Type "K"
Filament, now adopted by
reading set manufacturers.
Watch for this improved
Resistor in sets at the Radio Show in Chicago.

-
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WIRE

W111

RESISTORS
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Are supplied to make capacity
bridge meters, ohmmeters,
voltmeters and high-reading
milliammeters. They are
specified for laboratory standards by leading engineers.
Write for free charts, showing
how to make these meters.
INTERNATIONAL
2006 Chestnut Street

RESISTANCE CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Free with the purchase
of 10 resistors The
I.

R. C.

Replacement Guide
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The Two Latest Books on
RADIO SERVICING

-

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL is the greatest achievement

THE

c..,I+

ever atempted in the Radio Service Field.
not only the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL and Complete Directory of all
Commercial Wiring Diagrams, but it contains
a complete and comprehensive course of instruction for radio service men. Just off the
press and more than 25,000 copies sold. And
why not, when it fills such a universal need
among Manufacturers, Jobbers, Dealers, Service
Men and all interested in radio? The OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is complete and gives you every circuit of every set
manufactured of which there is any informaIts looseleaf and flexible leatherette
tion.
covers enable additional servicing data to be
There are hundreds of
added periodically.
time- saving kinks which will help to increase
your business and profits.
As the NEW YORK SUN says, "11 is difficult lo see how any service man fall conduct

Ix.a,ar,

-

is

his business satisfactorily and efficiently
out this 350 -page volume."

$3.50

with-

-

A Copy

Over 1,000 Diagrams and
352 Pages
Illustrations

Radio Service Man's Handybook
With Addenda Data Sheets

=-

RADIO

\!.

SERVICE MANS
HANDYBOOK
WITH

ADDENDA DATA SHEETS'.

THE RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HANDYBOOK contains a tremendous amount of authentic material and
practical information on Modernizing old receivers;
Sery icing obsolete sets; Repairing power packs; Construction
of test laboratory equipment; Vacuum tubes; Set testing
with analysers and hundreds of other similar subjects. Among
the contributors are Bertram M. Freed, Leon L. Adelman,
Paul L. Welker, Sylvan Harris, C. W. Palmer and others.
The HANDYBOOK enables service men to record notes,
diagrams and charts on the special 48-page section of specially ruled sheets included in the book. Over 200 pages in
all -size 9 x 12 inches.

$2.00
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Int.
96.98 Perk Plate. New York. N. Y.
I enclose herewith cheek or money order for $
whirls you are to end to me l'otage prepaid the
( I Olfhial Rodin Rentre Manual
Radio Sevin Sian's tlandylmok
(
1

OR

Name
Address

etiy

Stu,

BOTH

BOOKS

Hundreds of Diagrams, 200 Pages,
9 x 12

(..r
$3.50
2.00

inches

BOTH BOOKS

for $5.00

FOR $5.00.

MAIL COUPON
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Similarly, the secondary of this first
transformer and the primary of the second
transformer can be tested simultaneously
by planing the test terminals on the grid
and plate prongs of the socket of the
lirst audio amplifier tube. This connects
these two tratssforuser windings, the voltmeter, the amplifier plate supply, and the
"C" voltage in series. If either winding is
burnt out, there will he no reading of the
voltmeter. However, since the two windings
are in the circuit, the voltage drop through
theta will be considerable and the meter
rending will he low.
'l'he speaker, or the primary of the output transformer, and the secondary of the
second transformer can be tested by touching the voltmeter terminals to the grid
and plate prongs of the second audio socket.
In all cases, the positive terminal of the
voltmeter must be connected to the plaste
prongs of the sockets.

PENTODE TESTING EQUIPMENT
By Floyd Fausett

\NY

radiomen who have investments
radio testing equipment are interthe adaptability of this equipment
new test requirements imposed by
potier pentode tithes. 'l'he new varitubes will. not apparently introduce
any problems by way of design liiisitations
in present testing devices..
In general appearance, the new power
pentode tube is similar to the type '45, there
being no top or side terminals. 'l'he hase
prongs or 'terminals correspond to the
terminal arrangement of the type '27, except
that the "space charge grid" of the new
tube utilizes the terminal w'hic'h corresponds
to the cathode prong of the type '27. The
space charge or pentode potential may be
ascertained with present analyzers or testers
in the manner prescribed for measuring
cathode potentials, provided the meter range
connected to the cathode switch contacts is
adequate for accommodating the higher
space charge potentials. 'these potentials
will probably he alanst 250 volts.
The Supreme Instruments Corporation
has announced to the service trade that the
Supreme Set Analyzer is adaptable without
modification for measurements of all potentials involved in the new power pento(i
tubes. This adaptability is automatically
provided by the switching arrangement which
permits the optional connection of any range
of the meter across any tube circuit; so
that cathode or power pentode potentials
may be read on meter ranges of 3, 9, 30, 90,
300 and 900 volts. The power pentode tests
will best be accommodated on the 30)- range.
Adapters are being furnished for all
Supreme tube testing devices, so that these
may be immediately adaptable for the new
power pentode tests. The average tube test
readings of the new tubes will be published
by the Supreme Instruments Corporation as
soon as available for the information and
guidance of all concerned.
ik

iVI
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Operating Methods for Service Men
(Continued frail page 717)
buttons pressed) was plugged into the first
It. F. socket. When the set next stopped,
both readings were perfect. The second

resistance -capacity coupled stage of a l'hileo
"77 "; in this set, reception will be obtained
even with this condenser open, though not
very strongly.
It is best to use sonic form of indicating
output meter to line up a l'hilio "46" receiver, because of the automatic volume
control. \ \illl most receivers, when aligning
the condensers by ear, it is common prattice
to turn down the volume control; but in
this series, the volume control should be
turned all the way up. If an output utillinuiuteter is used, the voice coil may be disconnected with some trouble; but, if an A. C.
voltnieter of low range (0-3- .scale will du
nicely) is used, this will not lie necesst V.
Recently the writer received a complaint
of indistinet teproduelion un IOW vuluute,
though good quality on loud signals, in a
I'hile° "71i" 'Pitt valuate control was suspected at once, from previous experience,
but worked and tested t).i .; so did the
tubes. 'l'he chassis was replaced in the
console, with the speaker outside. On applying the antenna wire to the control -grid
cap of the third 1t. F. screen -grid tube (to
produce a hunt) it was found that the vu ice
coil was slightly off center. 'Phi. dynamic
used in this set (-:lout be adjusted visually.
or by inserting small strips between voice
coil and pule piece. The center adjusting
screw should be loosened, and the %Mice coil

R. F. stage was then tested in the saute
manner and, when t he set because inoperative, no reading was shown on the grid
voltmeter. .\ similar test showed the third
R. F. stage O. K. In this manner, the
defect Was finally traced to the second R. F.
grid circuit and found in a shorting dolmensating condenser. Similar trouble was found
on the other two sets; hut in the third
It. F. compensator in one of them.
These compensating condensers are tvvoplate units, heated in front of each variahle condenser (except the first) and adjusted with a set -screw which moves the
front plate closer to or ;Wray from the
arbor. No mica or insulating material is
used, to prevent the possibility of a short.
However, to prevent the occurrence of any
such trouble in future, small squares of
gummed paper, a little larger than the rear
plate, were pasted over it.
This receiver model uses a rheostat, in
series with the filaments of the '26 -type
amplifiers, as a volume control; and it is
no simple task to adjust this to the desired
volume and control oscillation at the saute
time, heratise of the "thermal inertia" of
the ':'G -type filaments. The
is an
osrili ring set and lack of this tendency is
sure sign of some defect or needed ad-

shifted into its proper position.
In the Colonial ":32 . \C," a cause of
fading may be found in the small four-unit
condenser block in the first It. F. stage
(Fig. I.); this is part Nu. 1728. There are
three such Works in this model, each located
at the left of its R. F. stage, with leads
at the base connecting inside the dhassis.
'l'iteir colors, as shown in the diagram, are
reel, yellow, green and brown; it is the
capacity to which the red lead is connected
which opened and caused the fading. This

.

tion and reduves volume: but there is a
slight tendency toward mushiness at lowvolume adjustments.
To overcome this bitter condition, yet
another hookup was tried (Fig. :311); here
the shaft of the resistor need not he insulted from the chassis. 'l'he grid return
from the second It. F. tube is disconnected
front the chassis, and connected to the other
side of the potentiometer, the other side of
which goes to the antenna post. Though the
result may he a slight loss in selectivity, the
oven control of volume and of oscillation
will more than repay the trouble of making
the change. For the plate -voltage control,
a good wire -wound resistor is used to best
advantage; for the antenna -grid system, the
writer used a Centralab carbon -type component.
Low, mushy reception was finally traced to
tuirtially shorted 0.1 -ntf. condenser in the

IDENTIFY
1931 TUBES

1

"Iii''

justment.
There a re several means of over(niiing
this difficulty. The first (Fig. 3A) is to
use It. F. plate voltage Control. Remove the
rheostat (solder together and tape well the
two wires which connected it into the
film ant Circuit) and replace it on the panel
by a 50,00o -abut potentiometer, the shaft of
which is Carefully insulated from the chassis
with washers. The "If " plate lead,'running to the It. F. by -pass condenser from
the It. F. transformer primaries, is then
cut and connected to the arm of the potentiometer': one sidle of the latter is then
vonnieted to the lend from the condenser,
and the other to ground. (The choice of
sides will depend on the direction in which
it is desired that the Control should operate).
This system gives good. rnntrol astir osCilln-

IT'S EASY TO

condenser is between chassis and the trail. fornter's scoundt,ty; across a. 750,1/Olt-ohm
red resistor. The remedy is replacement
with the proper capacity, 0.1 -11tf.

Look for Robust
Rectifiers
Ample and uniform current supply for
every tube in the A. C. radio set -that
is the function of the rectifier tube. De
Forest engineers have insured that func
lion with these latest refinements:
I. Spedol olloy hooks maintaining uniform ten
Sion on filaments.
2. Ingenious clamping to Insure accurate plate di.

rnensions for equalised lull -wove rectification.
3.

latest sets.

4. Tabbed filament to insure low resistant
welds and prevent weakened filament due to
spot welding.
$.

THE RADIO BLACKSMITH
HAIti)ENING steel surfaces by nitrocompounds has liven known
Sine(' a very early date; but the use of nitroIt
gen directly is comparatively recent.
has lately been discovered in a Paris laboratory, says ,l with, i,, 11'irrlexx, that the penetration of the nitrogen, and consequent surface hardening, is increased thirty -live lieues
in depth by treating the steel hi a field of
radio -frequency oscillations. The ease-hardened laver is then about a third of a millimeter, or 1/72 of an inch, thick.
genous

ANOTHER WORD FOR IT

:Ei.l:SCitll'TION"

is the word svggestid Ivy La Radio- In(tustrie, of
Brussels, for the radio transmissions of pho(

1

tographs, facsimile images, etc., which the
public are apt to confuse with television
when odd sounds of a mechanical nature are
heard in the loud speaker. '1'ramsutissions
of this kind, as well as true television, are
still given on the broadcast band in Europe.

Cotbonised plates insuring maximum heat
dissipoli n at higher outpua demanded by

(chousl port positioned well below press to

amid leakage.
These and many other advanced fea-

tures found in every type of fresh De
Forest Audion, insure the 1931 perform-

ance of any radio set.

AUDIONS

RADIO
TUBES

eu

l'14rf1

eoolWa

DE FOREST

RADIO CO.

PASSAIC, N. J.

....

:s`i<
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Business
Profitable Service
fron, tage
715)

(Continued

spite of business conditions; simply because
I use service as a business and not as at
necessary evil and have tried to build for
the future.
I find that a majority of men would
rather have their service at night; so the
service day starts at four o'clock and runs
until eleven, except for the aerial crew.

Meeting Cheap Competition

Dr. T. O'CONOR SLOANE
Will Teach You at Home!
can study
WHO CAN READ 'AND WRITE
You
cu re.
Chemist ry through our amply Prepared
you don't need
don't nerd a higher eclat alien, andChemistry
is not
or
preparation.
experience
any previous
Just plain
harder to understand than electricity or radio.
sense and ordinary observation lowers.

We Can Teach You At Home
into a skilful
Our faculty knows just how to mold you
OCR STAFF IS
laboratory worker. THE HEAD OF engineer
and author
DR. T. O'CONOlt SLOANE, sienu.t, than tifty years
He has had more
of wide repute.
an
immediate
you
for
tits
course
Our
teaching experience.
not have
position in a ehendcal laboratory, and you do
it. During
to give up what you ure cluing now to leans
evenings
simple but
fascinating exlerinentsa and the delightfully
comprehensite lessons.

Laboratory Outfit Free
and APPARATUS
THE COMPLETE CHEMICAL OUTFIT
without extra
supplied to you as part of your Course.
containing
of
a laboratory.
owner
the
you
makes
charge.
by
a full -fledged
used
all the materials and instruments
to
Mg
This
chemist.
o nent property.
bcomesliyour permanent
ut sit
th
over loo
containing
cabinet
wooden
It is a sturdy fitted
supplies.
Pieces of laboratory

chemical

apparatus and

Big Money in Chemistry
only 'owill
WELL PAID
bitterNJob, \but
get
training help you},
work of
while start on a new leiel. You can patent the
of
your hands and your brain, and perhaps make millions
dollars on a new chemical diseocery.
of new
Every day the newspapers and magazines are full
eries-in mining.
chemical
reporting
medicinal applisanitary
letricity, to foodstuffs,
electricity,

g

texances, In paper- making, rubber. steel, iron, dyestuffs.
-and behind
tiles, in fact in ever well known industry
curb of these disco, ides stands a well- trained chemist
Who knew bow to take advantage of opportunity!

chemist
THE INSTITUTE DOES NOT CLAIM that every
makes millions. nor do we guarantee that you will immeBut many
paying $10.000 a year.
Job
diately get
not do

son why you can
it and there Is
Often enough you read oor hear about men who
too.
have found the highest recognition, from small. inconeplcumis beginnings, and you wonder how they got the "lucky
break." Why, you wonder yearningly. couldn't you be
such
"lucky" fellows You saot be-but you have to
meet luck half way.
1

It

n

Get Started Today!
YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
desire t0
CIIE/1 ISTRI and if you ar sincere In your wage
def e job anxiety and
get out of the tread -mill
pendence, if you have ambition enough to want to become
will
day.
one
on
some
famous
you
and
perhaps
chemist,
a
not
wait until tomorrme to find out bow to go about it.
There is no charge and
At.1H. the evupon below today.
You wIII be simply asking us to
no further obligation.
write you about something that you want to know.

IF

r
Chemical Institute of New York. Inc.
Dept. RC -631
19 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
u
at
Please send me

spy

part.

1a s."

and

your

full

once

.

Itaek

particulars

wi thou t

any

Equipment given to every student.

NAHE
ADDRESS
CITY

obligati on

on

-OPlalrt unities for Chen,
loot the Experimental
a

STATF

new set.

I handle no cheap tubes. Nothing but
standard brands and highly advertised and
made by companies whose adjustment policy
is

No Exaggerated Claims
have done

The average production radio, after it
has been used 60 days, can be improved 20
to 100 percent. by three hours' labor of a
good Service Man with the proper equipment. This is what I have to sell and my
Service ten are trained to sell it. A man
listening to n set operate, and knowing the
receiving conditions in that locality, can just
about tell how much benefit that kind of
adjustment will give; and has a good chance
of a five -or six -dollar job for which the
set olt'ner is glad to pay and will tell his
friends about.
We have the 50e and $1.00 Service Men in
this town also; but I cannot see why they
Id worry any good service organization.
sl
Of course, they will get some business, hut
it is a class of service that a high grade
shop does not wont.
When a Dial complains about the $1.51)
service call I ask Stint whether he thinks
that the man can get to his house and repair
his set in less than an hour; whether he
thinks a first -class mechanic will work for
50 cents; whether he thinks such a ratan will
give him an honest test of his tubes; ami
whether he honestly thinks that the job is
not worth more?
\ly men never replace a tube unless it is
defective or down ten percent. Every tube
tested is marked and labelled with its condition, with the advice written on as to the
date when they should purchase an entire

fair.
I have seen over

a

hundred radio service

shops come and go in this city and have
tried to analyze the cause of their failures;
in most eases, it was incompetence mixer,
with the idea that you can gyp the set
owner and he will never find it out. Another class start with the idea of getting
all they can in the biggest chunks that
they can get it in. Also, there are shops

that fail to watch their collections; this
alone has put more }mod high -class repairmen out of business than anything else.
Psychology in Servicing
There are two kinds of service: one for
the man, who likes to see the Service Man
lighten 'up the inside of a set and check
everything for tightness; and the other is
for the woman who delights in a Service
Man who, when he is through, takes a rag
and some furniture polish and wipes off the
fingermarks and a few scratches, (whether
they are imaginary or real).
And, above all things, if the Service Man
must make dirt, he must clean it up; and
he must listen interestedly while the cus-

touter tells him how he got California at
t an aerial and what a
seven o'clock wit,
wonderful set his old three -tube blooper
was.

I find that the customer is better satisfied
a than of some age even if he doesn't
know as much as a younger man might,
for the majority of sixteen- or eighteen year -olds are too cocky and have no sense
of responsibility.
There are two things in the service business that are absolutely necessary for the
successful service shop. The first is the
arrangement you have for taking care of
your telephone calls; the person who answers
your telephone must know radios, must
have a pleasing and sympathetic voice and
be able to give information in a way that
the customer can understand. Then, too, you
never to send the sane
t be careful
Service Man again on a job where the
customer wasn't thoroughly satisfied.
'l'he second is the appearance of the shop.
Keep it painted and use colors that harmonize. Keep the junk hid away, and have
one rack in plain view for sets and chasses
brought in for repairs, and another for
those that are done and ready for the
ow'ner's call, or to be delivered. Have these
tagged (with the charges plainly written on
the front of the tag and what was done to
the set, and the parts used, on the back)
and let the customer keep this tag.
All telephone orders are taken in triplicate: one copy is kept in the office, so that
the Service Man may be reached by telephone if I have another call in the sauce
locality; and the other two are given to
the Service Man who is to make the call.
The duplicate is given to the customer; and
the original is signed by the customer after
the full charges have been filled 'n and
what was done to the set put on the back.
This signed copy is filed at the shop (in
alphabetical order) and the file is used
for reference and as a mailing list.
Get the highest -priced gold -leaf signs on
your windows; for they are an index to the
kind of business going on inside. They are
your hid for the prospective business going
by your place and are your highest -class
salesmen, whose service costs you nothing.

with

Building Up a Clientele
ber of calls every week from
a
prospective set buyers who ask me which set
is the liest, or which set they should purchase. I name over three or four of the

I

have

best sets and try to explain the difference
between then and let the customer decide
for themselves. By helping them decide, you
are the first one they think of when they
need service.
Give information freely and courteously
and, at the same time, sell yourself and
your service. It may be a year before you
get any results, but it will pay dividends.
And do not stake your store a "hangout"
for a bunch of "radio nuts" and "radio

liars."
When you sell

a

short -wave or television

kit, tell the customer just what

he can

expect. Then, if it works better than you
told him, he thinks he is smarter than you
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are; and he tells his friends to get a kit
and lie will help them build it. This means
business for you and that is what you
want.
A stock of used and new parts is not
"to be sneezed at"; and that will he better
as short waves and television become more
popular.

r

The best way to get yourself a real live
mailing list is to get a bunch of station logs
with your name and business on them. Get
a high -class log that every set owner will
like; then, when a customer conies into the
store, give hint one and ask hint to write
the names of a number of his friends on the
pad, as you want to mail one to each of
them. Also, have the Service Men work
the salve idea. A list of this kind has very
little deadwood in it, and you do not hove
a lot of losses from sending advertisements
to people who have no radios.
Radio service used to be referred to as
a "game"; but that day is past and, fellows,
if we want to survive we have to dig and
specialize in our line. Forget competition
and make ourselves stand out above the
others in the same line. It takes tinge, but
it can be done: and don't be discouraged.
Good times are cooling.
Now, I ant not advertising RADIO -CRAVE or
the Gernsback Public: t ions-but they have
clone more for the radio Service :)tart than
all other books and magazines published
(and I take them all) and the serious perusal

751

of them will do more to keep you up to
date than any other one thing.
Front the illustration heading this article,
you will see that
am an invalid and that
my means of transportation is a wheel chair
in my plumée of business. For the outside
I have a special -built automobile which I
have driven 90,000 miles in six years; so
vil see that I get sonne pleasure out of
life also. I absolutely do not trade on my
physical condition and my- first ,job, on
Meeting
strange customer, is to make him
forget my condition and do business ou a
straight business basis, and to let him
know that I want no favors or edge on my
competitors.
I went broke in the auto service business
eleven years ago and started in the radio
business by building crystal sets. I have
followed the business right on, hauling constructed 667 custom -built sets and serviced
over 9,000 sets in that length of tinge. I va
married and have macle sonne stoney by
using nay head and one area; sum, fellows,
you can make it if you try hard and use
the old bean as well as botta arms and
legs. I do not want you to think lue
egotistical, but I arum telling you what you
can do if you concentrate and try lourd.
I may later write sonie articles on service
kinks and the methods I have found for
quick servicing of different sets. I ana no
"flying service nain" -and I have not been
;die tu find one.
1

as

Just
published!
T h

m o s t

e

important
radio book
of the

year

complete,
ni o d e rn
manual of practical and
technical radio information
a

The RADIO
HANDBOOK
Including Television and Sound
Motion Pictures
By JAMES A. MOYER
and JOHN F. WOSTREL
Both of the Massachusetts Department of Eluca7 n 1,es, I'roct ica!
Radio Construction and Repairing, etc.

tiou; Authors of Radia Receiving

"Instantaneous" Recording
(Continued from ¡fly',

after

a few playings, an effect also due to
the resiliency. These records can be played
back about fifty tinges.
'l'he nitrate celluloid (pre -grooved) which
is the kind used generally for recording, is
highly inflammable and great core should be
exercised in keeping it away- from any
flange. It should be stored in fire-proof containers. 'l'11e (acetate celluloid, which is noninflammable, also makes fairly gnarl records;
but, at present, it is obtainable only in
blank discs.
The pre -grooved zinc composition record
is the oldest instantaneous record and was
originally used for home recording by means
of the sound box in the acoustic phonograph.
Recording was then accomplished by placing
the disc on the turntable and singing or
talking in a loud voice into the horn. At
best the reproduction was faint. 'these
records can now he used for electrical recording with fairly good results. .1n ordinary- phonograph steel needle is used for
both recording and reproducing.
This about completes a preliminary discussion of the absorbing subject of instantaneous (home) recording; it is planned
that subsequent articles will bring to light
many interesting and valuable hits of information. Meanwhile, every owner of a
home -movie camera, phonograph. radio set,
or home -recording outfit (in fact anyone
with practical interest in this subject), is
invited to correspond with the writer on
ways and means of getting the best effect
in sound. For instance, you may want to
know where to obtain certain sizes or types
of records, pick -ups, motors, etc., or how
to accomplish a certain result; and all this

886 pages, 51/Z x 8, 650 illustrations,
flexible, $5.00

72i )

a

inforulation you way obtain by addressing
your inquiry to the Sound Recording 1>epartment of It.tuto- t'H.iI-m. We are particularly interested in receiving suggestions, and
discussing plans by which sound recording
may be profitably and interestingly applied.

HKI{ at last

is a handbook that 111.4.1Á alts
for a complte dig., of ant hnritat ice
radin data. butta Ibeoretieal ;nul practical. in
one logically arranged :nui ut s,nu0gliiv iich,e11 volure. Fnmm the fnualaou1a al. ill el ectrieit y. Inaanetism and electron theory right down to full
on latest eumtnereial .wf imda.trial applioat fut:.,
this book cover: tlo w bole hell of radio. wi; ta
description., detioit ion., design data, practical methods, tables and illustrations in profusion.

need

Over 875 pages of latest data
on such topics as:

Service Man's Open

Forum

-modern transmitters, Pi,ze eryaal, 100cí
latdau, eue.

-commelrial

(Continued front paye 719)

that I do not sell radios. The free test offer
brings many calls that I otherwise would
miss bec;nise of the fear of at stiff service
call change. Where the trouble is simple
and is fixed in the customer's huile,
minimum charge of one dollar plus materials
;1

is marte. If the set must be taken to the
shop, I make a careful check of it, and
then quote a price for the ,job. In a few
cases the prospect decides not to have the
work .done, in which case the free test call
is a loss to me. However, this seldom
occurs.
The worst part of it is on the calls where
it new tube dues the job. In order to hold

my trade against the tube -tester ttters, I
charge only for the tithe. However, my
records show that the bulk of calls are due
not to tubes, as sonie advertisers wish us
to think, but to shorted condensers and open
resistors. Many keep an extra tube or two
on hand and when the set quits try changing tubes -this self -service cuts oat a lot of
tube replacement calls.
In giving the customer a price at which

:rad

arm cue

n1oda-

receivers alt.l
transmitters, Kennel lv -It ravish le layer. etc.
-marine radio equipment. auto alarm, etc.
-automobile radio sets
latest tubes, photo- electric cells
-telex isiou and sound motion Pict cors, etc., etc.
Amon -was e

-all

not permit a full description of this
However, we know this is the book for
which you have been waiting. Therefore we make
this offer: Send no money, just mail the coupon;
examine the book thoroughly for ten days free:
then pay for or return it according to its value to
you. No other obligation.
Send the coupon today.
Space

does

book.

MCGRAW -HILL
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McGRAW -HILL. BOOK

370

COMPANY,

INC..

Seventh Avenue. New York.
me ]loyer and W.:steel- 110lln ti0w11mnk
paid for 111 days Free Examination. I :agree to
r;.011 within 10 days of receipt or to return the

send

Name
Homo Adc:res

City and State
Position
Name of

company

itr_

(WRITE PLAINLY AND FILL IN ALL LINES
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The Super- Sensitive Super-

HETERODYNE
SUPERWITH HOPKINS BAND REJECTOR SYSTEM
-

of.
Needlepoint selectivity with stark
Interference
realism of reproduction.
abolished! Side-band cutting positively
Tuning ease that is uneliminated!
canny-a child may operate it as efficiently
as the engineer! Absolute freedom from
Enthralling tone
any and all troubles.
that beggars all attempt to describe. The
power of screen grid, the ascendency of
the super -heterodyne brought to its greatest heights in the art!

-

NEW 1932 MASTERTONE
Custom -built Engineer-Tested
Custom -built in limited quantity with
Each tested tor
watch -like precision.
hours on the air and certified as perfect
by an accomplished engineer. For those
Who demand the finer things but also
appreciate the necessity of good value.
Modest overhead, efficient operation, economical. direct distribution, bring this
]masterpiece to the ultimate owner at an
amazingly low price.

Compact Console Model
In tune with the modern trend, the
New 1932 H.F.L. Mastertone is compact -the chassis only 1oa/. "xl(P/" with
SI:r" high front panel. Available in two
beautiful

Mail This Coupon

consoles

-in

the

latest

small

compact designs.

High Frequency Laboratories,
Dept. C345
3900 No. Claremont Ave., Chicago
\Vithout cost or obligation to Inc,
please send me your new Brochurr
describing supers and the New 19it:2
I .F. L. Mastertone.

"WHAT to LOOK for in
A SUPER" FREE
Write now for this enlightening Brochure. The coupon will bring it, gratis.
No salesman will call -you will not be
importuned to buy. Write now and be
prepared to purchase your new super
with full knowledge of what to expect.

High Frequency Laboratories

Name

Dept. C345
3900 No. Claremont Ave., Chicago

Address
State

City

1,

Px

2,

tí,

8, 5.

7I

volt.

For test bench. preheater or
building all tube tube checker. $1.85 net. Shipping
height.
lbs.. FUIT intrurl Ions Included for building
tester.

i

CAPACITY METER
Complete. consists of 0.25 A.C. mllllanimeter. special
range .t. e. transformer. w ilbrated chart and int.
'h1p.Iructions. will measure l'un nt.f. te 12
ping weight, 6 lbs. $4._5 net. Please add P.P.
stamp?.
building
IO
cents
for
above.
only
Instructions
Will ship ('.0.1). sente men und dealers. Guaranteed

satisfactory.

L. & L. ELECTRIC CO.
336 Madison Ave.

(Continued frnttt 'page 719)
to the factory conversion is that the control
must he turned counter -clockwise to increase
volume. I have solved this by reversing
the shaft and mounting on the outside of
the tuner; or a right-hand 2000 -outil rheostat can be used, instead of the left -hand
component used in the factory job.
Another fault of the converted ,job is the
fact that the connecting cables have to,
high a resistance for the heavy current
consumed by five or six '27 tubes and (in
-:32," "A -40") two '45 output
the Models
tubes. In many eases, the heaters in the
H.F. tubes are not at yolt;tges sufficiently
high to give proper operation, and this
causes insensitivity; although '27s of sonic
takes are less affected be this condition. .\
supplementary pair of No. 14 leads, between
power pack and amplifier, will help a lot
in this ruse.

A

RADIOLA CATACOMBS
By George F. McCann, Jr.

R\i)IOLA

catacombs

are

sealed,

and

their construction seems to be a mystery
to many Service Men. This attitude is hardly
however. All parts are fastened
directly to the socket assembly, resulting
justified,

in it very compact ,job. When heated (sec
page 6711, May ItAnlo-CRArr) this assembly
will come out of the can completely, though

care to avoid breaking the small wires must
be exercised. The wax may he melted from
'ed by passing
it. the last traces being re
it back and forth over a gas flame.
If an audio transformer is open, it may
le removed by taking out two screws holding it to the frappe; mark the colors of the
four leads before unsoldering them.
necessary, n transformer front the "RCA
1(1" may he used, after removing the cover;
the color code is exactly the same.
an audio by-pass condenser is open, it
'ed; there will
may be unsoldered and re
be a slight change in tone but this will
hardly he noticed on most speakers. An open
intermediate will cause some trouble; but
these are well separated and may be removed by unscrewing the core. Be certain
to note the spacing; for this is important
results and avoid a
to give ma

If

TUBE CHECKER
Transformer supplies
Pua 111 watts rapacity.

I will fix the set, I make it a fair one;
but enough to pay the proper profit on
good materials for whatever replacements
are needed, plus a proper recompense for
the work involved. The fact that the customer knows the price of the job before
the set goes to the shop inspires confidence,
and helps it lot. With a good analyzer and
careful checking, it is possible to do this.
And, in the few cases where I cannot be
sure of the total expense till the set is in
the shop, I tell the prospect this; naming the
probable total cost and stating that I will
verify this estimate by phone as soon as I
get the set to the shop. Once the set was
at the shop, I never bave lost the job yet.
R. II. I.AwTnx,
9 Chester St., Glens Falls, N. F.

Service Men's Notebooks

H. F. L. Now Perfects
Selective
Always conceded best in the field of
supers, H. F. L. now outdoes H. F. L.'s
previous best! The startling new circuit
the Hopkins Band Rejector System -now
brought to mechanical perfection A degree of sensitivity heretofore undreamed

1931

Memphis, Tenn.

SERVICE MEN

-

DEALERS
A few minutes of your time NOW, spent
in reading the interesting announcement of
the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
which appears or, page 748 of this issue,
might save you hours of time in servicing
Every dealer, Service Men
in the future.
and custom set builder should have a copy

at his disposal.

if

whistle.

it is a pleasure to work on these sets,
and there is no reason why they should be
avoided as at present.
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Hotel Installation
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(Continued from pope 727)

IF

There are about 50(1 rooms, each of which
has a four-way selector switch and speaker.

During the day and evening, loud speakers
will be thrown on and off the system. However, if we keep data of the actual speakers
in use, we would find that they ipiiroxiniott
an average number for any particular
period. Thus an areroge impedance must
he decided upon as the actual "working"
value. One of the Duajor requirements is
that the addition or subtraction of n large
group of speakers on the system shall not
greatly affect the response- characteristic' of
the other speakers. ((hie of the greatest

faults of trade practice is that different
manufacturers rate the impedance values
for transformers, speakes, etc., at different
frequencies; one uses IMO cycles, another
500 cycles, and so it goes. Personally, I believe that 1(0(1 cycles is an excellent frequency for impedance matching.)
There are about 90 reproducers on each
floor, as sli01411 in Fig. 1; and the manner in
which each floor is tied in is illustrated
in Fig. 2, which show's the connections to
the "riser" on the South side of the building, these leads being duplicated in a North side riser.

If all our speakers are of the same make
and contain similar values of resistance, inductance and impedance, then for all practical purposes we can soh` our matching
problems using the given manufacturer's impedance value as a matching .standard.
Also, since a great aunty speakers [oust
be connected in parallel, it is important to
know what method of computation to use
in order to find a final or total value of the
combined impedances. Naturally to solve
such a problem in "complex," or by alternating-current analysis, w1/01(1 result in
mathematics entirely useless to the majority
of the readers. For all practical purposes,
however, it is possible to design an excellent
system using the given impedance value as
matching standard and using the law of
parallel resistors where speakers are connected in parallel.
With this factor in mind we can solve
for the following problems: (1) The impedance of an average group of speakers
which the system will actually use on each
channel. (2) The power in watts required
to supply this average group of speakers.
(3) The design of an amplifier to supply the
a1

required power.
The use of dynamic speakers in such a
large installation would be poor policy, both
for reason of cost and necessary field supply; therefore, magnetic speakers should
be used.

Their impedance should

be

of such value

little, if any effect on the average
impedance of the entire line when thrown
on or off the line.
Since there are four channels in the system and approximately 2,50(1 moans, we
can assume that the four channels are to
be evenly distributed at any one time. Then
there will be 25(X) ± 4 or 625 listeners per
channel; we can take this figure as our
average minitlann. However, there will be
periods when an important event will he
broadcast; since there are usually at least
as to have

You are
radioman;

an

experienced

You are ambitious to
ahead rapidly in radio;

get

You realize the necessity of
directed training in the engineering principles of radio
but are unable to take advantage of college training,
a

-

send

in

for our
book,

ThenE.

the

coupon

new illustrated
"Modern Ra-

It will give you
complete details of an
advanced home study
course in Practical Radio Engineering
written for the experienced radioman.
dio."

H. RIETZKE, President

First Instructor at Bellevue (NKF).

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Inc.

Three and our -half years Instructor
in Charge of /be Nary's advanced
course for Chief and First Class Radiomen at the Natal Research Labor tanry, Bellrrue, D. C.
Developed for
!hr Nary what is recognized as lise
finest residence course in advanced
radio for the experienced radiomen
in the country. In radio since 1913.

31tó

Mt. Pleasant St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
Box RC.
Please send me, without obligation, your new
1931 issue of "Modern Radio" explaining your
advanced course in Practical Radio En-

gineering.
Name

Address

Position

The WORLD'S GREATEST All -Wave SCREEN GRID SUPER

ti LTWJD)LPE

Operates entirely from A.C. Line

MOUCi.

1..42

Completely Shielded Throughout
Covers All Wavelengths from IS to
600 Meters
Tunes as easily and smoothly on the
short wave as it dues on the
broadcast band
10 K. C. Selectivity Over Entire
Band

Selectivity and Sensitivity so great,
distance range is unlimited
Power Detection
Push Pull Amplification
Full Natural Tone
Not a Trace of Hum or Distortion
Steel Chassis

for TONE. DISTANCE
and SELECTIVITY

The model L -32 Ultradyne, with the Dynatron
oscillator, works equally as well on short waves
as

Simplified Construction
ONE OF THE MANY

LETTERS FROM
ULTRADYNE ENTHUSIASTS
TItAI.1. RADIO t'o.
in;n At Wale Ate.
I: retkl }'u. S. T.
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it

does on

the broadcast band.

ULTRADYNE BOOKLET
Send 25c for

this booklet which tells how to construct and Oper

ate the Ultradyne
contains life-sire
set; also. life-sin
every Wire location

MODEL L -32 Receiver.
This booklet also
picture diagrams and lay -outs of the entire
wiring diagram of the entire circuit showing
and connection.
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kit contains
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specially tested and matched U Itratormers
w ith double compensating condensers in aluminum sealed cans.
special steel chassis drilled and pierced as per specifications.
all eady for mounting. three rubber grcmmets and 4
coil mounting pi liars and INSTRUCTION BOOK - Y'it3L
LET. List Prier
The
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TRAUL RADIO CO., 1076 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y
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3rd
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Supplement

to the

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL

Is READY for Distribution

NOW!

SUPPLEMENTS Nos. 1, 2 and 3 to the
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
are obtainable

-

ONE of the most important achievements in recent radio
book publishing comes with the completion of the
first three Supplements to the OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL. These Supplements, now ready for
distribution, are the beginning of a series which will be published every sixty days during the year. The pages of the Supplements are printed exactly like those in the OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, and as each Supplement is
added periodically it will be kept uniform with the original book
in paper stock, (loose -leaf form) and in make -up.
The third Supplement to the Manual brings that useful book
right up -to- the -minute with the diagrams and schematic circuits of the latest radio models which have been placed on the
market during the past few months, as well as with new
information of sets for 1930 and 1931.
With each set of Supplements a new index is supplied. The
pages are numbered to enable one to include the new additions
in their logical places in the original OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL.
Every owner of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL will be sure to be up -to -date in radio if he becomes
a subscriber to the Supplements. The cost -only $3.50 a
year-is trifling, when it is considered that it is our intention
to publish enough Supplements during 1931 to make the
present SERVICE MANUAL more than twice the size it
is now!

MAIL

Radio -Phonograph installation,
Wattage of Radio Receivers,
R.M.A. Color Code,
Fada Resistor and Condenser Values,
Canadian Circuits.

LIST OF CIRCUITS PUBLISHED IN
SUPPLEMENT No. 3
Sentinel
Erla
Stewart Warner
Story & Clark
Brunswick
Radiola
Victor

$3.50

TODAY!
Re-I;

Inc..
York. N. Y.

GEBNSBACK PUBLICATIONS.

suh,rrIht i.n.
1u for which you are to enter u
1
t wio -e td
for the Nutjlenteata of the OFF'IC'IAL RA1110 SEKVIt'E
It lo understood that the NUPPlrmeut. oill Le
31 \ NI AL.
No NnPPIeu:died lo me at leu +t ois urne, during the Iear.
Metu o1II Abe sold singly.

:Name
hl re +a

City

Completely revised index for the entire OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL.

Audiola
Philco
Canadian Westinghouse
DeForest Crosley
Ambassador

Electrad
Loftin -White
Kellogg
Bosch
Silvertone
New Midget
Circuits

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE FOR SUPPLEMENT SERVICE

COUPON

95 -98 Park Plate. New

Some of the features
in the third Supplement

State

A Year

EACH SUBSCRIPTION STARTS WITH SUPPLEMENT No. 1.
This is a very small cost when you consider that for the whole year a Supplement will be mailed to you every other month. Those who already own the
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL have concrete evidence of what
can be expected from a $3.50 investment in the Supplements to the original
book.
If you are one who has not yet recognized the importance of owning a copy
of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, turn to page 748 in this
issue and learn more about this valuable book.
Future issues of the Supplements will be ready at the following dates:
October 1st
August 1st
June 1st
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tybind floor of the Hotel
eat' Yorker, showing radio distributing system.
a

tvo stations broadcasting such events, if we
assume that the entire house will listen on

that of 400 speakers in parallel, or 2.5
ohms; which is just twice the value with
8(N) speakers. So that we have broken our
output into two equal branches, each having
an impedance of 2.5 ohms. I.et us now
suppose that our line is fully loaded, or
that 400 speakers are in use and that, suddenly, lot) speakers are thrown off the line,
leaving the remaining 300 still connected.
Our impedance variation will be from 2.5
to 3.33 ohms, which is negligible in effect.
'The loud- speaker load in the hotel can be
compared to that of an ordinary electric
lighting system, where the actual load is
fairly constant except during peak hours.
This is due to the fact that, as one load
speaker is thrown on another is thrown oat.
The frequency response of the installation
reason for
is excellent; the most if
this is that with line impedance of such a
low value, the impedance variation with
frequency change is very low. This results
in a uniform distribution with surprisingly
good reception. Also the fact, that almost
the entire load may he thrown on or off the
line with little if any effect on the reception, helps the response- characteristie to
"keep its figure ".
Tests made on the type of loud speaker
used here indicate that 50 milliwatts is
ample power for the average hotel noun.
Therefore, since our unit simplifier must
be

of these two channels, our average
Xinnnu should be 1250 listeners on each

'I la n

Make
Depression
Pay!
Take advantage of the present demand for repair of old receivers!
Build strongly for the future, and increase your business by giving GUARANTEED REPAIRS.
You can do this safely by using
Radio's Finest Parts-

l'1LYMET

PRODUCTS
Standard of the Industry

FILTER

REPAIRS
25 UNCASED CONDENSER SECTIONS
FOR

BLOCK

THE POLYMET KIT of

-is

illustrated below
the most useful
Kit ever assembled for service work.
Many capacities and sizes, all in strict
accordance with R.M.A. ratings.
Mail the Coupon for special low-price
introductory offer. It will also bring
you the new 1931 Poly met Parts Catalog, containing many service helps.

'

either
It
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ALL RISERS 26PAIR

141G GAUGE LEAD COVERED.

BOX

if

provision is made for additional
unwcr output for such occasions, it should
se possible to reduce the size of the regular
uuplifier. Therefore let us take as an averuge working value a number somewhere
'etween our assumed minimum and maximini values; 80(1 is an excellent figure
vhicb should fit the final solution. (laving
leeicled on 8(0 as our average number of
cpeake's, we must next realize that our
.pecker impedance must he fairly high in
3rder to have negligible effect when a group
s thrown on or tiff the line.
The actual
:lesign of such a loud speaker is beyond the
,cope of this article; but an impedance of
11)00 ohms is satisfactory.

Distributing the Load
we put 800 speakers all in parallel,

Now if
ind each speaker's impedance is 1000 ohms,
hen our total impedance is 1.25 ohms (IMO
licided by 800).
An output transformer with a secondary
if 1.2.5 ohms would have to be built with a
fairly heavy wire. If, however, we could
double the total output impedance not only
zould we decrease the sire of the wire hut
the impedance value itself would be much
easier to match in the transformer.
To double the output impedance we must
either cut our total average number of
speakers down to 400 or increase the individual speaker's impedance from 1000
mans to 2000 ohms. Either way will accomplish our purpose, but the most logical and
hest method however would he the former.
That is, we build two amplifiers, each of
which would supply 400 speakers; then, by
connecting the inputs together, it is possible
to supply the load with the same input.
This k the method used here.
Our total output impedance should now

ON

4O' FLOOR

LAYOUT
o

or

RISERS

POLYMET MFG. CORP.
829 East I34th St.
New York City.

rLOORs

(50UTN SIDE

Fig. 2
The risers to different floors branch
the shaft as skate,,.

)

your sensationally low- priced introductory offer on the Polymet Condenser
Also include the new 1931
Repair Kit.
Polymet Radio Parts Catalog, without
Send me

or

from

supply 400 speakers, each must have a power
of twenty watts. Since there are four
channels, and as eaeh channel requires two
20-watt amplifiers, a tot al of eight are
used to supply the entire load.
(7'u he continued)

charge.
Name

..

.

Address

City

..
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Stale

Mark Proper
JOBBER
si Rs'ICr MAN

Square.

DEALER
CUSTOM SuT BL'm. DLit

Double Turntable
(('unlinuetl

frosts page 737)

are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The
narrow roller (I) which rides over the
surface of the filar (3) is partly visible
behind the large slotted roller, (2). 'Ile
former roller is held in contact with the
film by moms of the spiral spring (5) visible
in the film switch assembly. This spring
pushes the narrow roller into the slotted
leader, thus allowing the contacts of the
film switch to come together.
Fig. 3 shows the electrical connections
of the film switch, relay, and clutch magnet.
Since the current necessary for the operation of the magnet is too great to be handled
by the delicate contacts in the filin switch,

Lon¢ Distance

Receiver

Amazing Low Price!

//

A

Quality Performance

s twbc tri Pde se reeiearid
+sansa,, 3.224, 2 -227. and
1-245 power tube. Easy
to install. Will fit any car.
'

Single dial control. We
guarantee that this set
will pull in stations within a radius
of 1.000 milts and that it will deand tone qualities of
liver the vol
an electric set. or your money refunded.

PRICE OF SET ONLY $20.00
Price Complete including tubes. batteries. dyan
mpressors. ali ready to Install
,IN':k
and t use. $39.50. Send 55.(10 deposit with order.
balance C.O. D. On foreign rders remittance in
full required. ORDER TODAY.
CHAS. HOODWIN CO.
4240 Lincoln Avenue, Mot. P.lSOChlcao0. Illinois
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Three Months Guaranteed
"RED SEAL"

$ .65
.65
.35

112A
120 .__... ...
171A
199V ._______.

r

.35
.35
.45

¡

232

$ .60
.60
.75

210 _- ... ___ .$1.00
222
1.00
250 .____ _________ 1.00

240

.35

245

.35
.35

281
1.00
171AC
.35
BI-t type ._.. 1.35

$ .45
.35

230
231

201A _____224 ____________

.35
.35

226

.35
.35

_

_

2'7

-____

1

280

-.._ _

-

-

_

inches. One end of the leader is cemented
to the end of the first I,000-foot length of
filin, and the opposite end is cemented tu
the beginning of the seeund reel-exactle
ten picture frames ahead of the "start

fraum.'' Successive leaders are cemented Iwtween reels in the same manner as described
above.

r -®s h-

TO

SUPPLY

CONTACTS

rCLUTCH RELEASE

MAGNET

L__
RELAY CONTACTS-

ST

TO D.C.

L

-J

RELAY -."I

RED SEAL TUBE COMPANY, Inc.
New York. N. l

FILM
SWITCH

t

NARROW/
ROLLER

24 -hour service.

est 21st St.

. FILM

SLOTTED

ROLLE

Terms to rated accounts, otherwise 20% with order; balance C.O.D.
Write for quantity discounts.
5% discount for full remittance.

58 A

diagram.

Fig. 1 shows the slotted leafier. The slot
is it quarter of an inch wide and extends
along the center of the film for a distance
equal to four picture frames. The total
length of the leader is equivalent to twentypicture frames, or a little over sixteen
t

TUBES

199X
200A

relay is provided and connected as shown

in the

Sold on a 3 Months' Free Replacement Guarantee. All tubes are carefully Receiver
and Meter -Tested before shipment and carefully packed in uniform "RED SEAL"
boxes. Do not confuse these HIGH QUALITY tubes with any other "low priced"
tubes. Invoices Stamped with expiration date of Guarantee.

WDHI
WD12

1931

GRAB HOOK
PLUNGER

4/

GRAB NOOK
PLUNGER

SINFT TO

M2

---1 0 l'1 roam
É

TURNTABLE NE1

.

SHAFT TO 4
PROJECTOR.

GEAR SO%

RADIO MAP

Fig.

OF NORTH AMERICA

The double turntable is economical in first
and is readily attachable to any
standard-make projector (using any size
of flint from 16 to 32 nun.). By its use, the

Showing all Countries, States and Provinces and all Cities having a
broadcasting station
Printed on good paper, 22 x 22, with cover
Simple method of measuring distances
Time zones accurately shown
Contains complete list of broadcasting stations arranged geographically, with power,
call letters, frequencies and key for instant location on map

cost

purchasing of

Every radio listener should have one

-

The Radio Fan's Own Magazine

-

PATENTS

TRADE MARKS

snbulitted given personal attention by
the firm. Ininnnat inn and booklet tree.

Patent Office and Federal Court Practice

Lancaster, Allwirre
475

Rommel

&

!'aient Lam Offices
OURAY BLDG., WASHINGTON, D.

C.

754 you will find an interesting announcement on the Supplements to OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL. It takes but a few minutes
to read full particulars about this message.
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MULLINS DIAL CABLE
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RADIO DIAL CABLES
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for $1.00. S2.00
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Under $10.111)

BELL RADIO CO.

INTERVALE

40.
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lie, ulpary

AVE.

BRONX.

Ili_hcst- frequency equipment yet utilized outIalurtati,ry; and special construction is necessitated by tropical climates.
Fight stations, un the island of Oahu (the
-central "). Hawaii, tLnli and Kauai, serve
as lima in the wire system of Hawaii, which
also Icis a radiophone connection to the (Sell
1.teln lines un the continent. 'Hwy will
operate between 7 and 8 meters (43 to 37.5
nlillitm cycles) und, because of the peculiar
phenomena of cxtrctuely short wanes which
trnvl only in a horizontal plane, it will be
necessary tu erect the apparatus on the
summits of extinct volcanoes in order to secure sufficient elevation to overcome the
earth's curvature.
The transmitting and retching apparatus
die enclosed in specially-insulated cases to
protect the mechanism front tropical insects.
moisture and volcanic gases. Most of the
metal parts are of brass to prevent rusting.
and the condensers are stade of a special
alloy with a zero temperature- coefficient, so
that varying temperatures will not affect the
delicate tuning adjustments.
side ut the

1313 Sixth Street, Cleveland, Ohio

-

be

ultra- short -ware system,
linking the Hawaiian Islands, represents the
used in the new

25c. per copy, $1.75 per year
-

additional projector and

SEVEN -METER TELEPHONY
THE radio- tclephonc apparatus to

Contains the most complete, accurate, up -to -date list of broadcasting stations
published.
Cross-indexed by dial number, frequencies, %save- lettg,hs, call letters and countries, states and cities.
So arranged that merely entering dial numbers calibrates any set dials even
for stations never before received.
A'hat's on the Air Tonight ?" and "What's Wrong With My Set ?" are two
regular and interesting features.

THE RADEX PRESS

am

associated sound reproduction attachments
are rendered unnecessary, since the results
obtained trill be more than satisfactory for
all small installations. 'l'I1e double unit may
be used in connection with a sound- on -lilni
attachment, if this added feature is desired.

Price only 25 cents

RADEX

3

The slot in the film serres as a switch to operate the relays shoran, :which channe over discs.
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Craftsmen's Letters
(Continued from page 739)

Now Ready

!-

completely through it, and cementing a
Inch bakelite or hard- rubber rod of the desired length half -way through the knob (lis
The condensers, of course, are
at 13,)
mounted to suit the experimenter.

The NEW 1931
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S
MANUAL

R:ALI'll C. JACKSON,

by

Alba Street, Portland, 11,.

71

John F. Rider
Complete with the FREE Question
and Answer service.

COPPER- PLATED GROUNDS
Editor. H.tmo- C'R.trr:
I have not .seen the use of proper aerials

This volume is the most extraordinary book
It
ever prepared for the radio service man!
represents the data compiled during the past
II years and nothing ever published for use
by the Radio Service Man is as complete and
as comprehensive as this work by John P. Rider.

emphasized sufficiently; in the clad scramble
of companies outdoing each other in high powered sets with More tubes and more expensive cabinets, the essential value of
aerials and grounds seems to be overlooked.
(11'e are under the impression that in the
pages of ItAnod'R.trr, at least, a good deal
of spare has been given regularly to this

More than 950 pages!
More than 1500 diagrams!
Whatever your problems in connection with
I....lio service work, the 1931 Trouble Shooter's
Manual will supply you with the vital data conEndorsed by the
cerning the circuit. the socket layout, the set
Radio Service Managers'
voltage data. the color crate, the inanalyzer
Association of New York City
ternal connections of enclosed units, chassis
structure. peculiarities in the radio receiver.
11 Sun Loire acv special problems John F. Bider will be glad to furnish you whatever
additional data yon may require.
you purchase the manual your questions mill be
answered free.
Por the first time since the existence of the radio service industry, ONE hook contain.
.\ I-I. valuable data. We want yen to understand that John I'. Rider su eilt nineteen (I'a
months compiling this book. In it you will find the WIIOLE line of receivers manufactu n,I
by the popular . \merkan and Canadian receiver manufacturers.
CO\I I' LETE- CO \11'RE1lENSI\'E- CI'- T0- I),\TE it covers the entire radio and public
address field.
The (look is divided into eleven
sections.
Sertioll L
modern Itadlo N nice and Trouble Shootingg t hurt »e.
Section explanation of lire ',Outdid. anti application of set Analyzers.
nit tun 3.- \'araunt Tube Data and Table :.
Serf ton 4.--Wiring diagrams of ALL popular ennotiercial rr,ehel's manufactured titre 19211.
Scribal 5. -w'l rung diagrams of public address, am! toner :unpllNrrs, lnrhl.he ill the products of the Iw .l

subject-Editor.)
Each set requires its own particular
aerial. it.C..t. siiperheterodynes and others
of that type take a 50-foot lead -covered
aerial, with the lead cowering grounded two)
or three times on separate grounds. Also a
copper- and -vitriol ground is essential. (Two
pounds of junk copper buried three feet in
the ground, with half a pound of blue vitriol
[cropper sull)batel on then, and wet every
two or three days) to obtain distance and
remove static.
50

INSULATOR

FT.

AERIAL WIRE

/f

INSULATORS

tattoo.. luuufacl otters.
diagrams of ALL popular eliudunton and motel parks.
diagram: of ALL popular shod of u r ,.h ers and adaptors.
\'I ring diagrams of ALL popular kit r er Il er,, r old and met.
Section x.
Section 9.-Wiring diagrams of the popular "1
r., old anti morn'.
Section 10.--Wiring diagrams of midget reeehers.
Seri tan 1L- Peculiarities In radio iercivers, u section aldrh you ran reuute front the hook, hind
ct ion I. a
This
.parately old r r
d11r )an.
tinrl hunwatiram In radio service
)oil ur nap y.ci:d Iraturr, ehlch ,..I oust know of then testing
r tell
literature. It
the receiver.
Every osuuarrtal receiir In the 1031 Trouble Shooter's Manual by hider
Is mentioned In this :C1.111.111.
Nn matter what other books you may have. VI)t' NEFlI 'f 11 E 1931 'l'Ri11.'BLE
SIIOOTERS \I. \N C. \1. because it includes many diagrams noel details which have NEVER
This hook contains ninny diagrams which are not available
n h: l'Oi-t
appeared elsewhere..
Rememl,er that one diagram with color code may save you enough
from any other source.
time and enable von to complete a successful repair in such fashion that it will repay you for
the entire cost of this hook. . , . plot off the press:

A\\

Sert1011

Sertluli

WIRES
CONNECTED AT ON
POINT ONLY

/
GROUND
WIRE

GROUND
(WATER PIPE,,
GAS PIPE,
OR RADIATOR)

.11r.

v

.00025-NF

RADIO

SET"

as may be seen.

FIXED COND.

a good deal
lot some locations,

t

cylinder of 2'2 gauge copper
answers for a \la,jestii', removing static
111111/4
in <onnc<tian with a copper-andvitriol ground. Also, a seven foot by eight
inch crupper screen answers for a Grebe and
others of that type.
For midget sets, a fan aerial with water
pipe ground makes perfect reception.
Spread out a moodier of aerial wires front
five to ten feet, and slope than downward.
They should be pointed toward the principal stations. for local reception. We got
Cincinnati on a Jackson -Redd here with this
hookup, with volume and tone to equal la
Victor, or any other high -powered set.
l'hilcos act better with a 100 -foot straight
aerial, grounded on a water pipe at the

-\

:\ial"rr,

far

eliminate static, power
line and transformer interference 1 /)0%.
FRED I,. IhiCKi'likll,
109. North hope Ft.. Los Angeles, Calif.
(While we cannot guarantee that Mr.
Bickford's prescription will cure all static
troubles, or bring in distance for other
readers, we reprint his interesting experiences. While every set of one model is as
near like another as the manufacturer Cain
make it, no two locations in the United
States are exactly alike fur reception; and

1

..

...

The free question and answer service personally conducted by John F. Rider will be worth
It is FREE with the 1931 Trouble Shooter's \I anted
lot of money to you.
The look is Isose leaf, beautifully bound. The pages are S'ir x 11 inches. The drawings
are large and easy to read. . \I.1, of the chart data is shown ilium the scone page.
Electrical
No expense was spared to compile this book.
.
IT Wr
constants are furnished
is
service
work
should
Every
maul
who
d
'
have
IIS.
this
look!
.
.
.
o l'O C'N

12-inch

end.
'l'hese hookups

-- \\'Icing

7.- Wiring

_

perhaps too much.

\

1i.

till

llickford's far atrial affords

of pickup,

(II)

-\
-to

...

a

..

:iciiS

SOLD WITII .\ \lONEY Il.\CI: (i(-. \12. \NTF.3:. IF l'Ot' DON'T LIKE IT, SEND
IT Il. \C'K \ND V(It'It Mt )NE WILL BE REF(ND1:D. \yE . \RE l'ER'I'. \IN THAT
YOu 'sVII.L OE \i(Inh Tll. \N
N"

.

wr

are in

a

for service men.

PRICE

lssitinn to supply individual diagrams of receivers :uul
Write to rs.

to answer question,

$5.00 Postpaid. We will send the book C.O.D.

RADIO TREATISE CO., INC.
1440

Broadway

-

-

-

New York City

-

VOLUME CONTROL
GUIDE
By Engineering

For the
RADIO MAN

Staff of

CLAROSTAT

EI.ECTRAD Resistors, Voltage ConAmplifiers and Sound Systems

.ire and mention

tut
Ex,
I.1, .\

trols,
for Seniee Men. Dealer:
ent without any charge nr obligarinn.
year
si,erlenr'e Iltalrufartirllg

..,I help

\
Control:

S
5'í
1(11.\'r'

\'oiuut

and` other `variable resistor:

and

has grade

no:stile for its to compile this vei useful unit
hnlruct I. e pierce of literature uhlrh »dumb, be handy
to all Ohio,. who work on radio and sum, wNlpment.
Write today.
De sore to mention Olds publication.
It

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

285 North 6th St.

are
used and
praised by experts
throughout the world. The products of long
experience -highly perfected and mod
ly

priced,

Write Dept. RC-6 for Complete
New 36.page Catalog.

.
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tine titan's perfect aerial is a nother s total
failure. 'l'he idea of the blue vitriol, etc.,
is to impregnate a naturally dry and nun -

CO-ORDINATED RADIO KNOWLEDGE

conducting ground. \s a (natter of fact,
prohaIuy the only true "ground" is the
Pacific ocean; and most "ground:' are really
only counterpoises. .'t soluble substance, like
copper sulphate, will remain in the neighborhood of the "ground" only when there is
"hard pant' under it; and it is probable
that driving it standard ground pipe through
this world produce a like effect.- lsdiftr.)
.

New Radio Devices
(Continue() from Ineue 731)
6.3 -colt filament were discussed last month;
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of two kindsKnowledge is
where
we know

ourselves

it."
flea upon

.
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know

while the power -pentode (as distinguished
front the "Ill'. pentode," -see the .\prit,
1930, issue) was crrn.i (IV red in an article
wltieii apptared in the )Ian, 1930, issue.
'l'obus of similar characteristics are available in the Cunningham line, and hear the
following nnutbcrs, which are equivalent to
the above Itl'.t types having similar numerals for the last Iwo digits: C- :335; C3:36;
C-337, l'- :3:3S; (' 3t7.
Fur ctintcnicue iu referring to the :nail -

subject

nd ainforfect

able ch.u°ictcristitt ut' these new tubes, the
tabulation appearing on page 759 has been
pl'ep;1 red.

Johnson
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352 Pages

Weight,
9

3

lbs.

in. wide by
12 in.

high

A SYMPOSIUM OF

INFORMATION TOPICALLY
ARRANGED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
This book is not a dictionary, but a true Radio
Encyclopedia, covering Radio from A to Z. It is
the first standard work ever published in America
classifying alphabetically the countless words used
in this highly specialized science of Radio. The En.
cyclopedia was first issued in 1927. The volume
offered non, is the SECOND EDITION. greatly

enlarged and improved and brought up-todale.
Every page is replete with illustrations; a vast
number of tables and charts have been added. In
many instances, the definitions have been rewritten
to conform to new developments and new material
has been added which makes the book twice the
see of the first edition.

RADIO IN ALL ITS BRANCHES, EXPLAINED
DESCRIBED and ILLUSTRATED
The Encyclopedia contains definitions of every
word and phrase used in the entire Radio artevery circuit, part and apparatus, formula, abbrevia.
Lion, outfit, accessory, etc., is thoroughly explained.
The entire book is written in everyday English.
easily understood by anyone.
S.
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of which is shown here. The va
inductance I.I i. :I Hat -coil variouutcr, enuplyd
mechanita11% between the shafts of the two
tuning condensers ('2 and ('3; the aerial

i

connected tu ground (through ('I) and to
the grid circuit by the differential condenser
C, which has two stator, in the satine
plane, and a rotor. li cgeneratiln is controlled through 1.'5. The tuning system is
so designed that inductance and tapacils
increase together, gip in_ constant ilupodnuce, whate%er the frequency, from 20o to
2000 ureters (the European hroadcast range
-covered on one large semi- eircular scale).
The differential condenser not ont' adapts
the tuning circuit tu the chatacteristics of
the aerial, but serves to solo' extent as a
shiner (.ontrol. The . \.F. .talles are standThe 1).l'. tuoticl of this .et, it is stated,
ups the ylutaige tIickier outside the metal
ahinet, at the react.!

$3.98

ropy of the Second Edt Lm of S. Gerardo.
Radio E.herewith $3.9S for which oar are to seed rue the lard:
postpaid.
(Foreign and Canada add :Iles estra.I ' If the hook doe: not
pp to ms expert:0 ions, tir Is not a, rupee- roiled. I inn return n. and hare' nn

Kindly

11

The Radio Encyclopedia is prbinbed in one volof 352 pages, bound in flexible red morocco
keratol, size 9 x 12 inches and gold -stamped cover.
Heavy ledger stock is used and the loose -leaf con struction enables new material to be added.

GERNSBACN CORPORATION
Park Piece, New York. N. Y.

ryelepedla.

A GERMAN RECEIVING CIRCUIT
EI'It()l'1:.tN sets for the popular trade
hat e pet er been designed with the cnlph:nis upon selectitity which has been
Itl't'tlall bina l ill .t merienn set manufacture.
It is interesting, therefore, to note the entplpr.i. laid upon the selectivity of II new
German electric receiver, the input circuit
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2.5

1.75

180

9.0

75
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1.5

200,000

1,100

75

.1.2

1.5

250,000

1,100

9.0

10,000

900

75
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36

6.3

0.30

135

3.6

37

6.3

0.30

136

4.5

38

6.3

0.30

136

8.0
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2.5

1.50

250

32.0

300
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13.5

110.000

900

375

100

15,000

250

7.5

16.5

38,000

2,500

2,500

100

7,000

30

2.0

0.08

90

1.8

4.5

13,000

700

16
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2.0

0.13

135
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22.5

4,950

780

150
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complete details of
Manual on page 748

See

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS OF
THIS UNUSUAL LIMITED OFFER
LYNCH MFG. CO.. INC.
Broadway
Dept. C
New York. N. Y.

1775

for

Prescription
fér Radio
Reception

rota page 731)

'l'he two band- selector condensers CI and
C2 are nearest the fining dial.
'l'he output of the oscillator \'2 is indite tiveh' coupled to 1.2 in the hand- selector.
Note that the variable volume- control resistor R1:3 (10,000 ohms) is connected between two resistors, 11:3 and Ito; it varies
the negative bias on the control -grid of the
2nd I. E. tube, \'3. The resistor 83 between
11 13
and the chassis has a vale(' of 2(30
ulnas; a n(1 84, between 1313 and the "B-} -"
68 -volt connection, is of 25,3)0(3 ohms. A
variable resistor 814 and condenser C10
constitute a variable tone control in the
detector plate circuit. Electrolytic condensers of 8 -Rif. furnish exceptionally good
filter action in the power puck.
In tidditiin to the special circuit- balancing
condensers C3A, C4, ('S (the theory and
use of which have been described in connection with superheterodyne receivers of other
makes mentioned in past issues of Itanlo('R.ilT), there is a particularly noteworthy
arrangement of the entire tuned circuit of
the oscillator, V2. It will he noted that the
tuned inductance SH -SI. is grounded at one

3

1,

New Midget Superhets
1

FREE

LYNCH

t &pproximate.

Announced average characteristics of new tubes, together with revised figures for the two -volt
types. The '35, it is learned at the last minute. may be used more effectually Teith 3, 90 and 250
volts on the cunt roi -grid, screen and plate respr; tirrly..3 nec 2-colt battery pentode, to be known as the
233, will draw 0.26 -amp.: with a plate current of 14 ma. and screen current of 3 ma.. at 135 volts on
each and -13.5 on the grid.
The output is rated at 650 milliwatls.

(Can tin

")

Filament
2, 3 and 5 Watts,
Cartridge and Pigtail Types

{(

680

current

12

METALLIZED

12.500'

2.5

by

YA T?ar1
A. 1A.. /i
RESISTORS

275

135.
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To Dealers and Syr. nr,n
ilh our ,pc. i.d introductory deal on

AM PER FIT corrects
line voltage variations that spoil radio.

end and "floats" at the other. This arrangement secures a permanency in the frequency
of the oscillator output which was not
obtainable in earlier forets of oscillator
design; since the resonant circuit is now
independent of variations in the constants
of the vacuum tube and its associated current supply.
The following S.M. units are used in the
Models, ":37," "38," and "39;" L1, ''1'vpe
161" I1F. coil; 1,2, "T'a'pe 160" I1.F. coil;
1,:3, "Type 111:3' oscillator coil; Tl, "Type
.\ -270" A.F. transformer; I"!', "'Type :360"
power transformer.
The operating voltages arc as follows:
filament potentials, \'I to \'5, 2.2 volts; \'6,
\'7, 2.25 volts; V8, 5.1 volts; plate potentials, \'l, \":3, \'4, \'5, 200 volts; \'2, 68
volts; \'6, \'7, 2IS volts; V8 (filament to
ground), 400 volts; screen -grid potentials,
\'1, V3, \ -1, 6b volts; control -grid potentials, \'(i, \'7, 46 volts; cathode potentials,
\-1, 6 volts; \'2, 5 volts; V3, 1.6 volts; \'4,
2.3 volts; \-.5, 20 volts; normal plate currents, \'1, :3.2 ma.; \'2, 5 ma. \':3, 5.7 nia.;
\'I, 5.6 eta.; \'.i, 0.8 ma.; \'6, \'7, 28 eta.

Protects tubes and power equipment. Improves tone. Reduces
noise. Install it in any electric
radio in five minutes without
chassis changes.
A type for
every set, including midgets.
$3 at your dealer.
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CANADA

CANADA'S PIONEER COLLEGE. endorsed
by leading radio manufacturers, offers DAY,
EVENING. HOME STUDY and SPECIAL
TRADE COURSES with free scholarships
and trip to Toronto (all expenses paid).
Write for booklet to Principal.
RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA
Limited
Toronto
310 Yonne Street
-

-

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS
sllrrrdip Onlsh.
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Shield talke Opt ore os right Hilo.
Any Size to Order.
Coll Shields. Coll Hole Curers, Shielded
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Pilot Coil forms 5. , .lmperites
for 2-suit luge 794
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The new "37. 3R and 39" Silver-Marshall super circuit. for midget chasses. Resistances (ohms):
81, 750; R3. 200; R5. R6, R7, 10,000; RS, 400; R9, R11, 100; RIO. 1,000: R12, 4,000;
1113, 10,060; R14. 500,000. Capacities (mmf.): Cl. C2. Cl, 425 max.: C.I. 250 -600: C5. 750:
(mf.) C6, C7, Cll, C13, 0.1; C8, C12, C14, 1.0; C9; .001; C10, C15, 0.25; C16, C17, 8
(electrolytic). R2 and /14 are 25.000_oh,n resistors of one-watt rating.

New ELECTRIC Clocks
at Lowest Wholesale Prices
SI

RPRISlNGL

i

l

big
Electric

.

-

elp you to Inro:Le home
utility of exceptional valu,- and to make an vara
profit nand your sale,. Write for ear complete list of
Models and Special Discounts. FRANK UNDERWOOD,
713 Washington Street, New York City.
hohl
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World's
Smallest
Speaker
WITH ONE YEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION TO

RADIO -CRAFT
HERE is positively the smallest cone
speaker on the market. This loud
speaker is a marvel of performance,
and despite its small size gives good volume.
The speaker can be used for a variety of
purposes, as follows: In the bedroom at
night, local or powerful stations may be
heard without disturbing the house, place it
on your table or desk, or use it as an extra
speaker connection, with extension to another. Ideal for hospital, sickroom or hotel;
suitable for a gift to anyone. May also be
used on porches, automobiles, etc.; practical
for portable radios.

Act Quickly

-

subscribers.

Midget
Cone
Speaker

i

Rush Coupon
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96 -98 Park Place. New York.
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era lose herewith 33. ".n fur Otte Tear's suhseripl Ion to
1.10-CItA rr.
You are to scud lue also, absolutely
a Midget Cono Speaker.
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RCA VICTOR MIDGET SUPER
the "Superette." model midget
superheterodyne receiver, the 11(.'i
Victor Company make. its ,Ils rat into tale
field of Sisal radio sets. This compact instrument, shown in Fig. (i, uses eight tubes,
including two of the new "variable oui'
type.
As stated in the .tgril, 1931, issue of
1(.uno- Camr, the variable -11111 tube reduces
"cross- talk," that species of interference
which results when a powerful broadcast
station is in operation in the vicinity of a
radio sel tuned tu ;mother st:Ptiun.
Taie control. push -pull tvpe '45 power
tubes, an N -inch dcnaunie reproducer, and
a particularly efficient ford of volume cootfro' arc found in this receiver; this control
is su designed that it obviates the need for
the "local-distance" switch required on sets
of earlier design.
Silecticity and scnsitivily are exceptinn..11 good; bring due, in part, to the use or
the superheterodyne circuit. l'articuhn attention has seen given to the cabinet's design, in urthr to obtain good audio reproduction.
The tubes line up as follows: first detector, type 24; oscilla fur, typo 'lia intcrmetliate- l'rcqueucy amplifiez' (two of the new
WI'1'11

Fig. G
The new RCA
-ictor midget sll per employs
variable mu /J: amplifiers. obviating the need
of "local-distance- .switching.
1

variable-mu tubes), type '3.5: second drsa
tector, type
puSb -pall power
amplifier tuxes, pc '11. .\ type ',tin rectifier
f

s

t

is used.

The Ohm Family, R, X and

Z

(Continued front paye 740)

'l.l'.

The opportunity to get this speaker as a
premium will last but a short time. It is
worth your while to mail the coupon below
with your remittance immediately, so that
your first copy of RADIO -CRAFT can be
sent promptly, also your Midget Speaker.
This offer is extended to old as well as new

June,

or voltage acts in
us, the induced li.
l,puse the charge which
a way as tu
is taking place. \lark the fact that the

such

i

direction of the current's flow (whether
positive or negative) or its magnitude have
nothing w'hateyer to do with this
is the
rate of change in which we are interested.
Luck again at the cure in Fig. l(', and
you will sec that the current's Magnitude
is continuously changing, ereepl at the instant in ears half-egrle when the nurrinraln.
positive Or negative value is reached.
Since the inductive effect is at maximum
when (Ile "rade of change" is greatest, we
may assume that the opposing 1..\I.1'.,
dur to the iadnrlance of the circuit, is at
its peak when the current wave is passing
throngll its 'Zorn sa l ue t tool we ems plat ti
cur,' to this effect as in Pigs 3. The "peak"
:due of the current is as shown by the
cure, while the 1t..f.S. (root-mean-square)
or efl'ee(ive v:dne is but ,lui of the maximum (ordinary A.C. meters rond lt.:.I.S.

-it

values.)
. \t
:up' instant the ..lape ut' the current
curve gives the rate at which the current
is changing; and it cran be stall Ihal the
slope is steepest at the points where the
current crosses the zero line. \\'e may plot
the dotted "sinusoidal" line shown in the
Fig. ti as representing :il arbitrary relation
between the current and the "back" or
"cftunter" l:..LF. in an inductance coil of
I. henries.
Since the back I ?. \L 1'. is defined as being
exerted in a direction opposing the current
change, we also have shnw'll the hack E.M.F.
ass negative
in value while the growth of
current is in the positive direction. The
curve of this induced voltage (the hack
E.M.1'.) is seen from the figure to he ,just

ont quarter -cycle out of step with the encre,,.: and we say that it is sud of phase
by 911 degrees. and that the current "lags
the voltage" or that the voltage "leads" by
90 degrees. This brings us up tu the problem
of phase difference from which we will beat
a hasty retreat for the moment.
the freque'ney in cycles is taken as
f, the vintage induced by the changing
current is equal tu 6.28$2 tintes f tilles the
inductance in henries times the current in

If

amperes:

E= 21T'xfxLxl

This leads its hack to (Him- I.
direct
current; and we will lind that, with Ilia frequency set at to single yalne. the equations
:Irr parallel to those of Ohm's law lout
will) X1. (the inductive reael;n ee-- ci :-'R f I.)
taking the place of lt: so that just as
singly in the rase of dient- current e :d<uh¡otiuns:

E=IXXL; I=E/XL;XL=E/I
(Í'n

he

continued in .lrrlg It.tuil-l'R.tt-r)

FIFTEEN MILLION SETS
IIF. total number of receivers in use in
1 .\merican homes on the first of this yar
is estimated at fifteen trillion, on the basis
of a surrey made by floe/i Retailing. Ili
this mousier, nearly four Million were sont
during 1930; about L4e; less than in 1929,
although the average selling price of each
sot was f:$7 last yea u', as against $1 :3 :3 in
1929.

At this rate, there are still over ten million families to he supplied with radio, in
addition to the market for extra sets in indicidu:Il Ipnnes, offices, rte.

1
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"L-32" Ultradyne

Greatest Tube Sale of 1931

(Confirmed from page 737)

The Largest Variety of Tubes in the World

short the antenna to the chassis; when the
hiss still will Inc heard. Then by -pass to the
chassis, with a 1.11 inf. fixed condenser, the
plate of V1, when the hiss will stop.
On the other hand, an antenna wile,' is
too long necessitates turning the volume
cimtrul adjustment to a "retarded" setting
which yet will not stop a certain amount
of cross -talk and tone distortion. One solution of this problem is to use a "variablenut" tube.

THis SALE

has been especially arranged for service men, dealers
and radiotricians and a large supply of tubes are always on hand.
These tubes are made by one of the largest Eastern tube manufacturers and are sacrificed for ready cash. This is your opportunity
to buy tubes at lowest prices.
All tubes are guaranteed to be first -grade quality -comparable to
the best obtainable on the market today. We will replace within
five days any tube that has not given complete satisfaction.
Such an amazing tube sale has never been conducted.

Complete Stock Always Ready for
Immediate Shipments.

Using the Variable -Mu Tube

Although it was stated in the preceding
article that variable -mut tubes may be used
in this receiver without making any circuit
changes, a modification of the circuit which
will result in somewhat better control of
these tubes, is recommended by tir writer.
In Fig. 1, at A, is shown the vulunæ- control
putcntiometer II27 and its position in the
original circuit diagram (Fig. 1, page Mil");
and at It the rearrangement of the circuit
fur best operation of variable-nut taies
(Majestic '51's, ItCA- ltadiotron '35's, etc.)
in place of regular screen -grid (type '21)
tubes.

For operation of the variable -unis, the
3,000-ohm volume -control potentiometer lí27
is tu be replaced with a I0,0OO -ohui potentiometer. In addition, a fixed 3(1(10 -ohun resistor
It is to be placed between the "high" side
of this potentiometer and the positive
potential lead. Nude that the eathode's
variable positive bias (which is really the
enntn l -grid negative bias of the two 1.F.
umuplifier tubes V'3, V4) will have a higher
Maximum val ne, due to the fact that instead
of their connecting to a 25-volt potential
source, as at A, the 85 -volt line is tapped,
as

at

IS.

Condenser Backlash
Some constructairs have reported difffculty'
in tuning to shortwave stations; land, in still

fewer instances, to lung -wane broadcast
stations. They hind that it is necess:n to
wiggle the tuning kuldi right and left several times before stations can be heard at
maximum volume. This is due to a certain
.unman. of "backlash" in the main condenser
shaft,
may be prevented by taking
greater care in setting up the variable
'i lm ll'n se rs.
\fter running the l'1 -in. steel rod (which
is In in. long) through the tuning condensers, the condensers should he moved around
until the rod slips easily through the shaft
lodes; and then the condenser mounting
screw's are tightened. Next, the condenser
rotors should be adjusted :it their hearings
until they swing freely un the steel raid; not
until then should the rotors be tightened
to the steel shaft.
The procedure then is to mount the condensers so that the rod slides freely through
condensers and tinning dial; tighten condensers, then dill and, lastly, the rotors.
Any further gnestiuns concerning the new
"Mantel I.-32." l'Itr ulyne mrly he addressed
to the attention of the writer (in care of
It.\ulo- ('tArr), who will he glad to give them
leis personal consider:it'

all

Order from this page and note the following terms:
NO ORDERS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN $5.00.
NO REPLACEMENTS AFTER FIVE (5) DAYS.
IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO SEND THE FULL AMOUNT
OF CASH WITH THE ORDER AS LONG AS YOUR ORDER
IS ACCOMPANIED BY 20', OF THE VALUE.
SHIPMENT WILL GO FORWARD TO YOU BY EXPRESS
OR PARCEL POST C. O. D.
ALL PRICES ARE F. O. B. NEWARK.
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l'X -232 -Screen grid radio frequency amplifier fur do yells or ,tara gr banter,..
l'X -2111 -Fur Per
ar
amplifier. high voltage
1A-2111 -- Power amplifier used 111 last stage of audio frequent.,'
sil bakelite shield tube 2111:\
Itallast lithe type I). and \I. to wrynl tubes front blowing out
1'X-222-Screen grid radio frequency auudi lita
Pentode
1'X.2.:1
Tenon ttl., I +Ion tube
l'hutuele, air cell, 2 -lush

l'\' -199

\-
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.40
.40
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.00
.00
.00
.00
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.00

.60
.go
.60

.55

.95
1.00
1.00
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r i5di
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Rectifier and Charger Bulbs

rertifrtng tube 111.11. !Yin.,
Amp Trickle rbars.gr óu11.
2 Amp. old and new type charger blabs (list SI.11111, our price
1
and r, Amp. old type
[larger bulbs 111.1 $x.110 I. our ruby
1- X- 290 -Ised as a full -wave rectifier 11111e for 111611 emission
t'X- 281- eaararterlslles similar In the 250 but used as half wave rertitle, of high emission
Ilecmfynlg 'Pubes especially designed fur use with Freshman )I aster
Eliminators, I'\' brass hase.
123 )111.
.r,

...........................................

si.

10
2.110

3.00

a

-1:
n

Discounts:

3.71
.40

linnet uuaniiu

.30

100 tubes and over 10e.
500 tubes and over IO.a and 10%

ARCO TUBE COMPANY

.
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Right Now!!
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NEWEST CATALO(;
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RADIO SETS AND PARTS
All Merchandise at Wholesale!
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S. HAMMER RADIO COMPANY
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Wheatstone Bridge

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

(Continued from page 741)

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at the cost of ten cents per word for each
insertion -name, initial and address each
count as one word. Cash should accompany
all classified advertisements unless placed
by a recognized advertising agency, No less
than ten words are accepted. Advertising for
the July issue should be received not later
than May 7th.

BIISINESS OPPORTIINITIES
Beautifully
MARBLE.

colored
glossy tiles. No polishing, almost uncanny. Saws
and planes, or hacksaw proof. Cheap fireproof,
enamels wood. Cement composition Make table-

ARTIFICIAL
tops,

base,

floors,

mantelpieces,

inkstands,

and 114 until the
voltameter V indicates et hadimce, by' zero
deflection. Now switch over again to the
buzzer and phones, and vary the position of
the sliding contact until a balance is obtained, as indicated by a minimum sound in
the phones. Again switch back to battery
and voltmeter, keeping the sliding contact c
fixed in the new position previously found;
and very the resistors 1113 and 114 until a
balance is obtained. Alternate this way until
a very sharp balance is obtained on both
D.C. and A.C. -then note the values of ai
and If and apply the formula previously
given.
m
X

vary the resistance of

novel-

ties, incitation lumber, garden furniture. Astonishing samples with particulars, ilk. John F.
Payn, 945 Grande Vista Drive, Lus Angeles,

Calif.

DETECTIVES
DETECTIVES Earn Big Money. Excellent opportunity. Experience unnecessary. Particulars
Free. Write, George Wagner, 2190B Broadway,

=

113

MAKE AND SELL. your own products. We will
furnish you any formulas. Write for our literature. Chemical Institute, 19R Park Place, New
York, N. Y.

PERSONAL
ESCAPE from your lonely existence! Valuable
Write today l Box 128 -M,
information free.
Tiffin, Ohio.

RADIO
RADIO DEALER in Jugo Slavia desires offers
of Radio apparatus and wireless material. Urgent
offers to "Radi,i'- l'ublicitas Ltd. Advertising
Agency, llica 9, Zagreb. Jugo Slavic.
Speakers reSERVICE MEN, ATTENTION

-

wound. magnetized. repaired, $2.c to $2.75. Complete Power Pack Service- Transformers rewound,
condenser blocks repaired, resistors duplicated.
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia,

Iowa.

SALEMEN WANTED
SCREW-HOLDING SCREW DRIVERS!

NonRemove, insert screws inaccessible
'Factories,
Factories, garages. electricians, carpenters, mechanics, auto, radio owners buy on sight!
I. ree trial!
Jiffy, l$it! Winthrop Bldg., Boston.
SONG POEM WRITERS
;.UNG POEM or melody writers -offer bonatide
proposition.
Ilibbeler, D1í.í\, 2114 Keystone,
Chicago.
magnetic

PAW"

H)O
ANYONE
PROVES THAT THIS IS

not the actual photo of myself
showing my superb physique
how the Ross System has
ncreased my stn height to
ind
Hundred;
d (t. a 3 -4 Inches.
Clients tip
of Testimonials.
old Again Iron, I to
Po In. years o
6 Inches In a few weeks:;
y

First in 1907
First To-day

ROSS
No Appliance. -No Drugs -No Dieting.
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars Cam.
Con lneing Testimony and Particular,. 5
pmts.
floe
for
return
mails
inrn.s
"Allow
ruts stumps.
the Atlantic.
G. MALCOLM ROSS. Height Specialist,
Scarborough. England. (P. 0. Box IS).
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tEvery pair Laud
" adymades."
yon O. K. before
no

your
'I:

00.000 rß patterns.
tailored to your measure;
Our match sent FREE for
1

Pants are made. Fit guar.
Send pitee et cloth or vest today.

anteed.

SUPERIOR MATCH PANTS COMPANY
115 So. Dearborn Street. Dept. 581. Chicago

PATENTS

TO

OBTAINA

PATENT" and Record of
descripInvention Blank. Send model or sketch and
Free Opinion whether it
for
our
tion of your invention
ELECCOWS within Patent Office Rules. RADIO andService.
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OF FEES AIN

INSTALLMENTS

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.. 923 - 9th, Washington. D. C.
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Mystery Cigar Lighter

Make Big Money

Shnwing this Scientific Starre) to Sien.
New Principle of Ignition. What ytakes

Eli START:
IIGRnR.

Prietion.
Flint
It Light
lth Sales
Samplee with
it Suaranteed
or Chromium
00.
ite
Aren ts Write
£1
.
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Desk SF
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25e.

METHOD MFG. CO.
New Method Bldg.. Bradferd, Pa.
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Published every
other mont{)
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be noted

Measurement of Capacity
The 'Wheatstone slide -wire bridge may be
used also to measure unknown capacities,
there being required in this circuit but one
known capacity. Fig. 3 illustrates the connections for this bridge, in which C is the
known capacity and CX the unknown capacity, while )n. and n arc the lengths of
the two arms of the slide -wire, which a re
ad just cd for a balance by a minimum sound

wonder,
TIMELY developments in radio's latest issue
of
Television. are published in every
latGernshack's
Hugo
-Mr.
NEWS
TELEVISION
art
this
Rapid advancement in
est magazine.
cycle
today is becoming a repetition of the radio
Daily broadcasts are becoming
of years ago.
following
are
more numerous and experimenters
exsets
ldF
in quick
sofa its develop-

in the phones.
It is evident that, with this arrangement,
the resistance in one arum of the bridge is

-

balanced against the impedance of the condenser in the adjacent arum. (The impedance
of a condenser is the resultant of resistance.
and reactance but, as the resistance is
so very low, compared to the reactance, it
can be disregarded and the entire impedance considered as reactance.)
The reactance of a condenser varies inversely as its capacity; while the reactance
of an inductance varies directly, and therefore the preceding formula must be rewritten and used in the following form:
C X n
Cx

=

For example, the scale

with

vest

and

published on development of Television - -

that the important adjustment Of the sliding contact r was not
('hanged in balancing the resistances of 133
and RI; since the important adjustment of
the slider determines the inductance measurement. The above formula is absolutely
correct and is based upon both types of
balance thus obtained.

It will

m

ToAnySuit.
L.

- - no greater magazine

n
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L(

New York.

$5,000

June,

has 100 divisions

m in the phones at
and the sound is minimum
a point On the wire 25 divisions from E
(Fig. 6); leaving 75 divisions for le, between
F and c. Assuming that we use a standard
capacity value of .002 -nmf. for C, we may
substitute these values, giving
.002 X 75 = .006-mf.
Cl'

=

25

In all these measurements using a buzzer
to supply the alternating current to the
bridge, it is advisable to set the buzzer at
some distance from the bridge, or muffle it
wary; for otherwise it will be diffiin s
cult to determine whether the sound is coming from the phones and clue to the current
passing through them, or whether it is direct
noise front the buzzer. (A "high -frequency"
buzzer is more quiet. Sec Fig. 4.)

On All Newstands

perimental ydpurposes.

n
Foresight

-they
ment can he seen by the pioneers of radio
are equipping themselves now with television
experience.
The articles published in TELEVISION NF\VS
are of primary importance to experimenters
they are simple in construction. understandable
and
and replete with diagrams, photographs
illustrations.

A Brief Summary of the Contents
How to Build the New Jenkins Television
Receiver
Full Size Template for Disc Layout
Television Digest
4 r Course in Television
A .Short
a ve ReBaird Universal Television and Short Wave
ceiver -Construction Details
Power Supply for Television Receivers
Simple Elements of a Television Receiver
Signals?
How Shall We Amplify Television
llow to Get Large Television Images
articles.
interesting
and other

COMPLETE
TELEVISION
COURSE

Over 175 illustrations.
Diagrams. Circuits and
Actual
Photographs
Photographs of Tele-

-
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Transmitters

and Receivers.

FULL DETAILS IN COUPON
ABOUT SPECIAL OFFER
TELEVISION NEWS

RC-6

Park Place. New York, N. Y.
Enclosed lied $2.011, check or money order preferred. for which you are to send me TELEVISION NEWS for One Year (Canada and
foreign $2.50). I understand that the regular
subscription price is $3.00 and this Special Offer
will be void after May 31st.
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An excellent source of A.C. voltage for
measuring inductance and capacity is a
vacuum -tube
audio -frequency oscillator,
which dues not have the above- mentioned
fault of buzzers. Tite terminals of the
oscillator are connected to the points E and
F of the bridge. (See Fig..5) Resistor Itl
controls the amount of A.C. fed to the
bridge.
In these measurements, a calibrated variable (air dielectric) condenser may be used
as the standard C; with this, it very large
range of unknown capacities may be very

t

:ailuply measured.
First, the slider is set at the mid -point
of the length of resistance wire, thus making
to egutiI to n. 'l'he variable condenser C is
then adjusted until a balance is obtained.
Then, the dial reading of the standard condenser C will indicate the capacity of the
unknown condenser CX; since in and n
are egad.

,n

COUPLING

AUDIO
OSCILLATOR

Fig. 5
The most sal ist,, rho ry uprrution of the bridge
is obtained with an A.C. oscillator giving a
good note.

A midget condenser, Cl, is necessary in
this measurement so that a balance (at the
minimum capacity of C) may he litai, and
the zero reading of C taken without the
unknown condenser ('X in the circuit. It
is required also tu bring the balance point
further up the ;cale on C when pleasuring
small values of CX.
The effective resistance of the condensers
'miters into the measurement of capacities
exactly as in the measurement of inductances; but, in the ease of condensers using
air as the dielectric, this is not t'ere iuturtunt hec;ns,. the resistance of suet con ensers is alnu+st zero. Ilowever, where
condensers have different dielectrics, (for
instance, air, and "mud" compositions),
there will be a considerable difference in
SCALE OF 100
ç

DIVISIONS

e

tn

ri

O

F

:.ar

D

R1

ACDRIVER

ti/

R3

Fig. 6

RL

inehes. will mount a
riprocal.'
one-meter rule os sheen,' or the
scale of the February article may be used.
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Sensationally

LOW Prices
on Tubes-60 Day Guarantee

-

20% CASH
BALANCE C. O. D.
2% off for full remittance with order
minimum order $10
222
384

$ .80

.60
.70
.70

182
183

base,

S

x 45

201A
171A
112A
200A

ALL PACKED

$ .22

.35
.35

.30

-

226
227
224
245

280
210
281
250

$ .32

.35

.50
.35

$ .35
_ --

-_

_

1.00
1.00
1.00

IN ATTRACTIVE THREE-COLOR BOXES

RADIO TUBE SURPLUS CO.
31 Marshall

TRANSFORMER

;r.l

Street

their resistances; which uteaits that it will
be impossible to get a silent point in the
tdephunes. Iluxever, a fair balance point
can usually be secured.
Because of the insulating properties of
condensers, the circuit will iw (open; therefore, it is impossible to balance this bridge
with direct current. However, a good Italance,'a'ith fair accuracy, is generally found
when using the fundamental circuit shown
in Fig. :3.
In order to secure a more accurate balance with this bridge, it is necessary to
connect a variable resistor It in one or the
otter of the condenser arms, (XI or X2,
Fig. 3.) ; the proper place is found by trial.
This will compensate for any resistance
effect introduced by the condenser in the
Iitlter condenser arm. The readings of this
resistance, with and without the condenser
('X, are iudicatite of the losses in the condenser under test. This is a check-up of

"leaky

condensers.

Construction of a Slide -Wire Bridge
The connettiuns between the componenbi
of the bridge are made on the top of the
wooden base by means of brass straps 11/2
inches wide and
-inch thick (Shown in
Fig. 6.). The holes for the terminals are
tapped the correct size.
The wire used for m and a. may be of any
standard make of resistance wire (such as
nicln'nnæ, German silver, constautin, etc.)
and its gauge iron) No. 24 to No. 28 13 & S.;
as these are the utmost convenient sizes with
which to work.
(Note: Be careful to
secure uniform wire, for the resistances of
the two ;gyms of the bridge ut and n are
pn:pn r t iumtl to their lengths only if their
en mss sections are equal.)
The resistance wire is stretched taut
;almost flat on the board, and securely fastened at K and l' to the brass strap at each
end of the bridge. 'l'he meter -scale
mounted directly beneath the resistance
wire, thus pnsitiuning the slide -wire about
it -in. above the meter-scale. The contact
slider c may he one of the sharp edges of a
t chi.
brass rod; the opposite edge being
soldered to a length of rubber -covered lamp
curd. Compare Fig. 6 with Fig. 2.
1

Newark, N. J.
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Span the World, -th

Set/

hrl It for you! Listen in 1)1RECT to Ts-anion.
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the world ria short waves.
Enjoy unhrie ter elan Programs from strange lands. Your ordinary reprit it
tune In those lut: ware dations.
w'111t.11 -tYi l tt:
itECKlY E It gets II to 55n meter stations with surprising
clarity. SEND NO MONEY! .lust write your nine and
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nnP:udr, by SI. on deposit. Trice In foreign
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NEW RADIO BARGAINS
Transmitter adaptable for phony or rode.
ih Plug -In .,ils
$14.75
Eliminator, hune Dry with 250 tube, tau vous
'till operate up to ten tube set. naty guaranteed
6.75

Low Power
WO

B

AC-A

B C Power Parks. r nnpletelY assembled
8.75
Tubes: t'x Otte, 40-day replacement guarantee. No. 21 II,
52.25: No ^. u. $2.45: No. 251. 51.85; No. 215. $1.25;
No. 221. $1,25; No 222, 75e: No. 225 658; No. 1:1 75e.
International Microphone, ton button for pnbl it address
oaten. and trmi,ndtter, s t'ci h or music
$9.75
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Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade
For Those Delicious German Apple Pancakes

-

50c

72 GROVE STREET, NEW YORK CITY

-

-$1.00 - $1.25

90c

Visit the Village Grove Restaurant for Dinner and Then for Laffs

THE WORLD FAMOUS
VILLAGE GROVE NUT CLUB
99 Seventh Avenue, So., New York City
"In the Heart of Greenwich Village"
with "NUTSY" FAGAN

-

Here's what ehe critics say
"The goofiest place in town

...

I really get

a

The "Air King"
(Continued from page 735)

If you cannot pick up adequate "Il"
voltage from your receiver under any circumstances-and this is a very rare condition- then you may introduce a 45- volt "'B"
battery, connecting the negative terminal to
the ground and highest positive to the
"13+" lead of the converter.

THE VILLAGE GROVE RESTAURANT
DINNER

1931

kick out of it."

-LOUIS SOBOL, Evening Graphic.
JAMES, Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
it
rave.
"
-RIAN
may
Club
-long
Nut
for
the
"Hurrah
"A fast, furious show, something going on every second."
-NICK KENNY, Radio Editor, Mirror.
HELLINGER, Daily Mirror.
world.ei
-MARK
in
the
it
anywhere
like
"Nothing
"You can be made to laugh." -MAE WEST.

RESERVATIONS -SPring 7-9139

THE SHOW PLACE OF NEW YORK

VILLAGE BARN
with The Sensational Crockett Mountaineers
and REV. DAVE BARNUM and His DEACONS
Old -fashioned homestead dinners with dance music
$1 by gosh!
served from 5 until 9:30 p.m.

Operation a Simple Task
And now for tuning in. Turn on the
switch of the receiver, and sec that the
tubes in the converter are lighted. Press in
the coil switch at the rear of the converter.
Then, after waiting for the tubes to heat
up (which should not take more than one
minute even with slow -heating tubes) listen
carefully to cour broadcast receiver, for the
familiar rushing sound in the loud speaker.
If this sound is not present, turn up on the
vol
control of your receiver. If this still
does not cauSC the sound to appear, then
control in the opposite
turn the vol
direction; for if the broadcast receiver
oscillates at the high frequency to which
it is tuned, only a quiet hiss will be audible,
and ,you may not be able to tune in a shortwave signal. Be sure that the receiver is
not oscillating; if possible operate it ,just
under the point of oscillation, or (if it is
a stabilized receiver) at or near the maximum volume position of the volume control.
p

a
TURNS

-

B

K

10
TURNS

Later on rural entertainment in a rustic setting, square dances, cider,
'n everythin' 'till curfew!

F

(2FROM'K)
t 2 FROM F)

G

(GROWS)

BARN DANCING

WEST 8th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

52

-

Between Rh and 6th Avenues
SPring 7 -4348

Reservations

"AN

ADDRESS OF

DISTINCTION"

WELCOME

NEW YORK and
T%i

ski

,

(Ï INTON

Exceptional
in Every Detail
DRAKE

MOTEL

®VERNOR

J

THE finer character of

to

3157

ST....

7r "AVE.

opposite PEN NA. R.R.STATION

Tas

accommodations,

foods and service is reflected
in the continued patronage
of seasoned travelers...and

in the extra comfort the
guest enjoys. Rates begin at
$5.00 per day. Permanent
Suites at Special Discounts.

1200 Rooms each
with Bath, Servi dor and Circulating Ice Water.

THE
út{

II10TEt-w

tinder Blackstone Management

ROOMANDBATH

.300 UP

Fig. 3

Oscillator coil form at .4; schematic at 13.
The "Hi -Lo" switch, shortin, F to S, lowers
the minimum wavelength of tuning.

Now, very slowly, rotate the tuning dial
of the converter. If you have had no previous experience with short -wave reception,
recognize now the well -established fact that
it is easier to puss over the short -wave signals within the sensitivity range of your
receiving system, than to tune them in. 'l'he
loudest short-wave station receivable will
come in strong at a given position of the
converter's dial, yet, possibly, be tuned out
completely by a movement of that dial
equal to only one eighth of a division.
After having tuned in a strong signal at
one position of the converter dial, try to
tune it in at another position of the saine
dial. About one third of the number of
strong stations you will be able to receive
will come in at two settings of the oscillator
dial. If interference is suffered, try the
alternative setting, whereupon this interference may disappear. If it does not, another

June,
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remedy is to change the setting of the
receiver dial ever so slightly; thus hardy
:altering the intermediate frequency, and
ret use the con,-ester.
With the .\\itch ont and the fall eight
fortis used nu the tuned secondary, the
greatest number Of stations will he received;
as ul.l people \fill listen at night, when
v.:1Neleu_tlls from 35 to 1211 meters come in
strong. Below 3.5 ureters, there is little to
be heard at night, and around 2(1 meters,
next to othing, because of the peculiar
bell for of short \naves at night. During
the daylight. howe\ur, stations on the lower
wavelengths should he received.

Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade

NOT6L

uiroiuM

a

-

705

Opposite Cleveland's

515,000,000

Public Auditorium

Information Bureau

300 CLEAN MODERN

ROOMS
Each with bath

jotted from p'e'u ;12)
"super- control"
the R(', \- R:aliaatron type of
t in. di tier
from the regular '24 ,screen -grid tithe
ll ici it replaces, in circuits designed for its use?
(. \.1 As stated in the article, "Recent Advances
Radio "lita,( Ilrsigu." in the April. 1931, issue
of R.totu -CRAFT ( page 599), the va riahle -mn tube
may take any of a great mind wr of different farms,
ill the design of the elements. to obtain the
mtnnl :clic variation of the mutual conductance.'
of the tube wind, prevents "cross- talk." dur tu
the proximity of a powerful local station.
The construction of the regular type '24 .screengrid tube is shown at :\ in Fig. 1)123. The control grid I d is would symmetrically. and the screen grid has two esiindrical meshes: ait outer screen grid O. S -1 L, and an Tuner screen -grid I. S.G.
The design of the elements of the new vaiiablenm screen -grid. particularly the ILC.\ - Radiotran
type '35 ''super- control" tule, is shown at Ih The
control-grid 1;2 k wound with uneven spacing;
and the 'r screen -grid 1. S -G. is made conical,
end coming closer to the control -grid, and the
other to the plate.
The synlxl of a type '24 tulle is shu\vn at C;
turd a proposed symbol for the '35, at I).
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WILL

BE HELD AT SAME

TIME

CROSLEY Electro Dynamic Speakers
FIRST TIME SOLD AT THIS PRICE
YOUR CHOICE
Net
Model "A " -7" Chassis housed in beautiful metal cabinet
with output transformer.

CROSLEY Type F

Dynacone Speaker
This Crosley

$650

Speaker is meeting
the increasing demand for an automobile radio reproducer which can
expected ,00
be
give a full measure of satisfaction.
I rvnamic Tone!

Equipped

Model "B" -Same as Model "A" Chassis only.
Model "C " -9" Chassis with 900 ohm field and output transformer. Can be used with any set employing
1 -171A or 1 -245 power tube:
Also can be used
In Majestic Model 71.
Model "C "
Chassis with 725 ohm flele and push -pull

-9"output

transformer.

"E " -6 Volt Chassis for operation on storage battery
or "A" eliminator. 85 ohm field and push pull output transformer. Can be used with

Model

$2.95

sets using the new 232 tubes. Can be converted for A.C. by use of a step -up transformer and _,sn tub,.

ISN'T THIS WHAT YOU'VE
BEEN WANTING?
A Real Noise and Hum
Last
At
Eliminator

MAXIM "Silent" Power Supplies Reduced

DRY "B" POWER
No

More

Hum -ml

SERVICE
USELESS
DOWN
CUT
to be
CALLS: You will find thisasarticle
moneya
a
money- saver, as well
maker, for you. The majority of your
How
service -calls are due to line -noises.
wasted
ouch time and material has been making
I.y your Service- Irepartnrent
special appare lus to cut down ofline
the
noises? Now a simple installation
troubles
"MAXIM FILTERAD" and your
are over. Works on all currents-Auto-

matic-Requires

no

liquids. A
distinct radin bargain
that will be of interest
to the experienced radio
buyer. (Complete with
tube.) For A.C. Current.
no

Regardless

OUR
PRICE

$6.50

rent.
OUR

Heavy Duty Model

Compact. Simple to install. Only one switch.
Conies complete with a
2S0 tube ready to ..I.rate.

PRIC
PRICE$16.50

$9.00
Net

PRICE

Net

ACME

List $5.00

HANG -UP REPLACEMENT
CONDENSER SECTIONS

NATHANIEL BALDWIN
RIVAL UNIT

2.651

OUR PRICE

ELKON 5,000 HOUR DRY

"B" RECTIFIER

'l'yp.' E11ti. For "B" eliminators using
...., th...na BH tube.
Replaces rectifier tubes in "B"
eliminator. Dry, s lid, rugged.
Not affected by accidental overFully
loads or line surges.
Power is much
self -hen ling.
quieter.
smoother, and

List Price $6.00

PRICE

$1

0

-

800 VOLTS

Size: 5X23/4X1

PACK WORK
Every Service Man should always have
on hand several units of each capacity
and voltage to meet every emergency!
Our
Voltage
Working
Price
D. C.
Capacity
2
1
1

1

Net

Inch.

2

2
2
2
3
3

OUR
I' RICE

$10.00

8

OUR

to prior sale.
All offers are F.O.B. New York, and subject
order.
Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with every
2% if full
Or,
deduct
on
delivery.
be
paid
Balance may
amount is sent with order.

CO.,

.90
.70
.90
1.10
1.25
.95
1.15

MFD.
to Mount

$1. 25

Net
PRICE
List Price $2.75

Net
per dozen

PRICE

.60
.80

For use in modern filter circuits. Dealers and Service
Men may use these units of
standard size for general replacement and repair work.
They have 400 V. working
voltage -500 V p ^.k voltage.

Easy

OUR

.45

MAXIM DRY High Voltage
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

95c

GRE NP ARK

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

450
600
800
1000
400
600
800
1000
400
600

too late.

$0.35

500 V.

Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mid.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.
Mfd.

Encased in a sturdy
metal container with S
inch
flexible insulated
E. ipped
wire
leads.
.n. Hinting
with handy

brackets.

Nathaniel
This
Baldwin unit is
one of the finest
made by that company. Can be used
f o r Phonograph,
a n d
Automobile
Ra d io
Portable
Outfits.
Order your supply
today before it is

FOR GENERAL REPAIR AND POWER.

1

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HIGH VOLTAGE FILTER
CONDENSER
3 MFD.

of price no
finer "A" Power Eliminator can he procured. No
need of bothering with
expensive "A" batteries.
complete -for A.C. cur-

Net

adjustments-Take

DRY "A -B" POWER
Ultra modern design.

DRY "A" POWER

Contains

advantage of this offer now!

OUR

Net

65c

Net

rr

WESTINGHOUSE
CARBON
PIG -TAIL
RESISTORS

Fine for AC sets and Power AmpliPers.

ohms

100
150
200
:100

400
500
700
750
s 75
1.000
1.125

1,200
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,400
5,000
10,000
15,000
2
3

20,000
25,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
75,000
100,000
180,000
250,000
500,000
200,000

Meg.

Meg.

OUR PRICE

.00
Per dozen

DO NOT WRITE FOR CATALOG!

Dept. RC, 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y.

few striking values from
our big Catalog

A

STAR MIDGET

Dependable aril o,.. The kind that make friendfor you as well as for u.. Merchandise you till
have to be afraid of. That's what your n
depend upon getting from Radio Circular.
That% why Radio Circular does a busing -, running into the millions eevery year. And iii ;ui.why it will pay you to get
with the
real bargain.. the
nd valor+ and the bic
profit, Radio Circularcan offer you.

record -breaking seller
6 TUBE -SCREEN GRID RADIO
A

$65.00

List

To You
Set

.

$29.550

of Triad Tubes

1.73

RCA or Cunningham Tubes $7.00

A wonderful little radio. Looks beautiful and sound.
better. Sells an unusually big percentage of customer-,.
Designed and engineered with every modern improvement in radio circuit engineering.
Has an attractive walnut finished cabinet, beautifully
built chassis using 3.224's; 2.245's; 1.280. Employs power
detector and push pull amplification; has automatic
local distance switch; tone control; phonograph jack;
full shielding; electrolytic self -healing condensors; and
matched Dynamic Speaker of outstanding power and
lone qualities. Licensed under RCA patents.
An outstanding value! A fast seller! Play it up big for
summer homes.

Midget Radio Table
Arti -tie design. sturdy. well
constructed and beautifully
finished in walnut. Size of
top 11x17 in. Height 28 in.
Weight 10 lbs.

FOR INSTANCE:
Bright Star Forn.ing Flashlight. No. 716- t
large two cell Fu,u.u,g Fl a.bl ight. Solid liracorrugated r
nith Nickeled Head and Bottu m
ap. Fool.pnm t sx ilrlt that lock. on and off and
at.o fla-he, for signaling. Tile octagon Head presents rolling and ring on bottom facilitate+ haueins. Can be owed as a Candle-Light. Equipped ..,w
a Ccnuine Mazda 11111b and a Bright Star Rases
Complete with 2 No. In cells. An ..seeptianal value. Usual price $1.00, Tu YOU S
L

a SC

Standard

Hy-Voltage Cncaserl Surge-Proof
Condensers.
ers. For general repair and power pa. I.
work. Small and compact. impregnated in pit,
winh long flexible lead+ of push -bark wire tw i.u.,:,.
late quick connection.. Can he placed out -she to
pack. Citaranteett for IOlY ; free replacement.
I odd.- 600 {Corking Volts. each
30e
nitd. -600 Working Volts, each
40e
I i1.1á.--61111 %wising Volts, each
60e
mid. -300 Working Volt+. each
25c
I odd. -800 Working Volts, each
SOc
Condenser Block for Majestic. "B' Eliminator.
Majestic Super IS :Majestic Ma +tern;
Majestic Special Master B. To YOU
V.mld Bakelite Sockets-for sub panel minim ma.
Phosphor Bronze Contact Springs. For 226
_- 221 -280-245 Tubes. To YOU, each
LC. f. Test Leads -a convenience to the set nw tt ,
ml a necessity fur the radio service n
t r drab, r.
u urpa.ed
s
for testing sets and tracing t
ble
-,I whe shorts, open and other dried coin
to radio set. are encountered. Easily attached to
any peter for testingbatteries or any
electrical app
To YOU,
OU, per pair
Sprague Electrolytic Condenser. High capa, Ile
in
pact space. Alwolntely puncture it
f....II
healing. Serew soclet facilitate+ imidlat ion in c,,,
tune of set. Rated 8 mfd. at 430 volt
D. C. List $2.50. To YOU
only
Cordon Acme 4 Pick Up with volume control.
Vise arm is made of genuine Bakelite with a beautiful natural wood finish. Is good looking and .till
not show wear as will plated metal pa-.
rr
Faitlnnll.
reprl.OUe, the entire maniac' range.

Kolster Speaker

$2.65

Here', the year's best buy. The name alone,
-ells it. Kolster magnetic type Bone loud-pecker. Dissensions: Height 11 inrhe+,
width 11 inches, depth 61/
i tidies.

6c

I

$9.75

List
To YOU

.. . $2.50

Famous Model "G" Gordon
Phono - Motor and Turntable
First time al thi. price. Ruggedly con- trurted
throughout. Sp;ulish felt gears assure -ileiwe.
Equipped with automatic stop control. In.
duetion type, no brushes. Easy to

exceptionally quick starting

torque.

For 110 volt 60 cycle alternating current.
Proven dependability has made this New
Gordon Electric Phonograph Motor and
Turntable the

List

..

$35.00

To YOU

.

.

.

45e

$3.95

95e

Farrand
Dynamic Chassis
Height

Depth

Width

For A.C.

$4a50

Neu, Bosch Speaker. The newest model -beaux it of
design and superlative accuracy. Built to with-land
the vibrations of deep tone+ and to reproduce ever.
-hailing with surf
g s outbness and saluum.
For all tar p. of r
without adjuw meat ud the
-peaker or attend i.n. to the r
ect polarity ui
mt
Sells readily at $25.00. To

sou

7 in.

9 in.

8', in.

.

Current

industry.
First time at

The e

this price.

etit

.a

ä

Make a trice
profit and build List

$30.00

good will with
everyone.
To YOU

I

$9.95

only a few -ample. of the sahtes to he
f
d n
catalog. It t- full of items on which
can make from 511'; to 300':. profit. And the
hest of then, is. they are sound, well knouts. trade .narked articles you can depend upon.
Send 20':; with the order and articles will t.,
'hipped C.O.D. Order any of the above article,
direct from this page. And be sure to ask tor tint
catalog. It means money to you!

Famed for itssintplicity and reliability. Easily
installed in all types of radio or phonograph
consoles. Tonal range and fidelity superior to
any other reproducing unit in general u -e.

To You

ORDER DIRECT... from

....

$3a5O

FREE Catalog -means money to you

accepted stand-

ard of excellence for the

Il,

$5.95

this a :e!

s

r

RADIO CIRCULAR CO.
New York City

225 Varick St.

TEAR IT OUT NOW!

RADIO CIRCULAR CO.. 225 Varick Street. New York City
Enclosed find

i

.

'I h.

.d

item-II-led brinw.

1

null pas balance upen receipt of inechandi

RADIO CIRCULAR CO.

225 Varick Street. New York City
flea -, send nie

u

take
I

a

prnlit.

r catalog
log of

radio liarga..

I

t.

.,,,

understand this obligate me in na

Some

ycmc

lddress
AI -o plea.,- .end

catalog.. ei,,

4p!

ti

SHOP!
STOP! DON'T
-

HERE'S a NEW plan, which saves you money. Stop shopping
the lowest prices are right on this page. Yes, lower than in
our own catalog. Why? Because no house can get out a new catalog every month, but by adverti sing in this magazine we can bring

you the latest and lowest prices up to the time this ad is printed.
We watch our competitors and do not allow anyone to undersell
us. We meet ANY price on NEW merehandi -e. Order direct from
this page and sate money. 100% satisfaction on every transaction.

Dry Electrolytic Condensers

NEW

Na.

Mfd.

1801

1

1802
1804
1808
1816
1824
1832
1854

1'e

In.

2i

In.

he.

4'g lu.

4'.

16

3

24
32
51

3

in.
in.

3

in.

YOUR
PRICE
$0.27

.44
.83

120
2.10
2.70
3.30
4.73

4b In.
In:
In.
41¡ In.

4'¡

in.

3

Divider
Adjustable Voltage
Designed for extra

It van
heavy luny.
be used in any radio
Power operated ,et,
tIindnators. pow-

aunt soots

4

"250" A.C. Power Transformer

Professional Telegraph Key

10,000

Ohms.

2276 -Divider.

25.000

Ohms.

slides

75e

Peerless ABC Power Trans former -80 Watts
As used in

Model 85" chassis.
)'late. control -eri, I.

grid,

sereen -

voltages

heavy -duty. extremely strung, double filter
choke eau he used for all
Irults,
Dyes of Olten
T1..1.

work, loner
amplifiers. recelvaa. eliminators, power packs. i-onrerted sets, etc. Known
as R. C. A. replacement
part for all RadWia mod es pedimental

i..

17

for

"4'a, titi '27'.
two '45's. and '00
rectifier elerlrnsta-

tment
hree

Each choke

pnoer transformer
stint lles current for five
tubes
15 - volt Arelurus
,hawing 5 Ma. and %
wp. Ott Olautenta; one
V. tube: too '50's,
,, -1 two '81's. Two 227

This

wort'

tit. reproducer biasing potential rectlnerl. Ilan approximately the following output ratings: 25 V..
cotter-tapped, 350

partleularly Nos. 33.

and 18.

C. realatance, 500 ohm..
(T4mete l in parallel. these
double filter chokes have a rating of 15 Hen ri... at 160 Mills: rnnneeted in series. 60 lien.
wits at SO Mills. Fully shielded ill heavy metal
wlilt special Inaulst ing rvntpamd. Size
.tx
3% x 2%. Shipping weight 6 Ibo.
e
11

slides

250

t.;

10

V. and 120

3111.

TP/015fOltoofn

en each

side; 5 V., 2 À. 3 V., 00 Ma. I9hmary
The
tamest for low ur high line voltage.
replacement for big sets. For 110Dlnlensfuns 4x41
12írest
r volts. :,0 or ao cycles.

('9.65

in. )yelght 6 lbs. List $12.00.
No. 1403 -YOUR PRICE

PUSH-PULL
POWER

V..

700

ap

250

224 (If suitable resist.e
is used) and 750
lu. Full ware It" and

i,

Ided In
aches

1:111124 Is e

metal. 4a4x

111, -1211

No.

role,, fed GO

1412 -YOUR

.

l

tt'eigl
Litt $2c.

high.
t,'
les.

n

spJ

PRICE

1

$2
2

A -C.

Short Wave tConverter lll
dart

waves is t ttm,
hceatlse you ran connect this short -ware
bconverter In term[

oadrast. receiver. no

litatb r What type re-

SERVICE

TREATISE

o
RADIO BARGAIN
A

CATALOG

00R.00 Sra,

(fool%

0,, r..

-

..s. Rao,o

it

RADIO

CO.
TRADING
ZI WIST BROADWAY
NRW YORK CITY

ceiver you hare. Tunes

from In to 200 meter,. using only two
plug -In coils. Coils,
alit -a,lr ti- ,mild. are
IOil with outfit. Comelier ties built. ¡u
,rat trapshooter In heat three 227 s.' all
`ed

'htain

fawn

cour

rerelr,r

Is

'13" voltage, anything from 41 to
Voile:e not critical. No molest, of the receiver.
No tricky n`eenera,ttrtd, only a single. , eoth- operating
manipulate. NO +quests. no go antbody capacity. All Parts for 3 -tiri.
start renverter, Including cabinet.
f
Ira nsfulnter, complete Imes nn lions
iomrlal diagram. Mobbi ig weight S ii,

sit a.
,

till

t

List Price $20.00.
No. 1617 -YOUR

PRICE, leg- tub(

-

$9.45

T.

s e

Wes l inghOUSe

In.

9

In, o We. 7% in.
e e p.
Speaker
ointett packed in
d

crate.
It

m,dt n

Weight

19 Iba.

of the
Most powerful as
well as hest re/m4u1-era in the market.
one

IA

d

i

WATTS

85

Will

supply sufficient
current and voltage for
push -pull '10's, In conjunction with type 'S1
half -wave rectifiers. Th,
25 -volt secondary output Is lust below the
tab, l maximum for type
'21 and '27 tubes; tub's
swill

NEW

greatly

largedrRADIO SERI -11'E TREATISE has
If you liked the WinOust moor uR the press.
ter Issue. you trill like this one a hundredsome
two hia,k -ups, Mrs
71
fold. It m mains
cult diagrams; and s0111e 330 illustratlans.
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST BOOK EVER

Converter

e

that Converta any
broadcast set Into
a sllternetrrOdyn
short- waverecta,
-

Employs three
and
ere from 20 to
No
115 meters.

wtubes

plug.

eons!

chn lu used to
all Wave-

riser

Single

lengths.

control, no
body capaelty, 110
squeals. This con-

dial

former

hlo

hear

rener has built in filament transAll

227's.

the

your lremI

i we'laltirn It

Voltage anywhere frr.lu 45 to 100 volts. Voltage la not critical: no molestation of or
van oerate
8 lbs.
luche,
Size 17x10x1
No. 1814 -Super Converter. List Q' 1 5.93
L
Price $25. Your Price (less tubes) 40

PUT OUT BY ANYONE. Among the new
inettore listed are:
VACUUM TUBE TREATISE. with many il-

Genuine Magnavox Microphone

Chas ante risbr

fatuous

gage Vomunnt Tube Average
Chart; limo to 'fake Care of

Itntrabtn>: foil
Your Tubes

;

)low

lei, k- up.; Duproo¡1551

tiui

l',.nurct Phonon. epll
the 'r,nm Quality of Old

10

Ad,li'i, nal Land Sneaker.:
art -; tent
all fully illustrated sá111 diagram,.
Other art iclr.: modernizing Old Radio Sets;
Ilcu to Co Otcrt Battery to Power Sets; Selection of 'tubes: l'uslrl'iiim._ mplltirrs;
placing %11,1i0 T1.111-tcrmers: 1'110110 poach.
is
to Choose Power Transformers;
Dividers: tyaba.v of l'. wer Trans.
and Installing ReplareSelrttine
former:
iaent Par'- In Radi,. Set.: Fllter Cundensec; Ito pairing Eliot hmmrs.
WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents for post.
Treatise sent by return mail.
age.

ats:

Veoltage

',

I

Do Your Own
Made byy the

,

231

281

224
79e each

;

$1.58 each

232

$1.08 each

Radio Trading Co.
23 West Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Home Phonograph Recording

worldCo.

to'hlle
originally made
While ,on
Mum on the head,
is
It la easy to screw
handle onto one of

The ride bracken are
and place the
soft nrrt
at the hest speaking dfstarti
from the mouth. (barges with 6 feet of Cord
The biggest mike bargain in America: Cam
around
straps
plete
factorypark
al
head.
d. tv rand new. s in origin
Ing. Shipping weight 1 Ib.
List Price. $10.75.
No. 1610 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE
Ilh

sides

With
ae

B

$1.55

L

High- Voltage Condenser Units

We guarantee these con densen unconditionally. They
are ideal far general reran
nl
be
in any new
In
be installed
h-pack.
wooer -nark. All condensers
are Olrnished with 8 -inch
lengths of timed "nush-

back" wire.

600 VOLTS

,

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CANNOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00.
If C. O. D. shipment is desired. please remit 20%
remittance, which must accompany all orders.
If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount.
Send money order -certified check-U. S. stamps.

a r

W

PRICE

t

69e each

! !

Positively greatest converter ever built It brines
In European stations daily, clear as a hell.
At last a short

70c

nu a 6 MONTHS TREE REPI.:t('EyiENT
BASIS, PROVIDING TUBE LIGHTS! All tube, are carefully
meter-tested before hipment, nd carefully Pao it'd. Ili, u1
confuse three IIIG Hs Qt'AI.1 TY tuba with au, other "low
priced" babes -mw low prig es are possible hecagse we do
VOLCMF. bmfurss'
Choice of
NEW
Choice of
Choice of
Choice of
222
246
226
112A
Chulee of
210
280
227
200- A-1b0UX
230
250
199UV -120
171
171A

,

NEW

!

$1.73 Superheterodyne S-W Converter

for telegraphy,

Soil

63c each

longer

a

in th Lk. his 2 switches
to telegraph on two Moults, bidets intently
or together. A wonderful chance to get e
commercial telegraph key with sturdy .1.1.1n.
silver contacts! Handles a lot of maser. Shipping weight 2 lbs. Lid price $3.50.
1625 -YOUR

much

last

than when heated from
a higher -voltage trau
former. Fcnr secondaries are rated a fui
lows: Secondary Sl, 75 V., 1.25 A.; 82,
renter -tapped, 7.5 V., 1.25 A.: 83. 1.1 l"
4.25 A.: 54. 2.25 V., 1.85 A.: S5. 7
..
V., 90 Ma. Printery is tapped for le,
voltage.
For 110 -12u udt.s. 10 -60
4% z 4% z 4% Incites. Shipping weight,
12 Iba.
List Price. $19.50
$ 1,55
No. 4338 -YOUR PRICE

m

No.

$ 7.45

Kolster Power Transformer

home practice.
hmue -tar -house commitideation, as a key 111a
ans In test cirrults,
etc. Mounted on heavy
mica ale base 3'. x1x"1

TUBES
6 MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON
OI-.tR.tNTEE

2111A

9 -Inch cone.

List Price $50.00.
No. 1506 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE

DO M.

The new Sommer Edition

a

RADIO

.

NEW SUMMER of EDITION
en.
our

fir

,

E

For

$9,75

'

FREE!

Kolster Speaker Chassis

stay be connected directly
in the Plate circuit of type
'12A babes; or to higher puter tubes through an oldput levit'e. Ill posit- I,tll
nil., speaker may to con ,cod from Plate to plate.
Paper in roue" tae.
,,Itliau,
Is
prevented by a
'bound damper; bass note,
is ell reprtahurr d Clue to
,lie "free -edge" effect. Its
small donen -irus slake it
eligible for use in homeconstructed m ti g e [sets.
curd. Dimensions: I0 x
ft.
G
Comoro, with
Ihs.
s ang
x ti i- im lies. Sh loping weight gig
$18.00.
.80
Price.
List
No. 1500 -YOUR PRICE_

with

eitatinn

dry
rectifier.
high. 9'

Earl Power Transformer

R.C.A. Double Filter Chokes

fila-

2275-Divider.

110.vnit, 60 -eyrie
.tel'. light socket
supply for field

$14.70

"Courier

ll

No.

.

List Price. $10.05.
Q
No 8336 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE.. "OC

'

parka. amplifiers.
rte. Especially useful
In all radio set rebattery
pl&eeeu rat work, used In converting
is
sets into power Seta. The correct voltageand
sliders
of
retos
so
by
loosening
,detained
position. Voltage e cannot vary due lurtheeio,Itand c fart
liar construction of the n lstor
sliders. Shipping weight a lb.
u

3

,

70 WATTS
Make mover revamp.
Ina the old battery
et. Thii power tramformer used In Earl
Model 22 cerelser
supplies "A." "11"
and "C" potentials
for: two '27's (or
screen
grid 24's1.
Noce '26's, two '71A'a
and one '80 rectifier;
total current output of bigh- voltage wilding
at maximum output (about 200 volts) Is 00
ma. Inglis voltage secondary, filament wind Inc for 27's. and for ',IA's are center.
tapped. May be used In thy number of
combinations. Suitable resistors, a couple of
4 -mf,
filter condensers. two 30 -henry chokes
power
and bycondensers complete
2ä inches. 16 long
pack. Size 3% x3
teals and full wiring direction. Shipping
Price f7.50.
wrlght rose List Pelee
Yo. 1410 -YOUR SPECIAL PRICE

"It"

Ni.

done quickly and aeeurately. Plate current,
filament volts. line and litter supply volts are
mealurel. Grid swing test for tulles used. Just
push Otte button for
fern -.rid and other butt.m
for other tubes. Makes to
of all typn Iules
simple ana thorough. 4ií -toit grid battery Is
furnished. Battery is uteri for grid test and
runt Inuit testing of transformers, chokes, etc,
rapacity and resistance charts famished showu.e of Instruments fur testing condensers,
" measuring resistances up tu 100,010 ohms,
I. -.Itt Seale readings of no fers may be used settstalely Willi the jack terminals provided. Scale
readings are o- a1. 300 -r00 D.C. volts, 0.10.140.
A.C. ami lee. filament voltages are accurately
0
-20
-120
milliamperes,
t
o'
veils
and
7 oc
Iota-rood ou the one meter. Strung case with leatherette covering. Attractive. Compact.
or the beginner for radio set ana Complete. Fills erra need for the expert scri tee i
Sld1ßing weight u15lllb.. Lust Price $25.00.
c 10',33'.x.- inni-..
h'zlnr
YOUR PRICE
No. 700- READRITE ANALYZER,

,

'i, in.

1
in.
1% fu.

8

211,

,

i.1

Length

Diameter
's In.

4

-

'I..,s
I` .r

Utah Dynamic A.C. Power
Speaker -Model 33A

READRITEAnalyzer

slit meet ana la'rer lias selector switch
los
coking
Darts of tithe oirtIlite by
,ug tu all
the .el o, kets. Selctn for
u.l of plate. grid, tathude and screentesting voltages

yfount In any position! Guaranteed Iseo,r to blots out! Renmrkably r.mpact and very htespensl'r,
permitting generous use of filter:log el oten,. The greater the mfd.
apacity employed, the less A.C.
ham remains 3011 volt peak rating.
Ideal for all 171.1 - 215 pnw,r
arks -use two of rash , epeelty
Iesired for 230 power parks (1,000
colt peak thereby assured).

No.
1702
1703
1704
1705

M.

Mul.
Capae.
!
1

2

4

Your
Price
$0.25
.30
.40
.60

800 VOLTS

I

Cat.
No.

I
I

I

1706
1707
1708

Mid.
Your
Cane. Price
I

50.40

2

.70

4

1.05

I

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.
Should you with goods shipped by parcel post, be
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same.
Any excess will be refunded.
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PILOT

UJ%

IVI1tSALVX RECEIVER

Pilot's wonderful wave band changing switch, incorporated in the new Universal
Super -Wasp, revolutionizes the short wave art. No longer need numerous coils be
changed to cover the various wave bands. No longer need dial settings change each time
the same distant stations are tuned in. You can log permanently all the stations you
can get throughout the world, you can tune from the short waves to the high ship waves
without removing your hand from the single control knob.

Universal Features Revolutionizing the Short Wave Art

What You Can Get on the
I.: IvERS.tI. Super-wasp

Complete coverage all wave bands from 15 to 650 On the short waves are hundreds of relay broadcastmeters witl
t coil changing. E
plete.A.C. oper- ing, experimental and amateur stations transated chassis in cabinet. (Also available in battery made() mitting voice and music; actually
ti ands of
All :Iletal Chassis.
amateur
and
commercial
stations
sending
code;
Highly sensitive and selective circuit.
numerous trans -oceanic and ship -to-shore teleScreen Grid 1'R F amplifier plus Screen Grid
pl
stations; dozens of television transmitters;
Detector.
227 First Audio Stage.
and police radiopl
stations in many cities.
Two 245's in push -pull output stage.
On the broadcast ranges, the Universal SuperStations can he logged permanently an (liai.
Wasp covers the full maximum and minimum
Regenerat'
control does not alter t
g.
limits, bringing in broadcasts never heard on the
Provi.. for Phonograph Pick -up.
average broadcast receiver.
1 ?arpl
Jack on Front Panel.
NOTICE TO "II .t MS" :
Above broadcast ranges, the Uni111
atcd Dials.
Pilot will continue building
versal
brings in ship and shore stathe
original
Super
-Nanti in
Handsome Walnut Cabinet.
kit form for licensed amateurs
t'
on 600 meters.
Most advanced construction yet
and oilier, who want to spread
What other receiver offers you as
used for short wave work.
the t
on their pet w
bands and add their own audio
h radio with as little effort?
In kit forni for easy home assembly;
feat. res. A. C. and batter.
no drilling or cutting, all parts fully
Ask your dealer for a demonfina1.Is.
prepared.
stration:
.

Pilot Universal Super Wasp

`'7954)

PILOT RADIO & TUBE
Chicago: 234 S. Wells St.
O F F

I

C E S

1

N

.t..1'.Almlel(K -136) in Kit Form

1.'011 l'., Lawrence, Mass.

New York: 525 Broadway
P R I N C I P

A

L

C O I ' N T R I F. S

San Francisco: 1278 Mission Street
O F

T H E

W O R L D

SUPREME WAS
,WAITING FOR THEM
AGAIN Supreme engineering vision and
insurance against early obsolescence writes
its record in radio servicing progress. When
the SUPREME SET ANALYZER (known as
Model 90) was introduced, it was prepared

for the advent of the new pentode sets. The only
Analyzer already provided with adequate meter
ranges and switching facilities for all tube tests
and circuit analytical indications of the new
space charge (pentode) power amplifiers. When
the pentodes arrived Supreme was waiting for

them.

Dealers Net Price,
F. O. B. Greenwood. Miss..

178"

YOUR OLD ANALYZER IS
NOW USELESS UNLESS IT
IS A SUPREME ANALYZER

':

YOU can't service today's radio
with yesterday's equipment.
So when you buy an ANALYZER
now to replace the one incapable
of giving a modern complete
service, profit by the experience

I

¡
/

e

r

of more fortunate radio -men and INVEST
in engineering foresight and leadershipchoose the SUPREME ANALYZER, the
instrument with the one "wonder-

meter." whose flexibility will prove astounding.

OSCIL LATOL .
SETS a new standard in oscillator design.
Hundreds were glad to wait for the "Supreme"
Oscillator, (known as Model 70) placing orders
in advance of delivery date, April 15th. The
Radio World recognizes Supreme's reputation in
Service Instruments "SUPREME BY COMPARISON."

Both Oscillator and Output -Ohmmeter of advanced design.
Model 70 covers intermediate frequency range from 90 K. C.
to 550 K. C.. and broadcast range of 550 to 1500 K. C. Operates
from A. C. or I). C. 110 volt line or self -contained batteries.
Completely shielded- tapered output control. Output meter
of rectifier type is also provided with resistance measuring range
of 0 ohms to 1 megohm.
Supreme Oscillator Model 70, Less
Tube and Batteries Dealers Net Price, F. O. B. 149%5
Greenwood, Miss.
Supreme
Output -Ohmmeter, Dealers Net Price,
Ind
F. O. B. Greenwood, Miss.
Ilandsome carrying case of hardwood
for combined Oscillator, Output Ohmmeter, and Accessories. Dealers Net Price, 1
F. O. B. Greenwood, Miss.

500

SUPREME DIAGNOMETER 400 -B

and SUPREME
TUBE CHECKER
Model 19 are also

adaptable to Pentode servicing.
Write for instructions.

Keep pace with radio service progress place your order today.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
404 Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss.
Distributors in all Principal Cities. Service Depots in New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago,
Kansas City, San Francisco, Seattle, Toronto
Foreign Division: 130 West 42nd St., New York City
Cable Address LOPREH, NEW YORK.

